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Foreword
;\ LWAYS willing to talk about Colby College and its ambi
fi tious project to move to a new site, Franklin Johnson was
extremely reticent about himself. He wrote no memoirs, he kept
no diaries, he left no record of his career before he came to the
Colby presidency.
Dr. Johnson's accomplishments as the Man of lVlayflower Hill
can be depicted in some detail, because not only is there volu
minous public record, but also available are the presidential files
of those exciting years.
Not so accessible, however, are the shrouded years of his boy
hood and youth, his principalships at Coburn and Chicago, and
his professorship at Teachers College, Columbia University. Very
little in print, or even in writing, has come to light on the long
period of time between Johnson's birth in 1 8 70 and his coming to
the Colby presidency in 1 9 2 9. It is from the lips of those who
knew him at various times during that period that his life story
has principally unfolded.
IVlany persons have been helpful in assembling this hard-to-find
material. Foremost is [VIrs. En1ily Heath Hall, who gave devoted,
unselfish attention to both Dr. and l\1rs. Johnson during their final
years. From her vast fund of information, gained by close associa
tion, l\1rs. Hall has supplied many details and has corrected im
pressions that would have led the biographer into error.
For information about Johnson's boyhood thanks are due to
IVIrs. Dora Bean and her daughter, l\1rs. Gerald Judkins, of Dry
den; to IVIiss Lena Noyes of East Wilton; to Principal Merton
Hamlin of Wilton Academy; to Mrs. Doris I-Iardy Haweeli of
Worcester, IVIassachusetts ; and to Miss Lucinda Bean, present
occupant of the Bean Hill Farm in Jay.
An account of the Calais years has been rendered possible by
the kindness of l\1rs. Edna Spurling of Calais ; l\1iss lVlildred
Holmes of Eastport; Mrs. Winnifred Lord of Pacific Grove, Cali.
.
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fornia; [vIrs. Patricia Lamme of Vvalsenburg, Colorado ; and Dean
B. Rideout of Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.

One might suppose that an account of Johnson's principalship

of Coburn Classical Institute would b e easy to ,vrite, since that

school is located in Waterville, but such is not the case. F ew p er

sons now living remember Coburn at the dawn of the present

century. But among those who do recall the Johnson time at

Coburn and have been helpful are 1V1rs. William Abbott Smith,

Mrs. Marguerite Percival I{nauif, Dr. Ralph Reynolds, Miss Sarah
Young, Dr. Henry R. Spencer, and Dr. Edward G. Starr of the
American Baptist Historical Society.

Light has been cast on the Chicago years by John B. Kenerson

of the Chicago office of Ginn and Company, ,vhere J ohnson's

college roommate, Dana Hall, was long the senior partner; by

Principal William Congreve of the University of Chicago High
School; and by l\1iss Ida Depencier of the Laboratory Schools.

] ohnson' s service in World War I has b een illuminated by

the

recollections of Dr. Samuel Waite Patterson, professor emeritus
and historian of Hunter College, who served with Johnson in the

Surgeon General's office.

Almost all of Johnson's contemporaries on the faculty of

Teachers College have now passed from the scene, but the vener

able Thomas H. Briggs rememb ers well the days when he and

Johnson worked together on IVlorningside Heights. Dr. Wilbert
Carr, who followed Johnson from the IVIidwest to New York and

from there to Colby, has given valuable assistance.

Thanks are especially due to Earl H. Smith, Director of the

Colby News Bureau, whose skill with the can1cra made several of
the illustrations in this volume possible, and to Dr. Richard Cary,

Director of the Colby College Press, for his careful preparation of

the manuscript for the printer and his meticulous reading of the

proofs.

It was President Robert E. L. Strider of Colby ,vho first sug

gested that the writer attempt this biography, and Dr. Strider has
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taken time froln his pressing duties to advise on the manuscript and
on the proofs. I-Iis penetrating advice has not gone unheeded.
The heaviest debt of all is owed to Richard N. Dyer, Assistant
to the Colby President, who has assisted generously and effec
tively at every stage of the 'vork. Without his inspiration, his
friendly prodding, and his unfailing day-by-day assistance, the
job would not have been done. To Dick Dyer, therefore, this
book is appropriately and affectionately dedicated.
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Maine Boyhood

HEN Franklin Johnson envisioned Waterville's May
flower Hill as a new site for Colby College, it was not the
first time he had lifted up his eyes unto the hills. He was born on
a hill, from which even higher hills and western mountains offered
an InspInng VIew.
In the northwest corner of the town of Jay, lVlaine, where the
three towns of Jay, Wilton and Chesterville converge, there rises
an eminence known as Bean Hill. A short distance south of Bean's
Corner, where Routes r 33 and r 5 6 intersect, an unimproved dirt
road leads off to the east. The curious traveler who turns on to
that country road drives up a steady incline for nearly a mile,
when, having risen two hundred feet from the black-top road, he
comes upon the only habitation on the dirt highway, an ancient
set of farm buildings overlooking the broad valley below. In that
farmhouse, on August r7, r 8 7 0, Franklin Winslow Johnson was
born.
Almost nothing is known about Johnson's paternal ancestry.
I-lis father, John Sullivan Johnson, had come to the Franklin
County area soon after the Civil War. Whence he came or who
were his forbears we do not know. Not a single scrap of paper has
come to light about him, and traditional accounts, especially after
the passing of nearly a century, are unreliable. One such account
makes him a dashing young man, attractive to all the girls. The girl
who captured him was Elizabeth Winslow. Diligent search has
failed to reveal the marriage record. Perhaps it did not take place
in Maine, although that seems most unlikely. The public records
of Franklin County towns are silent about it. But that the couple
were legally married there is no shadow of doubt. Had it been
othenvise, gossip in a rural area where everyone knew everyone
else would have blackened Elizabeth Winslow's reputation, espe
cially in the light of later events. On the contrary, she was a highly
respected member of the Franklin County community all her life.
The tradition that the gay young blade, John S. Johnson, swept
.

.
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young gullible Elizabeth Winslow off her feet in a blaze of infatua
tion does not fit the facts. Elizabeth was no teen-ager when she
married John Johnson. She ,vas born on December r 5 , r 8 3 3 , and
was thus thirty-six years old when her son was born. Although we
do not know the date of the marriage, there is evidence that it must
have been later than r 865 and earlier than r 8 7 0. Our own guess
and it is a circumstantially supported guess-is r 868 . Even if Eliza
beth married in r 866, she would then have been thirty-three years
old.
Concerning the age of John Johnson at the time of the marriage
we cannot even make an educated guess. He may well have been
younger than his wife.
If Franklin ] ohnson's paternal ancestry cannot be traced back
beyond his father, it is quite otherwise with his maternal lineage.
The Winslo\vs traced descent from John \iVinslo,v of the Plym
outh Colony and his lineal relative who once commanded Fort
Halifax on the Kennebec and gave his name to the town of Wins
low. Members of the family had settled in the Wilton area before
r 8 00, and one of them, Franklin Winslovv, was the grandfather
for V\Thom Franklin Winslow Johnson was named. To that grand
father and his V\Tife, Rose Ann Ro\vell Winslo\v, there ,vas born
on December I 5 , r 8 3 3 , a daughter whom they named Elizabeth.
More than two years later, on February 24, r 8 3 6, came another
daughter who was given her mother's name Rose Ann.
The younger girl married first. When Elizabeth became the
wife of John Johnson, Rose Ann had been for several years the
wife of the man who would becolne East V\lilton's most prominent
citizen, Gorham Bean. At the time of Elizabeth's marriage the
Gorham Beans had not yet taken residence in East Wilton, but
were living in the ancestral Bean home on Bean Hill. There, with
the Gorham Beans, the Johnsons were living at the time of Frank
lin's birth.
The Bean ancestry was as distinguished as was the Winslows' .
They descended from an immigrant who received a colonial grant
of land in Exeter, New Hampshire, in 166 r . His sixth generation
descendant, James Bean, settled in Jay, Maine, just before the
dawn of the nineteenth century. James's son Dearborn was the
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father of Dearborn Gorham (always called Gorham) Bean, the
husband of Frank Johnson's Aunt Rose.
Not for long vvas the Bean Hill farmhouse the Johnson home.
But it has always, even to this day, been occupied by Beans. As a
boy in nearby Wilton and as a man during his frequent visits,
Johnson \vas often at the old house which he cherished as the place
of his birth. He came to know every landmark visible for miles
from the top of the hill, which rises another three hundred feet
behind the house. The dirt highway now stops at the house, but
an automobile can still safely traverse the grass-covered lane,
through woods and blueberry fields, to the top. From that summit
one gets a breathtaking view. In the foreground are the white dots
of farmhouses, the clusters of tiny villages, the factory chimneys
of industrial Wilton, the spire of its old academy, and the shim
mering waters of Wilson Pond. Beyond stretch green fields and
pine forests, rolling on and on toward the towering peaks of Bige
low and Saddleback and Sugarloaf. Frank Johnson loved that
view, and it called him back to Bean Hill at every opportunity
throughout his long life.
While Frank was still a baby, or at most only a toddler, his
father left the Bean Hill home never to return. Neighbors decided
the man had abandoned his wife and child. Although Frank never
mentioned the subj ect outside his immediate family, the few per
sons who ever heard him speak of his father all agree that he was
convinced there was no intentional desertion, that his father left to
seek better employment and a better home for his family. Recent
investigation has shown that John Johnson did precisely that.
From some place, probably no farther away than western New
York, John Johnson sent for his wife and child. They j oined him,
for how long we do not know, but long enough for the J ohnsons
to have a second child, a girl who died in infancy and was buried
far from the Bean f-Iill farm.
John S. Johnson again left home, and henceforth left no trace of
his existence. Where he went, what he did, when he died-it is all
mystery. Elizabeth \vrote her sister Rose Ann the sad news. Gor
ham Bean kne\v at once what must be done. Taking the time from
his expanding business activities, he boarded the slow-moving
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trains with their many changes, helped his sister-in-law settle her
affairs and dispose of her modest household goods, and brought
her and the boy to live with Rose Ann and himself in East Wilton.
When did these events occur? On i\1arch 4, 1 87 I, there was
registered a deed of sale of a big house in East \iVilton from Sarah
Smith to Gorham Bean. That marks the approximate time when
Gorham Bean moved from Bean Hill to East Wilton. The Beans
may then have left the ] ohnsons on the old farm at Bean Hill, or
] ohn Johnson may already have departed. Frank once told a rela
tive that he was five years old when his father disappeared. That
recollection obviously referred to the second disappearance, \vhen
the family was living in the west. That dates the return to l'/Iaine
as approximately 1 87 5 . On one point vve can be certain: the return,
whenever it was made, brought mother and son to the spacious
East Wilton home of Gorham Bean, where Franklin \vould live
in con1fort until the time came for him to strike out on a career of
his ovvn.
I-Iaving no children, Gorham Bean gave paternal affection to
his nephew by marriage, sa\v that Frank had every reasonable
comfort, and finally gave him \vhat vvas then a luxury for a coun
try boy-a college education. Yet life in the home could not have
been easy for the boy. vVhen Franklin Johnson once said that he
had been brought up by women, he did not intend to demean the
influence of his uncle, but it \vas true the t\VO \vomen \vere con
stantly vvatching him through the boyhood years. It is unlikely
that mother and aunt always agreed on \vhat \vas best for the
child. It \vas not a normal, but certainly not an unhappy home for
a growing boy.
The Beans were workers. Work was good for body and soul,
and a boy in any Bean home was expected to work. So as Frank
Johnson expanded in height and vveight his tasks in the fields and
the barns increased. There is no indication that he was over
worked, as many a country boy indeed was. 'Vark was important,
but to Gorham Bean, who was novv of the gentry, education was
more important than labor. For the nephew of the town squire the
common school could not be considered enough. The boy must
go through the town academy and on to college.
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Fortunately Gorham Bean had the means, as well as the inclina
tion, to see that goal accomplished. The Squire not only operated
a prosperous farm, dealt widely in lumber, and ran a scythe fac
tory; he was also a man of public prominence. Appointed Justice
of the Peace in 1872, he served for twenty-three years. He was
also trial justice and dedimus justice, and for eighteen years State
Inspector of Prisons. In 1889 he headed the commission that made
a complete property re-evaluation by the State. An ardent Re
publican, he was a close friend of the renowned GOP trio, Ham
lin, Blaine and Reed.
In 190 3 Josiah Drummond, a Waterville native and Colby grad
uate who had become one of lVlaine's foremost attorneys, pub
lished an account of the Bean family. A Bean relative by marriage,
Mr. Drummond devoted much time to the careful genealogical
research that such a task demands. In the resulting book he made
it clear why Gorham Bean was so devoted to education in his home
community. Mr. Drummond wrote: "In the 18 5 0'S Gorham Bean
came under the influence of Enos Luce, teaching at Wilton dur
ing the long winter vacations at Bowdoin College. Under Luce,
Gorham studied surveying and passed the examination for certifi
cation as a civil engineer." For six years Gorham himself taught in
Jay, Wilton and Dixfield with marked success. In Wilton he held
many offices: selectll1an, member of school committee, tax collec
tor and treasurer. His knowledge of men and affairs gave him a
position of prominence.
Franklin Johnson, at an impressionable age, could not have re
mained unaffected by such a man. Throughout his long career,
Johnson was to reveal two outstanding traits: optimism and tenac
ity of purpose. He could always see the silver lining in the darkest
cloud, and no task seemed too difficult, once he had attempted it.
If, as has been alleged, Franklin Johnson inherited his optimism
from his mother, his unrelenting determination may well have
come from his association with Gorham Bean.
East Wilton, the community where Johnson spent his boyhood
years, is a hamlet between the larger villages of Farmington and
Wilton on U. S. Route 2. Before Johnson's birth the railroad had
already arrived, and trains of the l\laine Central's Farmington
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branch regularly stopped at the East Wilton station within sight
of the Gorham Bean home. In 1 8 80, \vhen Johnson was ten years
old, the community had three major industries: the scythe factory,
the Moosehead \7\1oolen IVIills, and the "\IValker iVloccasin Com
pany. A local harnessn1aker was so favorably known that he em
ployed two assistants. C. G. Sa\vyer did a brisk business as a packer
of fruits. The place numbered about thirty families. In the entire
town of 'iVilton there were fewer than t\vo thousand inhabitants.
Before Franklin entered the academy he attended the village
school. There he made rapid progress through the Old Englisb
Readers, learned all the words in the "blueback speller," solved
the problems in Smith's Aritl:nnetic, parsed the sentences in Green
leaf's Gra71Z7nar, pored over the maps in Payley's Geo grapb)', and
spent countless hours trying vainly to develop a Spencerian hand
WrItIng.
Along �Tith education \vent religion. The Beans \vere devout
Free 'iVill Baptists, attending either the Free Baptist Church at
Bean's Corner in Jay or that of the same denomination in East
"\iVilton. To the latter the Gorhan1 Beans \vere firmly attached,
and of it Elizabeth Johnson and her son became members. If
Franklin Johnson vvas not born a Baptist, he certainly became one
early in life. To the denomination he gave loyal support through
all his years, and in it he held many high offices. One of the lnany
unsubstantiated traditions about Johnson's youth is that he in
tended to become a Baptist minister.
That there "vas "vork for a boy to do outside the schoolroom is
revealed by an anecdote related by Nlrs. Dora Bean, \vhose hus
band was a nephe\v of Johnson's mother. Frank Johnson and
Walter Bean �Tere often together as boys. On one occasion, �Then
they were at �Tork on the Gorham Bean farm, 1Vlr. Bean told the
tvvo boys to mo\v three acres of oats \vith hand scythes. Franklin,
who held his uncle in considerable a\ve, \vas shocked to hear
Walter's sarcastic response: "What else do you \vant us to do
before dinner? "
But it was not all \vork, either in school or on the farm. As in
every i\laine town in the 1 8 80'S, the young people had plenty of
fun. There were spelling bees, dramatics, corn huskings and bam
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raisings, and the inevitable singing school. In even the small, scat
tered neighborhoods of Maine there was a social circle that fur
nished entertainment and enj oyment which all the amenities of
modern living have never quite replaced. In the winter there was
the glorious sport of "slidin' down hill," skating and hay rides.
A constant pal of the boyhood Johnson was "Pete" Hardy, who
became a popular physician of Waterville. Two years younger
than Frank, Pete moved with his parents from East Wilton to
Farmington in 1 8 80, but during the previous ten years the boys
were inseparable. The two claimed exclusive sliding rights to a
steep hill near Hardy Brook and j oined forces to use their fists to
protect their staked claim.
When Franklin was thirteen his name appeared on a printed
program. As many such entertainments, it was conducted at a
church. The program, preserved by 1Vliss Lena Noyes of East
Wilton, tells us that the evening was divided into tvvo parts. After
a variety of solos, duets and choruses that comprised Part One,
Part Two presented a cantata called "Flora's Festival." The cast
was female with two exceptions: A. C. Ayer and Frank Johnson.
All his life Johnson was fond of music and delighted in choral
singing. He preferred hymns and the popular ballads of the 1 8 80'S,
but barbershop quartets were by no means beneath him. The talent
was clearly inherited from his mother, who possessed a lovely
soprano voice and was soloist in the church choir.
Even before Franklin entered the academy he was familiar with
one of America's most popular combinations of entertainment and
culture, the village lyceum. Even as small a place as East Wilton
had that organization. iVleetings were held once a week through
the winter months. It was a community gathering where people
listened to a prepared debate, original essays, and open discussions.
Often the serious atmosphere "vas lightened by a humorous paper
poking fun at individuals, and some local incident might be re
counted in doggerel verse. The questions debated at the East
Wilton Lyceum are not on record, but we may be sure that they
differed little from those heard in similar gatherings all over the
land. "Was George Washington a greater man than Abraham
Lincoln? " "Is marriage for money justified? " "Is the pen mightier
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than the sword?" "I-Iave women as much mental ability as have
men?" "Is a liar worse than a thief?"
Although in the early 1 880'S 'Vilton Academy had a regular
four-year course, especially in preparation for college, it had, like
many other l\1aine academies, long offered a course of three years.
When Frank Johnson was ready for that school, there were still
three-year students, but few of them went on to college. We must
therefore conclude that Frank Johnson was already a superior stu
dent, because he entered Wilton Academy in 1 8 84 as a sophomore
in the college preparatory course, and was graduated in 1 88 7.
The academy system, outgrowth in New England of the Latin
Grammar schools of colonial times, had come to Maine with the
founding of Berwick Academy in 1 79 1 . Not until a century later
did the academies face serious competition from the public high
schools. Wilton Academy came on the scene late, but it soon
gained in prestige what it lacked in age. It opened in 1 867 and was
serving as the secondary school for a V\Tide area when Frank J ohn
son enrolled seventeen years later.
One mark of distinction of an academy was its ability to retain a
principal for a number of years. Few expected to keep men for
such tenure as Dr. Hanson's half century at Coburn or Dr. Sar
gent's thirty-six years at Hebron. But too many of them had a new
principal every year or two, and not infrequently there would be
more than one head to the school in the same year.
During Frank Johnson's attendance at Wilton Academy one
man was all the time in charge. I. C. Phillip had taken the position
in 1 879 and he remained until 1 889. On the occasion of the school's
fiftieth anniversary in 1 9 1 7, a historian recorded: "Under IVIr.
Phillip there was a large increase in attendance and many improve
ments. A fixed course of study was adopted, and fixed graduations
were held at the completion of each course, the first being held in
I88 1 . During much of this time the terms covered only twentyfour weeks of the year, yet a large number of graduates went to
college and found their preparation adequate."
When Johnson entered the academy, it was already ahead of its
time. Unlike most of the Maine academies, it already offered com-
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mercial subjects, taught by Mrs. Phillip, wife of the principal. But
emphasis was still upon college preparation, and that meant solid
instruction in Latin, Greek and mathematics. Latin \vas in the
capable hands of Miss A. IV1. Taylor, who also taught modern
languages. Like Shakespeare's "little Latin and less Greek," mod
ern languages in a nineteenth-century academy often consisted of
no more than a term or two of French and a similar brief dose of
German. Naturally they didn't "take." The persistent medicine
was Latin and a lot of it-translation, prose composition, grammar
drill, and hexameter scanning. IVIiss Taylor saw that no part of
Latin study was neglected.
Principal Phillip retained in his own capable hands the subjects
of Greek and mathematics. It is, by the way, worth noting how
often those two seemingly diverse subjects went together a cen
tury ago, much as mathematics and philosophy do today. At any
rate, Phillip was equally skilled in the language and the theorems
of Euclid.
What \vas called "English branches" was entrusted to lVliss
Emma Eaton. No academy at that time was considered up-to-date
unless it offered instruction in the arts. It was all right to have such
teachers on part time, one for music, another for painting and
drawing. Wilton proudly presented a full-time teacher skilled in
both fields, and the catalogue listed her as Instructor in lVlusic,
Drawing and Painting.
F or a long time boys outnumbered girls in the Maine academies.
In Johnson's first year in the school, Wilton enrolled eighty-four
boys and fifty-eight girls. Only fifteen were taking the full col
lege preparatory course, although forty-seven were enrolled in
the "classical course" that required four years of Latin, the same
as demanded from those who were preparing for college.
Franklin Johnson had no hesitancy in entering the college
course. How he made up the missing year of Latin we are not told.
Perhaps he covered four years of the language in three years; per
haps he had been privately tutored. Anyhow he went ahead rap
idly and finished with those "vho had entered a year earlier. Besides
the solid foundation in the classics and mathematics, he studied a
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smattering of history, physiology, geology, French, botany, as
tronomy, civics and literature. Like everyone else, he got a
thorough review of English grammar.
IVIost Maine academies in the 1 880'S had affiliation with one or
another of the Maine colleges. The Wilton catalogue of 1 88 3 said:
"The college preparatory course will embrace all the work neces
sary for admission to college. Graduates will, on recommendation
of the principal, be admitted to Bates College on trial without
examination, and if qualifications allow, they will be fully ad
mitted and promoted at the end of one term."
What textbooks did Frank Johnson use at Wilton Academy?
His basic books for Latin were the familiar Harkness' grammar,
reader, and prose composition. The introductory text in Latin,
"\vhich Johnson used either in the academy or before he entered,
was Preparatory Latin Book, "\vritten by Dr. James Hanson of
Coburn, the very man whom Johnson would one day succeed as
principal. To students of the 1 8 80'S the name of Gardiner in Greek
was as familiar as was that of Harkness in Latin, and Wilton Acad
emy used Gardiner's Greek G1I'a711711ar and his Anabasis. For the
modest amount of English that the course offered, four texts were
sufficient: Greene's English Gra771711ar, Richard and Orcutte's
Parsing Book, Harte's Rhetoric and Paine's English Literature.
The books in mathematics were all by the reliable Wentworth.
Like alllVIaine academies at that time, 'Vilton was a fee school,
not a free school. Only a dozen years before Frank Johnson's at
tendance, Maine had for the first time passed enabling legislation
for free public high schools, and it would be many years before
they gave serious competition to the existing acadel11ies. In 1 890
Maine had many more academies than it had high schools.
At Wilton, in Johnson's time, tuition was $6.60 per term, or
$ 1 9.50 per year. Students taking chemistry paid $ 1 .00 for "use of
apparatus," and everyone paid twenty-five cents a year for "inci
dentals." Wilton was not residential, with dormitories, like f-Ie
bran and Kents Hill. It did, however, encourage students from out
of town. The catalogue said: "Board in private families or at hotel
can be obtained from $ 2 .00 to $ 3 .00 per week, with wood, lights
and washing included. Rooms for self-boarding can be obtained
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at reasonable terms." Frank Johnson's home in East Wilton was
near enough to the academy, situated at the east end of Wilton
Village, so that he needed no dining accommodations away from
the Bean residence.
In r 8 84 Wilton Academy was no merely provincial school. A
local boy had opportunity to meet teen-agers from other towns,
even from other parts of Maine. They came from Farmington and
Dixfield, from Lewiston and Auburn, from Skowhegan and lVladi
son, from as far away as Eliot in one direction and Bangor in the
other. While Johnson was enrolled the roster included at least one
Bean, Sherman of Bean's Corner.
Just as the town had its lyceum, so did the academy have a simi
lar society. The Philosophian convened each Wednesday evening
for debates, declamations, and other literary exercises. The school
also presented frequent dramatic productions, held the usual
speaking contests, and every spring fielded a strong baseball team.
When Franklin Johnson was graduated from Wilton Academy
in 1 8 8 7 , he stood second among the eleven to whom Principal
Phillip handed diplomas. He was surpassed only by Minnie Miller,
who at the graduating exercises closed the program with the cus
tOlnary valedictory after Frank had opened it with the salutatory.
The yellow leaflet in which the program is preserved tells us that
the salutatory was delivered in Latin. Thus, when in later years
Frank Johnson addressed each graduating class at Colby with the
traditional "non ja7'Jz discipuli sed jratres at socii," it was not the
first time he had spoken Latin from a public platform.
Five members of Wilton's class of r 8 8 7 attended college. Three
went to Colby: George Andrews, Effie Dascombe and Franklin
Johnson. Andrews became a prominent clergyman in Los Angeles
and was author of several inspirational books. Miss Dascombe,
after seven years as a teacher, married E. L. Adams and settled in
Central Falls, Rhode Island.
Thomas Croswell was the only member of the class to secure an
earned doctorate. After graduation from Bowdoin and a brief
principalship at his old school in Wilton, Croswell attended Clark
University for his Ph.D. Like Andrews, but not for the same rea
son, he felt the lure of Southern California. Leaving the halls of
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ivy, Crosweli became a leading real estate broker in Los Angeles.
Ernest Emrich was graduated from Bates and became a highly
respected and successful dealer in securities in Springfield, lVIassa
chusetts.
While Frank Johnson was at the academy, there ,vas enrolled
in its class of 1 8 86 one man who had both a famous name and an
adventurous career. He was one Daniel Webster, who sought
gold in the mad rush to the Klondike.
During his boyhood years Franklin had developed a friendship
with Dana Hall, son of W. W. I-I all, cattle dealer and tradesman
of East Dixfield. That tiny hamlet, a few miles west of Wilton
Village on U. S. 2 , is unique. It lies in two to,vns in two separate
counties; half is in Oxford County's Dixfield, while the other half
is in Franklin County's Wilton.
W. W. Hall was as prominent in East Dixfield as was Gorham
Bean in East Wilton. Collecting cattle from surrounding tovvns,
I--Iall drove them over the road to some convenient shipping point.
Before the coming of the railroad he had, like other drovers,
walked the animals over dusty roads more than two hundred miles
to the Brighton market, but in the 1 870'S rail shipments had dis
placed the overland drives. In their dealings in livestock, in lumber,
and in real estate, Hall and Bean had close business relations.
Although Dana Hall and Franklin Johnson were in successive
classes at Colby College, 1 890 and 189 I, they were never together
at Wilton Academy. After Hall received his Wilton diploma in
1 884, he taught in district schools for two years before entering
college in the fall of 1 886. Not until three months after Hall's
Wilton graduation did Johnson enter the academy. When John
son graduated from Wilton in 1 887, Hall had just completed his
freshman year at Colby.
There were strong reasons why Franklin Johnson should have
attended Bates College. Gorham Bean was paying the bills, and
Gorham was a staunch Free Baptist. At that time, thirty years be
fore the two denominations were joined into the United Baptist
Convention of Maine, they were decidedly untied, rather than
united. Colby was the child of the Calvinist Baptists, while Bates,
a younger but rapidly growing college, was the darling of the Free
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Baptists. Furthermore, as the \iVilton Academy catalogue stated,
Bates would accept the academy graduate on the principal's rec
ommendation without examination.
It is true that of Frank Johnson's Wilton class three went to
Colby and only one to Bates. Johnson may have been influenced
by the plans of George Andrevvs and Effie Dascombe. It is more
probable that Johnson was already close enough to young Dana
Hall to want to attend the same college, especially after Hall of
fered to take Johnson as his roommate. We may also suspect that
it was W. W. Hall who p ersuaded Gorham Bean to allow his
nephew to enter Colby.
On a September day in 1 8 87, the seventeen-year-old Franklin
Winslow Johnson boarded a "down train" at East Wilton and
changed at Leeds Junction for an "up train" on the Maine
Central's main line to Waterville.
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Colby College he was
1\ 1 T EN Franklin Johnson arrived at
'V V just in time to enjoy ne,Y, unprecedented facilities. A few
months earlier the Colby Echo had announced: "Professor Elder
(teacher of chemistry) has put an electric light of the arc pattern
in his recitation room. It "vill not be used for illumination, but for
projection of lantern slides on a screen. But we understand there
is a plan soon to light the whole college by electricity." In his
freshman year Dana Hall had been obliged to use an odorous kero
sene lamp, literally to burn the midnight oil. "\Vhen, as a sopho
more, Dana welcomed Frank Johnson as roommate, that room in
old South College had a single incandescent bulb. Its illumination
may have been little brighter than the lamp's, but it had no wick
to be trimmed, no chimney to be ,vashed, and it exuded no pungent
smell.
Before I 8 8 7 a venerable landlnark had been the college pump,
standing between Recitation I--Iall and North College. As enroll
n1ent increased, additional wells were dug, but from whatever
source every drop of water used by the students had to be carried
to their rooms by hand. Rarely did a student get an all-over bath
except when he could s,vim in the then unpolluted waters of the
Kennebec, and there were several months of the college year when
l\!laine weather did not encourage swimming. The news that run
ning water was to be piped into the dormitories was therefore re
ceived with enthusiasm. Said the Echo: "Hurrah! We are going
to have bathrooms. The best apology we can now make for a bath
room is to stand on the carpet and dab ourselves ,vith a towel
slightly moistened in the drainings from the old well."
Like the college, the town of \iVaterville had grown rapidly. It
was already a railroad junction, had a prosperous cotton mill and
a dozen other thriving industries, and was about to install a horse
car line. In I 8 86 a company was formed to bring into the heart of
town a supply of water from the IVlessalonskee Stream. Colby Col
lege was one of the company's first patrons, and ,vhen classes
I4
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opened in 1887 pipes had been laid and the ,vater ,vould soon be
turned on. Before Frank Johnson had completed his freshlnan
year he had no longer to put up ,vith the prlinitive facilities. City
,vater had COlne to the "bricks," as everyone then called the college
dormitories.
Another liquid ,vas at the same time in the ne,vs. The Echo
commented : "Cider has been as free as water this fall. It only
requires a stolen ,vagon, a hired horse and a dark night to import a
fifty gallon cask of the juice. Recently such a haul ,vas smnpled on
the afternoon of the freshman-sophomore ballgame, and it ,vas
found to be potent." Whether the freshman from Wilton j oined
the sampling we are not told.
The Colby of Frank Johnson's student days was a staunch Bap
tist college. During three quarters of a century no one other than
a Baptist lninister had held the presidency. The ninth Baptist presi
dent was at the helm when the boy from Wilton enrolled. He ,vas
George Dana Boardman Pepper, the only Colby president to have
t\vo middle names until the appointment of Robert Edward Lee
Strider seventy years later. Named for Colby's first missionary,
George Dana Boardman, the Civil War pastor of Waterville 's
First Baptist Church, and a professor at a Baptist selninary, Pepper
made certain that no one should forget that Colby was a Baptist
college. Yet, just because he was a Baptist with a zeal for independ
ence reminiscent of Roger Williams, Pepper placed Christianity
above denomination, and ,vas determined that Colby should be a
strong, independent, Christian college.
In 1 887 Colby had I S O students and ten teachers. Although the
curriculum was limited and the courses mostly required, the Col
lege had heard of Charles 'IV. Eliot's elective system, which ,vas
creating a stir throughout collegiate circles. Under Pepper's prede
cessor, Henry E. Robins, a fe,v elective courses had crept into the
Colby curriculum. Latin and Greek had been made optional after
the sophomore year, greater opportunity had been afforded for
modern languages and offerings in the sciences had been increased.
In 1 886 Pepper told the Boston Alumni, "We adn1it electives but
,ve deem unlimited electives a curse. "
Let us no,v see ,vhat studies confronted the boy from Wilton in
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1 8 87. Greek and Latin still provided the core of the curriculum,
required for t\vo years of all students. There \vere no electives in
the freshman year, every member of the class being required to
take Latin, Greek and mathematics every day of a five-day week.
A few one-hour subjects were scattered through the year's three
terms: Elocution, Christian Ethics, Physiology, Hygiene. Notable
to a modem observer is the absence of any study of English in the
freshman year.
As a sophomore a student could take a modern foreign language;
so Johnson seized the opportunity to study French, of which he
had had two brief terms at Wilton. He also had a course in rhet0ric' but little practice of its precepts. The time-honored require
ment of three written themes each term had no relation to the
rhetoric course.
The classes that met every day-they were called the 11'egula11'
subjects-were assigned to teaching hours that had been tradi
tional for many years: 8 A.M., I I: 30 A.1VL, and 4: 30 P.M. Even
after electives entered the scene, those hours were respected.
When a junior, Johnson had a choice between what "Tere called
Course One and Course Two, forerunners of programs leading
respectively to the A.B. and B.S. degrees. Johnson chose the
humanities-Course One. His eight o'clock class in the fall of
junior year was logic for the first six "Teeks and English Literature
for the last six. His 4 : 30 class was Greek Tragedy.
In contrast to the thorough grounding in the classics was the
superficial instruction in other fields. German was taught for only
two terms, history of philosophy for a single term, and one was
considered sufficient for a course in Moral Science. During his
entire four years a student could take art for only one term, and
then for only one hour a week for six weeks. Astronomy occupied
a single term, exactly the same time as given to Evidences of
Christianity .
During Frank Johnson's years at Colby there was no such offer
ing in the curriculum as teacher training. Although state normal
schools had been established, they were designed to provide teach
ers for what were called the "common schools," as distinguished
for what since colonial times had gone under the different names
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of Latin grammar schools, Latin schools, grammar schools, acad
emies, and finally high schools. Any graduate of a reputable col
lege was considered capable of teaching in the high schools and
the academies . Frank Johnson, however, was introduced to the
new science of psychology. His I I: 30 class in first term of senior
year was a course in "The Intellect."
Shortly before Johnson's entrance President Pepper had in
duced the faculty to adopt a radical change in the college calendar.
Since the foundation of the college a long winter vacation had
been traditional. Its purpose was to allow students, who in the
early years were all male, to teach a full term in the common
schools. lVlost district supervisors preferred, in the winter term,
to place their one-room schools in charge of men. Women would
do in fall and spring, when the big boys were needed for planting
and harvesting, and most of the pupils were little fellows. But in
the winter a school might have several boys as old as nineteen or
twenty. A man then seemed to be needed, able to handle the
toughest of those boys.
Pepper's calendar innovation closed the fall term in late Febru
ary instead of mid-December and allovved only two weeks vaca
tion before the spring term opened in March. It proved to be a
troublesome change. Students simply took off to teach when the
j obs V\Tere offered, and most of them could claim financial neces
sity as their excuse from classes. That the faculty was exception
ally lenient is shown by the case of Frank Johnson, who with
Gorham Bean's ample support certainly could not plead financial
stress.
Franklin Johnson has himself left a record of his first experience
as a teacher. "I recall the first time I ever faced a school. As a seven
teen year old college sophomore I made my debut in a small school
of some thirty children, ranging from a five year old who learned
his letters at my knee to a red-headed girl of my own age to whom
I taught astronomy from a textbook, accompanied by some eve
ning field \vork gazing at the stars. In those days a lot of big boys,
who during the rest of the year worked on the farms, attended
the winter term. Those boys seemed often to care little about
education; their chief concern was to make the teacher uncom-
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fortable. The school committee informed me that the boys had
'lugged out' the two preceding teachers. Quite naturally I ap
proached the opening morning with anxiety. I read the scripture,
and as we repeated the Lord's Prayer I kept my eyes open, follow
ing the biblical injunction to watch and pray. Nothing happened
then or later to justify my fears. Vie had a happy winter, and I
came back to college, having collected twenty dollars a month for
the j ob."
IVlidway in Johnson's college career Colby changed presidents.
Pepper was succeeded by Albion Woodbury Small, the professor
of history. Small had established several "firsts" at Colby. He was
the first Colby graduate to be elected to its presidency; he was the
first son of a Colby graduate to be president; and he was the first
head of the college to hold the earned degree of Doctor of Phi
losophy. Long interested in the social implications of history,
Small became one of America's leading sociologists.
Johnson's last two years as a Colby student saw the influence of
Small's persuasive innovations. iVIost spectacular of these was the
co-ordinate system, whereby were created men's and women's
divisions, relatively independent but under a single administration.
Cooperating with Charles W. Eliot in formation of the College
Entrance Examination Board, Small was directing a ne,v look at
admissions. Then too, Small made the social studies fully respect
able, no longer the barely tolerated orphans in a classically domi
nated curriculum.
College students are usually more impressed by their teachers
than by vvhat is taught. Colby graduates of the first quarter of this
century still talk about the wonderful experience of studying
Tennyson and Browning under Arthur Roberts, although most
of them have never since read a line of either poet. One Colby
man who became a famous literary scholar was devoted to the
Colby professor of chemistry, George Parmenter. Another, who
bowed at the shrine of Julian Taylor, the professor of Latin, spent
all his life teaching English.
It is difficult to tell what Frank Johnson thought of the Colby
faculty of his time. There is some evidence that he held all of them
in respect, but none of them in avve. He may more than once have
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been tempted to pull the flowing beard of Samuel K. Smith, who
could be exasperating in his demand for themes, especially for the
offerings to be presented at "expositions." Johnson may have been
irked by William Elder's memoriter method of teaching chelnistry
from a book and insisting that "experiments" must be demonstra
tions by the instructor, since it "vas too hazardous to allow a stu
dent to touch chemicals. Johnson may have been bored by
"Johnny" Foster's j okes or put to sleep by "Cosine" Warren's
equations. One thing is certain: Franklin Johnson had no close
intimacy with any of his professors.
lVIuch sentimental talk and writing has glorified the "good old
days" in college when faculty and students maintained an aca
demic camaraderie. It was never so. The gulf benveen teacher
and student was actually wider than it often is today. A teacher's
influence was exercised entirely in the classroom. When a student
met a professor on the campus walk, the student must tip his hat.
(Believe it or not, students wore hats in those days.) FacuIty had
no supervision of student sports and seldom took any interest in
them. Occasionally there were invitations to faculty homes, but
those who accepted did not al"vays relish the experience. Colby
faculty and Colby students lived pretty much in distinct worlds.
In his senior year Johnson edited the college weekly, the Colby
Ech o, and it is in pages of that publication in 1 890-9 I that we get
our clearest picture of this young man in college. Since he intended
to teach, the editor approved President Small's introduction of
a course in pedagogy to be given in the spring term by William C.
( "Uncle Billy" ) Crawford, the local superintendent of schools.
The President's plan for co-ordinate divisions met with J ohn
son's hearty approval. In an editorial on October I I, 1 890, he
wrote: "It is always easy to oppose an untried plan. Whoever risks
innovation is sure to be accused of rashness and perversity. All
summer the prophets of evil had their say about the new Colby
plan. But V\Then the freshmen enrolled this fall no revolution oc
curred. The sixteen young ladies who have braved the criticism
to accept the new system as the first freshmen in the Women's
Division are most heartily welcomed. lVlany supporters of Colby
gave lip-service to coeducation, but acted differently \vhen they
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sent their own daughters to college. \1\1e are proud that Colby has
become the pioneer in New England of the most promising plan
for the higher education of both men and women."
Editor Johnson was as willing to attack as he was to defend. He
denounced the new college calendar. "Students who are obliged
to teach during the winter are now compelled to leave before the
close of the fall term, and cannot return until the next term is well
under way. They will leave without examinations on the greater
part of the fall work and will have to make up that work "\vhile
starting late on the ne"\v term's tasks."
Franklin Johnson loved to sing. He was a member of several
impromptu quartets and choruses, sometimes raised his voice in
the volunteer choir at church, and delighted in concerts. Although
his efforts to organize a college glee club failed, he did generate an
interest that resulted in a singing club a few years later.
Though himself a rather indifferent athlete, Johnson was inter
ested in all branches of sport, and as Ecb o editor he fought val
iantly in the athletic cause. His persistent editorials on football
were largely responsible for the introduction of varsity teams in
that sport. Here is one of his typical pleas. "Football is preemi
nently the fall game for college. It has already found its way into
Maine, but Colby has not yet supported a team. Now the organi
zation of an eleven by sophomores portends the ultimate forma
tion of a college team. Not much can be accomplished this fall, but
at least our boys have seen a football and have discovered that it is
not a formidable thing. Next year we should have an eleven on
the neld."
As an undergraduate Franklin Johnson did not see a Colby foot
ball team take the field, but in 1 89 2 his college, thanks much to his
efforts, was represented on the gridiron.
Baseball could continue on its own momentum, but track, like
football, needed a prod from Editor Johnson. "The seventeenth
annual Field Day at Colby cannot be pronounced a marked suc
cess. The lack of a running track restricts and hampers the events.
In view of the much discussed Intercollegiate Track and Field
lVleet, vvhich vve favor, we strongly urge the necessity of a general
brace-up at Colby in field athletics."
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No college editor gains recognition by sitting on the fence when
issues arise, and Franklin J olmson vvas no fence-sitter. He took his
stand boldly and uncompromisingly, but always courteously. He
was for change and reform, but he was no muckraker.
F or more than half a century a sacred Colby tradition had been
Bloody 1Vlonday Night. On the first Monday of the new college
year freshmen must be shown their lowly, menial place. It was
outright hazing, often more brutal than humorous. Yet many
unenlightened alumni regarded Bloody Monday as sacred to
Colby as ,vas Easter to the church. It was unthinkable to suggest
its abolition. So, when Editor Johnson did exactly that, he con
fronted opposition not only from fellow students, but from grad
uates who had failed to grow up. This is what he wrote: "Bloody
1Vlonday Night came with its old time custom. We hoped that this
year it ,vould be free from any form of barbarism, but such was
not to be. It was not quite such a horror as some of its predecessors,
but it was bad enough. The near future must see a complete
change. Custom and tradition cannot condone barbarity."
Not every time vvhen Johnson put his pen to editorial paper did
he start a successful revolution. He did not abolish Bloody 1\11 0n
day Night. It was still an annual event in the early I 920'S, surviving
even the changes wrought by the First World War. By the time
when Johnson came to the Colby presidency in I 929, however, it
had happily disappeared.
Before Frank Johnson entered college it was certain he would
be a Deke. Dana Hall already belonged to Delta I(appa Epsilon,
and it was unthinkable that his friend from "\iVilton would join any
of Colby's other three fraternities. Johnson remained all his life a
loyal Deke, but even in his student days he had no sympathy for
those who vvould put fraternity before college. Before his time,
fraternity politics had more than once raised its ugly head, but it
was seldom openly attacked in the college press. Becoming in
creasingly indignant at fraternity domination of college life, espe
cially of the student organizations, Johnson saw it both as his op
portunity and his duty to denounce the situation. In his issue of
April 25, I 89 I , he made a proposal to free the Ech o and the Otacle
from fraternity control. "The present method of election is not
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likely to produce editors of the highest quality. Would anyone
suggest that the baseball team be chosen two from each fraternity
and one from the neuters, regardless of ability to play ball? Yet
that is the condition of our college paper and year book. The post
of editor is the object of barter in fraternity politics. We propose
that the editors be nominated by committees composed of a retir
ing editor, the professor of rhetoric, and a third member elected
respectively by the Ecbo and GracIe associations. Then final elec
tion may well be left to the association. Acceptance of this pro
posal would remove the publications from the hands of the fra
ternities and would open the editorship to free competition."
This time ] ohnson's reform movement succeeded. His plan was
adopted, and with minor modifications has prevailed to the present
day.
The Conference Board, a combined committee of faculty and
students, instituted by President Pepper, had fallen into innocuous
desuetude when Franklin Johnson decided to help President Small
revive it. They were so successful that in January, r89r, the Ecbo
could announce: "The Conference Board has finally been or
ganized in the interest of good order and government. It is not its
purpose to shield malefactors or to denounce college authority.
The faculty seem willing to alloV\T the Board a great deal of au
thority, so long as that authority is properly employed. But let us
not be deceived. Without general student support no plan of stu
dent government will work."
Naturally his fellow students elected Johnson to the Conference
Board and he was chosen its chairman, presiding over sessions that
marked the first serious attempts of Colby students to exercise self
government.
Johnson was one of a few Colby students who thought the col
lege should have a fund to provide graduate fello\vships in leading
universities. At that time the bachelor's degree was considered
sufficient for the best positions in secondary education and was
even accepted for instructorship in the colleges. So Frank Johnson
was well ahead of his time in urging financial stilTIulation to grad
uate study. Years later, when he became Colby's president, J ohn
son was still disappointed to note how few graduates went on to
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the doctorate, although obtaining the master's degree by teachers
had become fairly common.
As Echo editor, Johnson was sympathetic to student demand
for new courses, especially in science. He wrote: "Colby has
excellent instruction in the important sciences derived from inor
ganic geology. We have courses in astronomy, physics, chemistry,
mineralogy, and geology itself. But in regard to the pure sciences
derived from organic geology we are not so fortunate. We have
some instruction in botany and physiology, but the interesting
study of life itself is neglected. We need a department of biology,
or better, a department in which biology and geology will be
combined. "
The editor's use of such expressions as inorganic and organic
geology, his pointing to biology and geology as distinct fields
rather than one comprehending the other, and especially his trac
ing the roots of physics and chen1istry to one branch of geology
and the life sciences to the other, reveal a naIvete about science not
at all unusual in an 1 890 college student whose training was over
whelmingly classical. But young Johnson's thinking only reflected
the popular opinions of his time, even among educated persons
who were not skilled scientists. "The earth is the Lord's and the
fullness thereof." In the popular mind all scientific thinking must
begin with the earth. Despite Copernicus and Galileo, who had
both long been dead, man in the 1 890'S still lived in a geocentric
universe. Life forms, so numerous and varied, were therefore
organic geology, and everything else in nature was inorganic
geology.
Johnson urged that the college introduce a course in Bible study
at true college level, not mere Sunday School piety. He urged
study of the Great Book with deference to the scholars. That was
treading on delicate ground. The Baptists who controlled Colby
College were not renowned for religious liberalism. To them most
biblical scholarship smacked of heresy. If Maine Baptists had been
polled, a maj ority would probably have expressed firm belief in
a literal interpretation of every English sentence in the King James
Bible. Although Frank Johnson had not quite reached legal matu
rity when he got his Colby degree in the summer of 1 89 I, he had
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already joined the n1inority group of Baptist liberals. He strongly
felt that a reputable college should present the fundamental truths
of Christianity, but he resented any attempt to present Baptist
doctrine as containing exclusively those fundamental truths. His
advocacy of a department of biology showed that he was not
afraid of Darwinian ideas. He wanted a Bible course that would be
intellectually respectable, but he wanted it also to counter what he
suspected might be a rising tide of materialism. He thought it
highly important for a student to leave college with some in
formed idea of man's spiritual, as well as his mental and physical
nature.
When Frank Johnson relinquished his Echo editorship a few
weeks before graduation, he was able truthfully to say in a valedic
tory editorial: "Though at times our judgment may have been
fallacious, we have alvvays had the college welfare as our guiding
principle. As we draw the curtain on the year's task we have no
regrets."
In June, r89r, Franklin Winslow Johnson \vas one of nventy
seven men and three \vomen who received a Colby diploma from
the hands of President Sinall. A brief glance at some of those class
mates is now in order.
Nonnan L. Bassett played a prominent part in l\1aine la�T, and
as a trustee of Colby he was a vigilant housekeeper, persistent in
his demands for tidiness and physical improvements. He ended
his legal career as a justice of the l\/Iaine Supreme Court.
Reuben L. Ilsley served brilliantly in the office of Internal
Revenue in 'IVashington and took his place in a long line of dis
tinguished Ilsleys vvho attended Colby. His daughter, l\1rs. Ho\v
ard I(oelb, a descendant of two famous Colby families (Ilsley and
l\1orrill) now lives in a new home on l\layflower Hill Drive, close
to the new campus made possible by her father's classmate
Franklin Johnson.
William Abbot Smith, son of the whiskered professor of rhet
oric, won distinction as editor of the venerable Baptist \veekly,
Zion's Advocate. Late in life he courageously changed denomina
tions and became the revered pastor of the Waterville Congrega
tional Church.
Few classes during Colby's first century had so high a percent-
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age of distinguished scholars who devoted their lives to academic
careers as did the Class of 1 89 I. Besides Johnson himself, who ,vas
never a day away from educational pursuits, four classmates be
came renowned in academic circles. Adelbert F. Caldwell, after a
year at Balliol College, Oxford, was a professor of literature at
Wesleyan University in Illinois, and then for many years at De
Pauw. During an intervening year he was Reader at the British
lVluseum. Edward Mathe,vs was a noted geologist. Taking his
Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins, he taught at that university for many
years, was the author of numerous professional articles and three
full-length books. Herbert Purinton was a lifetime teacher of re
ligion at Bates College. Most illustrious of all was Arthur IZenyon
Rogers, the philosopher. Obtaining his Ph.D. at Chicago, he taught
philosophy successively at Alfred, Butler, University of Missouri,
and Yale. His History oj Pbilosopby was a textbook used at Colby
for many years.
It was during his four years at Colby that Frank Johnson de
veloped friendships that played important parts in his later career,
especially when he became president of the college. Albert F.
Drummond was � senior and a prominent Deke when Johnson
entered college. In the years after his retirement, Frank was prob
ably closer to Bert Drummond than to any other person not in his
immediate family. Another Deke was Charles B. Barnes, whose
career at bar and bench Johnson would follow with admiration.
There were also Jerry Burke with his Irish brogue, who would
be Boston's superintendent of schools ; James King, merchant,
traveler and art collector, who would amass a fortune and see that
his alma mater got a good share of it; and Merton Miller, whom
Johnson when Colby president never let forget that there was no
better use for gold mined in the Philippines than to build the big
library on Colby's new campus.
Of course ] ohnson never lost touch with Arthur Roberts, who
preceded him in college by only one year. Johnson even forgave
Roberts for belonging to Phi Delta Theta rather than DKE. Rob
erts had a keen mind, was a recognized student leader, and a top
notch baseball player. But in those halcyon student days neither
could envision in the wildest dreams that both would be presidents
of their alma mater.
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J ames King and Merton Miller were not the only successful
business men who attended Colby in Johnson's day. There was
George Hurd, who grew up with American Hawaii and became a
judge of the Island's Supreme Court. Chester Sturtevant not only
became one of l\!laine's most prominent bankers, but also provided
sons and grandsons for Colby's board of trustees and alumni coun
cil. Herbert Wadsworth became associated with the Bailey family
of Winthrop in the manufacture of oilcloth, and saw to it that
proceeds of the industry handsomely helped to fulfill Johnson's
dream of l\layflower Hill.
When Frank Johnson was graduated, this is how the Colby Ora
cle epitomized his accomplishments and his personality: "Franklin
Winslow Johnson, East Wilton, 6 South College, DKE, Yl\!lCA,
Class President, Freshman Prize Reading, Sophomore Declama
tion, Fourth Junior Part, Senior Exhibition, Commencement Ora
tor, Director of the Baseball Association and of the Athletic As
sociation, College Boating Club, Editor of the Ecbo, Chairman of
the Conference Board. Age 2 0 years, 1 0 months; height 5 feet 8
inches; weight I S O ; politics Republican; engaged-yes, twice;
characteristic expression 'darn fool'; highest ambition, to succeed
Brigham Young."
When Johnson was selected for Colby president in 1 9 29, a con
temporary wrote this appraisal of him as a student: "As an under
graduate Johnson was a fun-loving 'cuss.' He vvas fond of practical
j okes and never objected to being on the receiving end. But under
neath the fun there was deep seriousness. Frank Johnson knew
when to work and when to play."
Amidst the work and play of college life Franklin Johnson had
decided exactly what he wanted to do. When he entered Colby
his Wilton relatives had been confident he would become a minis
ter. Although he had a high regard for that profession, Johnson
found elsewhere a stronger appeal. He was going to be a teacher,
not just as a stop-gap until something better turned up, but for a
lifelong career.
It was June, 1 89 1 , and he had no j ob. But he was sure he could
get a school somewhere. Come fall, he would be facing boys and
girls in some Maine high school or academy. And there he knew
he would gladly teach.

J o hnson's Birthplace : The Bean Honle i n Gorhanl
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HE summer of 1 89 1 saw Franklin Johnson busy on the Gor
ham Bean farm. There were many tons of hay to be cut and
stored, the big field of corn must be hoed, the cattle must be
tended, and over at the birthplace on Bean Hill the big blueberries
ripened for harvest. Yet the young Colby graduate found plenty
of time for two interests that continued throughout his life-fish
ing and trees. He knew the most likely trout pools in Franklin
County brooks, the hiding places of pickerel among the lily pads
in Wilson Pond, the deep holes where the bass lurked in July. He
fished, but he also walked among the trees. He knew every variety
that grew in the spreading woods of Wilton and Jay. Several of
his schoolmates became lumbermen and mill owners, practical
evaluators of trees in terms of board feet. But Frank's interest was
in trees as growing life. Years later he would set out and tenderly
nourish hundreds of blue spruce and other evergreens at his sum
mer place in Robbinston, and about his first act, when Colby
acquired the land for its new site, was to set apart a tract for a
nursery of trees on Mayflower Hill.
When the leaves turned to their brilliant reds and yellows,
Franklin Johnson was far from the Wilton farm. He was principal
of a Maine academy on the shore of the Bay of Fundy at the
eastern extremity of the state. That was a sharp change for this
Maine inlander, habituated to streams and lakes and stretching
forests. His landlubber breed was quite different from the sailors
and shipbuilders, the lobstermen and fishermen of the coastal
towns. The distinction was more pronounced in 1 89 I than it is
today. At that time, when hundreds of sail dotted every main
harbor, when the sights and sounds and smells of teeming ship
yards were common, all life along the IVlaine coast was tied to the
sea.
Most startling of all to a newcomer were the prodigious tides.
The narrow entrance to the Bay of Fundy causes the incoming
tide to rise to twenty or more feet all along the big bay. If one
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were to list America's natural wonders, along with such features
as Niagara Falls, IVlammoth Cave, Old Faithful, and the giant red
woods, he would have to include the mighty tides of Fundy.
A young inlander, especially a suspected "egg-head," was likely
to amuse the natives, as did a tenderfoot on a "Testern ranch. But no
one laughed at Frank Johnson. He easily and smoothly accepted
the changed environment, though at first he could have had no
inkling of what the tides of Fundy would mean in his life. Beside
their ebb and fiovv he would not only start his long career as a
professional educator. There too he would have his lifetime sum
mer home, and there he vvould find his bride.
In I 89 I l\laine's leading secondary schools were the academies,
some of which, like those at Berwick and Hallo"Tell, had been
founded in the eighteenth cenhlry. The free public high schools
had been increasing in number for the twenty years that had
passed since lVlaine la'N enabled their establishment, but the time
honored academy system was still dominant. Calais Academy,
founded in I 8 5 I , was still a small school, but it was the only
secondary school in a wide area.
Today it would be unusual for a young man fresh from college
to be placed at the head of a lVlaine secondary school, but it was
not unusual in the I 890'S. In many an academy the entire faculty
consisted of the principal and a single assistant. Even in the larger
schools like Coburn and Hebron the full-time teachers seldom
exceeded five. In the smaller schools the turnover of teachers was
rapid. If a competent young man sought advancement in the pro
fession, he knew he must find it in a larger school. Too many men
were using teaching positions in the smaller academies only as
stepping-stones to employment in a more remunerative field, and
they left as soon as greener pastures were open. It thus often
happened that a score or more of the Maine academies sought a
ne,;v principal every year.
The trustees of Calais Academy made no mistake when they
chose Franklin Johnson to succeed Principal Webber, for whom
greener pastures had indeed opened. In their report for the school
year of I 89 I -9 2 the trustees said: "l\lr. F. W. Johnson, a graduate
of Colby University, vvas secured to take IVIr. Webber's place. His
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testimonials were of the best, and we soon found we had chosen
the right man. Under his efficient management the school work
has gone steadily forward. The standard of admission has been
raised until we believe it is higher than at any other school in the
state. "
With two lady assistants, not always the same two, Johnson re
mained as the Calais principal for three years. lVluch evidence be
sides the official reports testifies to his competence and his popu
larity. iVlrs. Edna Spurling, who attended the academy at that time
and studied algebra under Johnson, recalls his skill as a discipli
narian. Once when he ,vas having a recitation in the main room,
V\There all of the school not in class were seated, supposedly deep
in study, the principal spied a freshman vigorously chewing gum.
Stepping out from behind the desk Johnson approached the cul
prit and addressed him in words heard all over the big room. "Only
cows and sheep chew their cuds. If you insist on chewing yours,
you must go out to pasture." Mrs. Spurling says that was quite
enough.
Others who attended the school at that time agree that Johnson
was an exacting but sympathetic teacher, dignified but not
haughty, approachable but not chummy. His discipline was by
iron will rather than by iron fist.
In 1 890 Maine had passed a free textbook law but as late as 1 9 2 0
pupils had to buy their books in some of the academies. The law
was quickly observed in Calais ; in fact the academy had already
taken on many of the tax-supported aspects of the free high
schools. The Calais report in 1 894 said: "The textbook law has
made our academy in fact a free school." In that transition period
Franklin Johnson was the Calais principal.
When Johnson j ourneyed from V\Tilton to Calais in 1 89 I, he
most probably made part of the trip by water. There was then no
rail connection between Washington County and the rest of
Maine. Although there were stage routes between the eastern
towns, travel to the outside world continued to be, as it had been
for tvvo centuries, by sea. The most popular ship line to the Bay of
Fundy was that of the International Steamship Company with its
twin vessels CU711berland and State oj Maine. In the autumn when
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Johnson arrived in Calais the schedule called for only two sailings
a week, leaving Boston at 8 A.M. The first stop was Portland, where
after loading passengers and freight for "the eastward," the boat
departed at 5 P.M. Early the next morning, after brief stops at
Lubec and Eastport, the vessel continued to its terminus at St.
John, New Brunswick. From Eastport a passenger bound for
Calais changed to the Rose Standish of the Frontier Steamboat
Company for the thirty-mile sail up the St. Croix.
When Johnson went to take charge of the academy at Calais he
probably boarded the morning train from Farmington to Lewis
ton at the East Wilton station only a few rods from the Gorham
Bean home. Changing cars at Lewiston, he would arrive at Port
land in ample time to see something of the city before he boarded
the steamer for Eastport. The trip cost him about six dollars.
After 1 900, ,vhen he was no longer a resident of the town,
Johnson could make the journey to Calais by rail. In 1 89 3 the
Washington County Railroad was granted a charter to build a
line from Calais to connect with the i\laine Central at some point
in Hancock County. The connection was made at Ellsworth, but
not until 1 898 did the road reach i\1achias, and it was 1 899 before
it was completed to Calais.
The Washington County Railroad, however, did not show the
people of Calais the first train to come into town. In fact Calais
had the distinction of taking out the first charter for any rail line
to reach actual construction anywhere in Maine. The motive
power of that railroad, built in 1 8 3 2, ,vas not steam but horse
power, and it operated over the short distance between the village
of Calais and adjoining i\lilltown. In 1 849 it became the Calais
and Baring Railroad, extending to the latter town, and in 1 85 2 it
put on steam locomotives. In 1 8 5 6 another line was constructed
from Baring to Princeton, and in 1 870 the whole system became
the St. Croix and Penobscot Railroad when the management in
tended to build beyond Princeton to make connection with the
European and North American in the vicinity of Danforth. The
project never came to fruition, and Calais remained unconnected
with the main lines of rail until 1 899.
What sort of town was Calais in the 1 890'S? The population was
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about 7 , 2 00, making it one of the largest towns east of Bangor.
Across the river was the thriving Canadian town of St. Stephen,
with which Calais had such close commercial relationship that,
despite their location in two countries, the American and the
Canadian towns made nearly a single community of more than
r o,ooo people. In r 890 Calais had a property valuation of $ 2 ,400,000. There were six churches-Baptist, Congregationalist, Episco
pal, Methodist, Union and Roman Catholic. The fourteen lawyers
were almost matched in number by the twelve physicians. No
fewer than forty merchants sold groceries or general merchandise,
while six dealt in "hats, caps, and gents' furnishings." The place
had been granted a city charter half a century before Johnson's
arrivaL
The tides of Fundy dictated the Calais manufactures. Like most
Maine towns, the community had gristmills, tanneries and small
plants for cotton and woolen fabrics, but ships dominated the
place. And along with ships went lumber. It was used to build the
ship, to construct the ways on which they were launched, to build
the houses for the families of seamen and shipbuilders. But chiefly
lumber provided tpe cargoes that filled the sailing ships.
By r 8 80 seven large lumber companies operated on the St.
Croix. For many years the industry was dominated by prominent
Calais families-the Eatons, the Murchies, and the Todds. In r 8 8 8
the Eatons alone sawed twenty million feet of long logs, sometimes
at the pace of 7 0,000 feet a day. In their four mills they employed
r 60 men, operating around the clock.
During Johnson's years in Calais the lumber was usually cut by
contractors, who felled big stands of timber that surrounded the
lakes that emptied into the St. Croix. Some of the great virgin pines
still remained, for in 1 894 the Eatons cut an eighty-foot tree that
scaled 2 ,000 board feet.
Out on the Calais schooners went sawed lumber, shingles, laths,
box boards, spools, clothespins and match sticks in immense quan
tities. The cargoes went not only to American coastal ports, but
also to the West Indies and down the coast of South America to
Cape Hom. As early as r 880 Calais was regularly shipping Christ
mas trees to New York.
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Although iron steamers had arrived before 1 890, the age of
"vood and sail had not yet passed. Calais was famous for its wooden
vessels. Besides sloops, brigs and schooners for the coastal trade,
her captains commanded full-rigged four-masters across the seas.
Its big square-riggers were familiar sights in Liverpool and Am
sterdam, in Cape Town and Calcutta. l\laine's maritime historian
William H. Rowe tells us, "The character of the St. Croix de
termined the type of vessel employed in the lumber trade." The
tides of Fundy saw to it that a vessel riding in twenty feet of
"vater at flood tide lay on the mud flats at ebb. That meant a big
demand for small schooners, and since 1 840 those sleek carriers
had been going down the ways of half a dozen yards at the rate
of two or three a year.
Frank Johnson, the landlubber from Wilton, was thrust im
mediately into the vortex of Calais' shipping industry. He boarded
at the home of George W. Lord, who in partnership with his
father-in-law O . B. Rideout operated a large shipyard. In that
home the tides of Fundy hit the young schoolteacher. He would
learn that, \vhile the moon affects the tide, it has more effect on the
untied. It was the Lords' daughter Carolyn who s\vept Frank
] ohnson like the Fundy tides.
In 1 8 8 6 O . B. Rideout had come from the Upper Bay at St.
Andre\vs to the American side at Calais. Already a competent
shipbuilder and owner of a small yard, he became a partner in the
Nickerson yard at Calais. When the partnership dissolved, Ride
out took over the o\vnership, taking his son Harry and his son-in
law George Lord into the business.
Between 1 8 7 2 and 1 89 1 Rideout and Lord built nine ships rang
ing in size from the 1 3 5 -ton Willia771 Todd to the 7 2 5 -ton barque
Nellie. Their last vessel, a three-masted oceangoing schooner of
3 2 7 tons was the T7illa y Her711ano, built for Cuban interests. In
1 9°4 that schooner made the passage from Havana to l\lobile in
fifty-four hours, setting a new record. Her skipper was Captain
John Clark of Perry, l\laine.
The most famous ship from the Rideout and Lord yard was an
earlier vessel, the Annie H. S'll1itb, built in 1 8 7 6 when Nickerson
was still a member of the firm. She "vas a typical down-Easter,
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the largest ever launched at Calais, 1 ,5 0 3 tons, with a length of two
hundred feet and a forty-foot beam. Her maiden voyage took her
around the world : New York to Melbourne, to San Francisco,
around the Horn to Liverpool, and across the Atlantic to New
York. In 1 8 8 3 the Annie H. S77zitb sailed from Cardiff, 'Vales to
Hong Kong in ninety-seven days.
Although older residents of Calais now remember George Lord
best as a grocer whose store ViTas only a few doors from a drugstore
kept by his brother Percy, there is no doubt about his activity as a
builder of ships. According to that reliable annual publication the
Maine Register, as late as 1 900 George Lord's business interests
were varied. In the 1 900 volume his name appears under three dif
ferent headings: shipbuilder, ship chandler, grocer. At one time
George Lord was certainly both a builder and outfitter of ships.
No one in Calais recalled how George received his title of Cap
tain Lord. No one recalled that he ever commanded a ship. Miss
lVlildred Holmes, to whom we are greatly indebted for her inde
fatigable research in our behalf, says that "Captain" was a courtesy
title in the coastal towns, much like "Colonel" in I(entucky. How
ever Miss Holmes cautiously adds, "George Lord may have taken
out master's papers when he was a young man. Many fellows did
that. A certain amount of experience at sea and a knowledge of
navigation were deemed highly essential, and he probably had
both."
Later Miss Holmes encountered another clue. "Captain Lord,
as builder and chandler, did much business on the Canadian side.
He may well have had to qualify as a captain for certain of his
operations. In the sardine business my father, who owned fishing
vessels, found it expedient to hire Canadians for captains. They
could more easily clear the customs."
What is probably a more accurate explanation of George Lord's
captaincy comes from Dean B. Rideout of l\1echanicsburg, Penn
sylvania, whose grandfather Henry Rideout was l\1rs. Lord's
brother. This member of the family says, "George Lord was a
captain in the Union Navy in the Civil War." The father-in-law
of Franklin Johnson appears to have been more than a captain by
courtesy. Anyhow he was fifty-three years old when Johnson be-
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came a boarder in his home. He enjoyed a long and vigorous life,
dying in 1 9 I 8 at the age of seventy-nine, more than a quarter
century after the academy principal had married his daughter.
IVlrs. Winnifred Lord, widow of George Lord's nephew Paul,
says that George had the nickname of "Ginger" because of his
favorite expression, "By Ginger! " Mrs. Lord remembers him as "a
friendly, kindly and handsome elderly man, with pink cheeks and
a thatch of white hair and a white beard." The nickname "Ginger"
may have become attached to George for another reason. He is
said to have been a spicy individual fond of snappy stories, and he
certainly exhibited a lot of "ginger."
Mrs. Spurling, whom we have already quoted on Johnson as
teacher, recalls: "Captain Lord was a popular deacon of the Sec
ond Baptist Church. He and lVlrs. Lord were good friends of my
family. I remember their many calls at our home when I was a
young girl. The Lords' dining room had many paintings of the
Rideout and Lord ships."
Amy Blakeney, who spent her youth in Calais, wrote to her
friend Mildred Holmes: "When I was a child I attended the Sec
ond Baptist Church and Sunday School. George Lord was then an
old man. As a deacon he went around and shook hands with each
of us every Sunday. He looked very distinguished with his long
white beard."
Johnson had been only a few weeks in the Lord home when the
Captain persuaded him to teach a class in the Sunday School.
Probably the young principal needed little persuasion, for he was
already a staunch Baptist, and nothing delighted him more than
to teach the Bible. "\iVhether he had been baptized and taken into
membership in the Free Baptist Church of East V\Tilton, where the
Gorham Beans and his mother were certainly members, we do not
knovv, but of one thing we can be sure: when Johnson arrived in
Calais it was natural for him to seek boarding accommodations in
a Baptist home and attend each Sunday at a Baptist church.
Johnson had been principal of Calais Academy for nearly three
years when in the spring of 1 894 Dr. James H. Hanson, the
venerable head of Coburn Classical Institute died. Young J ohn
son's success in Calais had become well known in Waterville, and
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the committee of Colby College that then managed Coburn affairs
invited the Calais principal to take over the Waterville school in
the autumn. The Calais trustees graciously released him and said
in their next annual report: "Mr. F. W. Johnson was called to the
principalship of Coburn Classical Institute. We regretted to lose
him, but 'a man's gifts make room for him,' and he was called to a
larger school."
The shining light of the Lord home was their only child
Carolyn. She was beginning her junior year at Calais Academy
when Franklin Johnson came as principal. Since he boarded in her
home, they naturally saw much of each other. There is no evi
dence that the young teacher was so badly smitten that he was
tempted to rob the cradle. Contemporaries still living recall no
whisper of gossip during Carolyn's academy years. Then, in the
autumn of 1 89 3 , she was off to college at Wellesley. When she
came home for summer vacation at the end of her freshman year,
Frank Johnson was already committed to a new j ob two hundred
miles away.
Whether or not there was an understanding between Franklin
and Carolyn as early as 1 894, Johnson's heart was no,v attached to
Calais. Not only would he return there for his bride in 1 896 ; in
nearby Robbinston they would make their summer home, a refuge
from the heat of Chicago and New York. For the rest of his life
Franklin Johnson's heart vvas never far from the tides of Fundy.
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The Coburn Decade

: HEN Franklin Johnson succeeded James Hanson as prin
W cipal of Coburn Classical Institute the school was already
.

sixty-five years old. Like most American colleges in the early nine
teenth century, Jeremiah Chaplin's little Baptist college in Water
ville had found it necessary to take some responsibility for the
preparation of men who desired admission. Instead of establishing
a preparatory department within the college itself, Chaplin in
sisted upon a separate academy, but one connected with and con
trolled by the college. On April 1 7, 1 8 2 8, the trustees of Water
ville College had voted to erect "a building for an academy
connected with the college, for a sum not exceeding $ 3 00."
Timothy Boutelle, the college treasurer and one of Waterville's
wealthiest citizens, gave a lot on Elm Street near the new Baptist
meetinghouse, and there in the autumn of 1 8 2 9 the Waterville
Academy had opened its doors.
In 1 88 2 , Abner Coburn, l\!laine's former governor and Skowhe
gan's foremost citizen, erected a new academy building of three
stories, topped by an observatory tower. Governor Coburn had
already given more than $ 7 5 ,000 to the school, and in subsequent
years the Coburn family proved to be its principal benefactor. In
gratitude the name was changed from Waterville Academy to
Coburn Classical Institute.
The history of Maine academies reveals a definite relation be
tween tenure of the principal and reputation of the school. Wher
ever there was frequent turnover in administration, that academy
had little prestige. People spoke of Sargent of Hebron, Moody of
Bridgton, and N e,vton of Kents Hill as nan1es synonymous with
the schools themselves. Of all such men by far the best known
was J ames Hobbs Hanson of Coburn. When he died in 1 894 at the
age of seventy-eight, Hanson had been identified with the Water
ville school for a full half-century. He had become principal in
1 84 3 , had left because of ill health in 1 8 54, but was back again in
1 865, never to leave until death took him away.
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When Franklin Johnson became the Coburn principal in the
autumn of I 894 he presided over a faculty of eight and a student
body of I 40. Three of his full-time teachers were holdovers from
the Hanson administration: Rev. A. L. Lane in mathematics and
science; lVIary Sawtelle in English, French and German, as well as
head of the "Ladies' Department" ; and Helen Plaisted in history
and physiology. A preparatory department, a forerunner of the
modern junior high school, was in charge of Frances Chutter, and
a new venture was "physical culture" under l\1ary Smiley. On a
part-time schedule were two teachers of music, James Soule and
Mrs. Wallace Smith.
Long a coeducational school, Coburn had sixty-nine girls among
its I 40 students in Johnson's first year. In I 8 65 Dr. Hanson had
introduced a "Ladies' Collegiate Course," designed to take the
place of the college education then denied to girls. Not until I 87 I
did Colby open its doors to females. Only then was the "Ladies'
Collegiate" at Coburn rendered obsolete.
In I 894, besides the usual college preparatory course, Coburn
offered an English-scientific course. It had no such thing as a
general course in vvhich no foreign language vvas required, though
it did enroll a few special students who sought no diploma. The
time-honored linguistic domination of curriculum still prevailed.
Science had already become respectable, though not dominant,
and the era of the social studies was still far in the future.
Previous to the Johnson administration the college preparatory
course had been completed in three years. When he inaugurated
a four-year curriculum the change only added a year of study; it
did not greatly affect the subj ects studied. Boys and girls preparing
for college normally had only Greek, Latin, Algebra, Geometry,
English, and Ancient History. Already Greek was beginning to
lose its hold, and for it a student could substitute French or Ger
man. The change from three to four years of preparation for
college was really only more of the same.
Graduates of Coburn's preparatory course were admitted into
Colby College without examination, on recommendation of the
principal and his certification that the applicant had an average of
at least 7 0 in all subj ects required for Colby admission. Even that
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certification was subj ect to a degree of college control, for a com
mittee of the college faculty was authorized to attend the Insti
tute's own examinations and see that all marks were justly earned.
Young Franklin Johnson may well have had qualms about fol
lowing the great Dr. Hanson, whose name would be mentioned in
reverence and awe long after he had died. As late as 1 898 an his
torical edition of the Waterville Mail said about Coburn: "The
reputation of the school is due largely to the well known classical
scholar the late James H. Hanson, LL.D., principal for many
years. More students prepared for college under him than any
other master in Maine. Among those still living are Congressman
Nelson Dingley, Governor Llewellyn Powers, three college
presidents, and three justices of the Maine Supreme Court." Then
was added the single sentence, "Franklin Johnson has been prin
cipal since 1 894."
Despite the overshadowing influence of Dr. Hanson, the new
principal made his influence felt. Johnson was a superb teacher
and a born administrator. Although his brief earlier experience had
been at a small eastern l\1aine academy with no dormitories, he
found no difficulty in administering the complex functions of a
boarding school. A good administrator knows ho\v to select his
fellow workers, and Johnson revealed that ability notably in 1 895,
when he secured as preceptress, to take charge of the girls, a
woman who would be fondly remembered long after her retire
ment. Rose Adelle Gilpatrick, after brief attendance at Colby,
had taken her degree at the University of Chicago, where Presi
dent Harper was filling administrative positions with men from the
Colby faculty. In those days it took what Maine folks called
"spunk" for a girl to leave her native state and go "out west" to
college. Indeed when she joined the Coburn faculty, Adelle Gil
patrick already had a mind of her own. She might have completely
dominated a lesser principal than Franklin Johnson, but her respect
for his administrative genius and his eagerness to seek her advice,
even if he did not always follow it, made them splendid colleagues
for eleven years.
On one thing Johnson and Miss Gilpatrick at once agreed
Coburn girls must have a dormitory. One unfamiliar with the
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school enrollment in those days might erroneously have assumed
that Coburn girls who needed to find board and room at the school
were very feV\T. But girls as well as boys who attended Coburn
in the 1 890's were by no means predominantly commuters. In
1 898-99, for instance, of Coburn's 1 54 students only nventy-five
lived in Waterville. Six came from outside the State of Maine. The
ren1aining 1 2 3 students were distributed by residence among fifty
three towns and eleven counties in l\!laine.
Together lVIiss Gilpatrick and Johnson prevailed upon the Co
burn trustees to give the girls a hon1e a,vay from home. Opened
in 1 897 was Hanson Cottage at the corner of Elm and Spring
Streets, only two minutes' walk from the academy building. The
house contained twelve double rooms, a parlor and reception
room, dining room, kitchen and bathrooms. lVIiss Gilpatrick made
sure that every effort ,vas made to make living in Hanson Cottage
like that in a well-ordered home.
As early as 1 898 Johnson expressed grave doubt about the wis
dom of continuing the domination of Coburn by Colby College,
especially since he found the school being treated as an unappreci
ated stepchild. He pointed out to the college tnlstees that Coburn
had long provided a large part of the Colby enrollment. During
the short time that he had been principal eighty boys and girls
from Coburn had entered Colby, to make the Coburn delegation
at least one-fourth of every entering class. Yet, said Johnson, the
college had given to the school only niggardly support. They
hadn't done a thing except make friendly gestures in response to
Coburn's pressing needs for a boys' dormitory and a gymnasium.
In his report in 1 900 Johnson ,vrote: "Relations ,vith the col
lege are not of the best. Coburn receives almost no consideration
from the Colby trustees. The committee to which Coburn affairs
are entrusted has held but one meeting during the six years that I
have been principal. When it is considered that every other acad
emy in the state has a board of trustees of its own, a recognized
serious handicap is placed upon Coburn. The time has come when
Coburn should have its own separate corporation."
That J ohnsonian declaration of independence was accepted
without revolution. In fact the suggestion seems to have been
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welcomed by the Colby trustees. They were getting tired of a
situation that they could not assist financially without using funds
sorely needed for the college itself. An independent corporation
was therefore set up in 1 90 I, but the college retained possession of
the land, holding it in trust along with certain endowment funds
of the school. The Colby president Nathaniel Butler was made
chairman of the Coburn board.
Johnson found it not easy to persuade the new trustees to take
proper responsibility. The old Colby committee had done too
little; the new trustees were inclined to do too much. They at
tempted to interfere in administrative details. Finally in 1 90 3 it
was agreed that the po,ver of the trustees should be restricted to
general policy, especially in the area of finances, and that under
such general guidance the principal must administer the school.
One of Johnson's early accomplishments at Coburn was to es
tablish fixed salaries for the teachers. This is not the customary
,vay that l\laine academies had operated. During all his years at
Coburn Dr. Hanson had been entitled to the tuition fees, out of
which he must pay the other teachers. If any money was left over,
it vvas his. lVlore than once the good doctor had gone through a
year vvithout any salary at all. As for his ovvn pay, Johnson's de
mand was modest, but it was definite. Beginning at $ 1 ,000 a year,
it had risen only to $ 1 ,500 when he left Coburn in 1 905.
Attendance at the school ,vas inexpensive in Johnson's time.
During his first year operation was on a quarterly calendar, three
terms of ten weeks each, and one term of nine ,veeks. Johnson at
once persuaded the trustees to adopt the more usual three-term
year of thirty-eight weeks. The basic charges remained un
changed; tuition formerly at $6.00 a quarter, was now $ 8 .00 a
term. In either case the year's tuition charge vvas only $ 24.00.
Board and room in private families ,vas $ 3 .50 per week, and if a
student boarded himself he could find a room with kitchen privi
leges for $ I .00 a week. Not until the year before Johnson left was
tuition increased to $ 1 0.00 a term.
Franklin Johnson had come to Coburn a bachelor, but how con
firmed a bachelor is indicated in the previous chapter. Anyhow, at
the end of her junior year at Wellesley, Carolyn Lord decided to
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become iVlrs. Franklin Johnson. She gave up her college career and
planned for a summer wedding in Calais. On July I 5, I 896, there
was solemnized in the Second Baptist Church on the Bay of Fundy
what contemporary accounts called "a gorgeous wedding." The
ceremony was performed by the Reverend A. J. Padelford, father
of Frank Padelford, a national officer of the Baptist denomination
and a Colby contemporary of Johnson's. When the latter became
president of Colby, he depended heavily upon the advice and
support of his friend Frank Padelford.
It was apparently the intent of the young couple to remain in
definitely in Waterville. Franklin had already enj oyed two suc
cessful years at Coburn, and he might, like Dr. Hanson, decide to
spend his remaining life at the school. Franklin and Carolyn built
a 'IVaterville home, with Captain Lord helping make mortgage
arrangements at the Calais Bank. The Johnson's new house was on
Waterville's Dalton Street, a spacious dwelling later the residence
successively of Dr. A. H. l\1cQuillan and Dr. Kevin Hill.
Carolyn Lord Johnson was a charming woman of considerable
talent. A photograph taken at the time of her marriage shows her
a person of striking beauty and obvious intelligence. Somewhat of
an aristocrat by virtue of her family's position in Calais and by her
own training, she was nevertheless not a snob. Cordial, easily mak
ing friends, fun-loving and gay, she got along splendidly with
people and took seriously her position as the wife of a headmaster.
Accomplished in music, she and her husband became especially
prominent in that phase of Waterville social life. 'IV ell read and a
lover of books, she reorganized and for a time was in charge of the
rapidly growing Coburn library. She "vas indeed just the woman
to help Franklin Johnson move steadily upward in the educational
world.
The ] ohnsons did much to invigorate social life of Coburn stu
dents. On the occasion of the school's seventy-fifth anniversary in
I 90 3 , Dr. Edwin C. Whittemore described what the couple had
done. "Principal and Mrs. Johnson have helped the students to
enj oy a happy and wholesome social life. Under the heading
'Social Relations' the school's old catalogues used to state that
ladies and gentlemen were allowed to converse freely with each
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other on the school premises for school purposes, when they at
tend exercises of a literary society, or when they casually meet on
the street, but walking, riding, boating, or deliberately meeting
together were forbidden. Under the Johnsons that is happily
changed. The watch care of our students is by no means relaxed,
but social functions are now provided for normal meeting of boys
and girls."
] ohnson was quick to abolish the many specific rules under
which Coburn students had been disciplined. His first catalogue
in 1 89 5 stated: "Student conduct is not governed by rules. Should
the appeal to manhood and womanhood prove insufficient to se
cure decent and honorable conduct, strict measures will not be
wanting in dealing with the offender."
In 1 900, however, Johnson found it necessary to announce one
specific regulation: "The use of tobacco is forbidden, and no
person who is unwilling to abstain from its use need apply for
admission to this school."
In appearance the J ohnsons were a striking couple. A woman of
large frame, but not stout, the wife ,vas as tall as her husband. In
physical appearance, in intelligence, and in vivacity, they were
clearly equals.
As for Franklin Johnson's sense of humor, an incident of his
bachelor days is typical. Shortly before his marriage he and several
other young bloods of vVaterville engaged a cottage on lVlessa
lonskee Lake for a week's outing. The house,vork was carefully
apportioned, and it was agreed that anyone who shirked his al
lotted duty ,vould be promptly ducked in the lake. When it came
Johnson's turn to stay and prepare the dinner while the others
went out in boats, the appointed housekeeper planted himself in
a hammock ,vith a book. I-Ie fell asleep and did not awaken until
the voices of his returning companions aroused him. It ,vas too late
to prepare dinner, he was caught. But he could at least prepare
himself for the coming ordeal and he did so in haste. Immediately
detecting Frank' s delinquency, the boys grab bed him and tossed
him into the water without removing his clothes. Only after they
had pulled him out did they discover that he had been ducked in
another fellow's best shirt and pants.
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In I 895 Franklin ] ohnson succumbed to the rage of the time
and secured for himself a status symbol. He bought a bicycle that
cost $ I OO. The years from I 89 3 to I 896 were the boom years for
the bicycle industry. In I 895 alone more than a million and a half
of bicycles were made in the United States. While the vehicle it
self had come to stay, its sensational boom was short-lived. By
I 905 production was down to half a million. By the time Frank
Johnson was in the market for a "vvheel," the old type of bicycle,
called the "ordinary," was already on the way out. Not much
longer would a rider endanger life and limb on one of those mon
sters with the big front wheel and the little wheel behind.
The new "safety" bicycle was, however, at first costly. In I 89 3
a fully equipped bike cost $ I S O. The next year the price dropped
to $ I 2 5 , and in I 895 to $ I OO. That last figure was the price Frank
Johnson paid to Albert F. Drummond for his first bicycle. When
Johnson returned to Waterville many years later as Colby presi
dent, it was Bert Drummond who became his closest friend. The
Drummonds and the J ohnsons made several winter soj ourns to
gether in Florida, going not by bicycle, but by the I 940'S faster
transportation of automobile.
Franklin ] ohnson became very fond of his father-in-law Cap
tain George Lord. The captain and his wife were frequent visitors
in Waterville, as were also the J ohnsons in Calais. Lord became a
member of the Coburn trustees, an d when he attended the board's
meetings Mrs. Lord usually accompanied him.
In the early I 900'S it was a custom for groups of young married
people to hire a large cottage at lake or seashore for a week or a
fortnight. The most popular shore places for Waterville parties
were Squirrel Island and Owls I-Iead. In the summer of I 90 3 a
party took over Owls Head's Simpson House. The story of that
excursion is preserved in amusing verse written by Waterville's
noted author 1Vlartha Baker Dunn. The J ohnsons, securely placed
in "\iVaterville society, were members of the party which also in
cluded Reuben and Martha Dunn and their daughter Florence,
l\1.1r. and 1VIrs. Hascall Hall, the Ball sisters Mary and Ophelia, the
Herbert Philbricks, Florence Drummond, and Captain and 1VIrs.
George Lord.
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Of Franklin Johnson Mrs. Dunn wrote:
The water lapped on the slipping keel
When Johnnie Johnson took the ,vheel.
But, Principal Johnson, oh my eye!
Who taught you how to trim a pie?
She describes the party's attendance at church:
The glad-ragged party smartly go
To church in a merry, happy row.
And with the broadest Cheshire smile
Frank Johnson, with cat, strides up the aisle.
When the fortnight had elapsed and it was time to go home,
Mrs. Dunn recorded:
No more in the thick or in the clear
Will Bert and Frank fish on the pier;
No more will Carolyn and Lizzie rail,
For the Simpson House party has kicked the pail.
During their Coburn days the J ohnsons' closest friends were the
Norman Bassetts and the Herbert Philbricks. Bassett, born in
Winslow and the son of a prosperous merchant, was nephew of
Leslie C. Cornish, who would one day be Chief Justice of the
l\laine Supreme Court and for many years chairman of the Colby
trustees. A Colby classmate of Johnson's, Bassett was a rising
young attorney. Philbrick, son of the head of the Waterville Iron
Works, was somewhat younger, a member of the Colby class of
1 897 . His uncle William Abbott Smith \vas another Johnson class
mate. After his Colby graduation Philbrick had become the first
submaster of Calais Academy, where Johnson had served as prin
cipal-only a year before Johnson left Coburn. Philbrick pursued
graduate study at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, be
came a noted mechanical engineer, and had a brilliant career at
NorthV\Testern University. But at the turn of the century Johnson
was far frol11 being a college president, Bassett had not dreamed of
a seat on IVlaine's highest court, and Philbrick could not visualize
his supervising millions of dollars of building at Northwestern.
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They were just three young fellows bent on making their way in
the world.
To Johnson the teacher and principal, all who knew him at
Coburn give unanimous acclaim. Sarah Young, the distinguished
registrar for whom Wheaton College named one of its buildings,
says that Johnson was an excellent teacher of Latin, at once a
good drillmaster and an enlightener of the classic world. He was
patient with slo\ver pupils, demanding of the brilliant, and friendly
with all. Yet he was never too friendly. He never let the pupils
forget who was running the school. His methods may not have
been so stern nor his words so caustic as were those of Dr. Sargent
at Hebron, who in reply to the question why he spoke so harshly
one day in chapel, said: "1 have to show them that there is a God in
Israel." Yet Johnson, in his o\vn way, was quite as effective as was
the peppery Sargent.
Like Miss Young, Ernest H. Cole, now a real estate broker in
Ne\v Jersey, attended Coburn in Johnson's time. He recalls: "My
introduction to Franklin Johnson was on Saturday afternoon,
Q/ctober 1 0, 1 90 3 , in his Coburn office. I was a shy country boy
a\vay from home for the first time, scared and apprehensive. Mr.
Johnson's \\Telcome was so warm and friendly that I was promptly
put at ease. Upon his invitation I attended his Bible class at the First
Baptist Church the next day, and I continued to attend that class
throughout the school year. In his algebra class he once gave me a
test with the remark, 'This is a former entrance examination for
Colby. You won't have any trouble with it. I did it in fourteen
minutes.' Alas, it took me much longer than fourteen minutes."
Of another occasion IVIr. Cole recollected: "In mid-July of
1 9°4 I was working in the sardine factory at Prospect I-Iarbor.
One Saturday noon, just as \ve were breaking off for the day, who
should appear at my elbow but Principal Johnson. Here was I in
dirty, smelly clothes, stripped to the waist, and reeking of dead
fish. That made no difference to Johnson. Greeting me in his
usual cordial manner, he said he was on a trip recruiting students
and he wanted to hire me, with my father's horse and buggy, to
drive him the fifteen miles to Tunk Station, \vhere he could take
the train to Calais. I had an enj oyable and inspirational ride, I
assure you�."
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Johnson well knew that life in a boarding school cannot be en
tirely academic. Attentive as the principal must be to the groves
of academe, he must be sympathetically aware of other interests
natural to adolescents. The older Coburn had frowned on student
organizations except those for religious purposes. Eager as J ohn
son was to foster the YIVICA and the YWCA, he insisted that
secular organizations also had a place at the school. So he promoted
the young l\len's Philomatheon Club, a debating society whose
weekly meetings tried to decide such world-shaking issues as
whether Washington was a greater man than Lincoln, or whether
the pen is mightier than the sword. The girls had their own group
called the Young Ladies' Literary Club, whose name was later
changed to the Ladies' Coburn Club. Johnson also encouraged
publication of a student paper, the Clarion, which lasted for many
years.
"Monkey see, monkey do" was just as sound a slogan in the
1 890'S as it is today. Colleges had fraternities; so the preparatory
schools must have them too. Frank Johnson was a loyal Deke and
so prominent was that fraternity at Colby that its detractors said,
"When a Deke speaks, he thinks 110 dog dares to bark." It was an
unquestioned syllogism that ran: D.K.E. is a good thing. D.K.E. is
a fraternity. Therefore a fraternity is a good thing. Anyhow,
Frank Johnson offered no objection to fraternities at Coburn. It
would require the changed climate of a future day to bring school
authorities, including J ohnso11, to the conclusion that fraternities
have no place at secondary school level. But that definitely was
not the climate when Phi Kappa Alpha was organized at Coburn.
To be sure it was announced as "a fraternity for men for the pur
pose of debate, declamation and practice in parliamentary usage."
It was nevertheless a secret society V\Tith a ritual adapted boldly
from that of a college fraternity. The next year saw a second fra
ternity, I(appa Phi, and both were thriving when Johnson left
Coburn.
With their musical interests Principal and Mrs. Johnson were
ardent promoters of that field of student activity. By 1 90 3 the Co
burn Musical Organization was giving public concerts, providing
a chapel choir, and generally stirring interest in music.
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Before 10hnson became principal athletics had received little
official attention at Coburn. Dr. Hanson barely tolerated baseball
and his annual catalogues made no mention of sports. Frank J ohn
son, on the other hand, was a true booster of organized sports,
just as he had been when he edited the Colby Ech o . During his
first year at Coburn he agreed to be sponsor of both the baseball
and the football associations, and the next year he merged all the
school's athletic activities into a single Athletic Association. In
the I 895 catalogue Johnson inserted the statement: "Athletic
sports have their right place in the school under direction of the
Athletic Association. They receive all proper encouragement but
are kept in a subordinate position. Their purpose is to give the
students needed exercise and healthful recreation. Beyond this
they are not allowed to go. All athletic games are under the over
sight of some teacher. "
Almost the first act of 1 ohnson' s successor in I 905 was to abolish
football at Coburn. He persuaded the faculty to vote and the trus
tees to approve this statement that "the authorities at Coburn will
not countenance a sport which involves a needless and absurd
amount of danger to the lives of students entrusted to their care."
Whether Frank 10hnson, like Queen Victoria on another occa
sion, was not amused, history fails to record.
In I 90 2 Principal Johnson was granted a year's release from ad
ministrative and teaching duties that he might give full time to rais
ing needed funds for the school. He had scarcely begun the task
when he was stricken with severe illness that confined him for
several months. Before he could decide whether he must return to
personal administration of Coburn or resume the neglected fund
raising, Franklin Johnson received an invitation that he could not
refuse. In that very Windy City of the West where Adelle Gil
patrick had prepared so efficiently to be the Coburn preceptress,
the educational ideas of President I-Jarper of the University of
Chicago were attracting nation-wide attention. A prominent pri
vate school in that city, with progressive and experimental meth
ods, needed a new headmaster. Franklin 10hnson was offered the
post. It was a splendid chance for professional advancement, and
10hnson's acceptance was prompt.
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During Johnson's final weeks at Coburn his uncle Gorham Bean
died. The old squire's devotion to his nephe\v was clearly dis
closed in his will, made many years earlier and never changed. To
Johnson went insurance policies amounting to $ 2 , 5 00, a double
tenement house with twenty-three acres of land known as the
Spaulding Smith place in East Wilton, and one half of the Gorham
Bean homestead as well as one fifth interest in the birthplace farm
on Bean Hill. When we consider that Johnson was not a blood
relative of Gorham Bean, but only a nephew by marriage, it is
significant that not some one of the numerous Bean relatives, but
Franklin Johnson, was named executor of Gorham Bean's will.
The other half of the East Wilton homestead went to Franklin's
mother Elizabeth Winslow Johnson, who had been Gorham
Bean's housekeeper during the ten years after his wife's death in
1 89 5 . Franklin and his mother n1ade immediate plans to sell the
property, but the sale was not completed until after Frank had
settled in Chicago. Apparently Elizabeth had gone V\Tith Franklin
and Carolyn to the western city, because the deed to Harry Adams
on lVlay 2 8, 1 90 6, was signed by all three, giving the same address
"Morgan Park in the State of Illinois."
In his final report to the Coburn trustees Johnson reviewed his
eleven years at the school. "Following Dr. Hanson's death I took
charge on July I , 1 894. The course of study was at once changed
from three to four years. Attendance increased from 1 2 0 to 1 74.
During my eleven years at least 1 2 5 Coburn graduates entered
Colby. Income from tuition increased fron1 $ 2 , 2 00 to $4, 600. A
separate corporation, independent of the college, was formed to
operate the school. Last June the family of Stephen Coburn pro
posed to give the sum of $ 2 5 ,000 provided the Coburn trustees
would raise an equal amount. I believe the entire sum can be se
cured within a year. As I enter a neV\T field of labor I \vish to express
my gratitude to all who so generously supported my efforts to
make Coburn a strong school."
Appreciation of those eleven years was expressed in a statement
by the beloved trustee and persistent promoter of Co burn, Dr.
Edwin C. Whittemore: "To serve as the head of a great school is
no light task. Nor can it be done at all by anyone to \vhom it ap-
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pears to be a task. It must be rather the high privilege and delight
ful office of the Christian educator. Such has it been for Franklin
Johnson. The standard of the school has been kept high, school life
has been broadened, and never was the loyalty of students and
alumni so pronounced. Franklin Johnson has confronted many a
difficult situation at Coburn, but his ability, wisdom and devotion
have assured the school's enduring success."

C I-IAP T E R
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Widening Horizon
A LTI-IO.UGI-I Franklin Johns � n could not turn a deaf ear t.a
r� the SIren call of the boomIng West, he never broke hIs
Maine ties. I-Ie acquired and developed cottage property at Rob
binston, not far from Carolyn's Calais hOlne, and there they spent
every SUlnmer except for the war year of 1 9 I 8 and for one season
abroad. I-Ie also kept in touch with the Bean relatives in Wilton
and ] ay, and many tilnes he visited the birthplace on Bean I-Jill.
When he returned to take permanent residence in Maine in 1 9 2 9
h e regarded it as coming home. Yet he was away from his native
state for a quarter of a century, and it is that period that must now
claim our attention.
In 1 90 5 the college into which ] ohn D. Rockefeller was pouring
his well-oiled money had become a Inecca for American scholars.
By raiding the faculties of the Ivy League and picking up promis
ing young Inen from the smaller colleges, William Rainey I-Iarper
had made the University of Chicago falnous. I-Tarper had uncanny
genius for selecting Inen of intellectual and administrative ability,
Inuch as a shrewd investor buys securities on the strength of com
panies' potential growth. Young men who j oined I-Iarper at
Chicago were expected to grow, and they seldom failed him.
Among those who rose rapidly were three Colby graduates:
Albion Woodbury Small, Nathaniel Butler and Shailer Mathews.
Two of them had been presidents of the Waterville college and the
third had been a lnember of its faculty.
Franklin Johnson's introduction to Chicago had no direct con
nection with the university. I-Ie was called to take the principal
ship of a proininent and progressive private secondary school, the
Morgan Park Academy. There is no mystery, however, about
why he was called. Butler, who had been Colby president during
the first half of Johnson's tenure at Coburn, vvas in a position at
Chicago to reCOInlTIend SOlneone for the lVlorgan Park vacancy.
I-Iimself a graduate of Colby in 1 8 7 3 , Butler had gone ilTIlnediately
to the Chicago area, where he had served at wOlnen's colleges in
50
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Lake Forest and in Highland Park, then took the principalship of
Chicago's Yale School for Boys, and in 1 8 84 j oined the faculty of
the university. When he left Chicago for the Colby presidency in
1 89 5 he was Director of University Extension. After six years at
his alma mater he had returned to Chicago as Professor of Educa
tion. When Johnson arrived, Butler had just been appointed the
University's Dean of the College of Education. He was thus in a
favored position to give advice on administrative positions in the
area's schools.
Pioneering in many fields, the College of Education at Chicago
had early set up a pattern for the preparation of teachers, and
during his two years at lVlorgan Park Johnson enrolled in those
graduate courses. In 1 907 he transferred to the principalship of the
University of Chicago High School.
In 1 894, the year when Johnson had begun his administration at
Coburn, John Dewey had come to the University of Chicago as
professor of the three P's-philosophy, psychology and pedagogy.
Convinced that educational methods were out of tune with a
child's normal development, Dewey took from Harper's budget
a mere thousand dollars to start an experimental school. In that
so-called Laboratory School were developed many of Dewey's
unique ideas which would eventually result in the concept of the
child-centered school.
Neither the elementary school started by Dewey nor the high
school to which Johnson went in 1 907 were part of the public
school system of Chicago. They were distinctly private schools,
charging tuition and supported from private sources. Like the
Lincoln School and the I-Iorace lVlann School at Columbia, they
were laboratory, experimental schools connected vvith a great
.
.
unIverSIty.
In 1 907, when the title of dean was applied to the head of the
school, Johnson was appointed Assistant Dean. Two years later,
however, when he was elevated to the top position, his title was
Principal.
Although the merger implied one unified school, such was not
the case. Though the elementary and the secondary schools were
both under university auspices, they operated as separate institu-

,
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tions. Each had its own faculty and each made a separate report to
the Dean of the School of Education. Franklin Johnson's task was
to administer the high school, while the elementary school was
in other hands.
The young teacher from conservative New England was at
tracted by the ideas of John Dewey and he threw himself whole
heartedly into the fascinating experiments suggested by Dewey
and his disciples. Something-perhaps the very New England
tradition-held him back from complete adherence to what came
to be called progressive education. He could not accept all of the
radical ideas, but for that matter neither could Dewey. That great
philosopher has been blamed for many ills of the progressive
movement which he never advocated and never supported. Like
De\vey, Johnson was eclectic in his approach to changes in the
teaching of boys and girls.
Johnson became a strong supporter of the comprehensive high
school. Already at Calais and at Coburn he had introduced courses
for students who were not preparing for college, but in those
Maine academies he had seen the new courses dominated by sub
j ects required for college entrance. Commercial courses, manual
training, and home economics were considered to be for a sort of
second-class group of school citizens who didn't have the brains
to study what the school primarily stood for-preparation for
college.
At Chicago Johnson found the former Manual Training School
accepted as an integral part of the University High School. All
through the system noncollege subjects were respected and skill
fully taught. No part of the school was considered better than
another part. I-Iere was variety \vithin unity. Confronted with
such a viable situation, Franklin Johnson became a lifelong advo
cate of comprehensive secondary education.
At Coburn Johnson had voiced no protest when, aping the
envied collegians, the academy students organized social fraterni
ties. At Chicago he found the feeling against secondary school
fraternities so strong that in an article in the Scho o l Review in
1 909 he revealed his success in weeding them out. He reported
that the Parents Association of the University of Chicago High
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School had voted to eliminate fraternities and other secret societies
by requiring a pledge from the existing members that no new
members would be accepted. All new applicants for admission
must also sign a pledge, certified by parent or guardian, assuring
that the applicant was not already a member of a student secret
society and would make no such connection as long as he was a
member of the University of Chicago High School.
It was not an easy task, even with parental support, to abolish
the prep-school fraternities. Johnson confronted a storm of pro
test, but he stood firm. Having slowly but fully arrived at the
conviction that the fraternities must go, he could not be content
until they had gone. He was wise enough, however, to see that the
fraternities did represent certain values worth preserving and he
resolved that their departure should not create a vacuum. There
must be something to preserve the values while denying the social
snobbishness of the fraternities.
One successful substitute was the interest group centering
around a particular activity. Just as he had tried at Coburn, he
proposed at Chicago two literary societies. Then came all sorts
of clubs for those especially interested in music, art, dancing, and
cooking. The photography .club had flourishing growth, science
clubs proliferated, and the hiking club became popular. By I 909
there were also a press club, a sketch club, and several debating
clubs, and a new venture-the U-Hi Club. It was Johnson's idea.
He had noticed that students were frequenting the poolrooms on
5 5 th Street, and he was eager to cooperate with five boys who
came to him with the suggestion that the school sponsor a club
house vvhere boys could go after school for indoor games. Sup
ported by the Parents Association under prodding-by Johnson,
the group found quarters near the school and opened its member
ship to students and faculty. The principal also encouraged the
formation of a student council and the development of honor
societies, the most cherished of V\Thich were a senior council for
boys and one for girls.
Today the most powerful accrediting organization in the na
tion is the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. When Johnson came to Chicago the association had just
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been formed and several years had to elapse before it would be
generally accepted. In education, as in other matters, the people
of the l\liddle West had been deeply influenced by that particular
importation from New England known as the Congregational
Way. The strong private schools, like each Congregationalist
church, tended to be unflinchingly independent, stand on their
o"\vn feet, and take orders from no hierarchy. At first the private
educational institutions were not noticeably friendly to the new
association, especially ,vhen it set up and was determined to en
force accrediting standards.
Franklin Johnson thought the North Central Association was
a bit too eager to be supreme lord of the schools. In 1 909 the uni
versity authorities granted the association permission to make a
full inspection of the University High School. When the inspect
ing team's perfunctory report was made, Johnson exploded. "Do
they call this an inspection? They weren't here more than three
hours, and then they asked all the wrong questions and ignored the
right ones." Johnson said his school "Tanted no part in such white
washing. If the association would make a genuine and thorough in
spection, he would gladly cooperate, because he knew his school
could meet the most rigid tests. The association officers responded
at once; the desired inspection ,vas made over two full days. In
the spring of I 9 I I Johnson announced that the school was fully
accredited.
In 1 909 one of America's leading educators became director of
the high and elementary schools and head of the Department of
Education at the University of Chicago. Charles Hubbard Judd
was a man of Johnson's own generation, having graduated from
Wesleyan in 1 894 and taken his doctorate at Leipzig in 1 89 6 . He
came to Chicago from Yale, where he had directed the psychologi
cal laboratory. The mutual vie,vs of Judd and Johnson made them
understanding, cooperative colleagues and close personal friends.
Experimentation ,vas the watchword in all of the university
schools. In Johnson's high school the experiments centered in
mathematics, English, science and the manual arts. Johnson en
couraged George l\1eyers to organize a unified single course in
algebra and geometry. His request that another teacher study the
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relation of the recitation period to home work led a long delayed
realization that pupils need to be taught how to study. That reali
zation led to valuable experiments in methods of helping pupils to
learn the techniques of mastering a lesson. One very important
experiment involved an investigation of individual differences in
approach to mathematics. Perhaps the same method of instruction
in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry was not best for all students.
The result was the publication of an important book, Course oj
Study in Mathe711atics in tbe University High Scho ol, a course
that called for constant correlation with other subjects, laid stress
on the functional aspects of mathematics, and took account of
individual pupil differences.
Especially significant was experimentation in the teaching of
science. When Johnson went to Chicago there was no such thing
as a high school course in general science. In later years Johnson
told the story that, ,vhen a prominent publisher invited a certain
scientist at Chicago to write the section on biology for a high
school text in the new subj ect of general science, the man replied:
"I don't know anything about biology; I'm a bacteriologist."
Despite the proliferation of specialties in university education,
the search for unifying elements was strong at Chicago. In 1 9 1 2
William L. Eikenberry worked out for Johnson a combined high
school course embracing the fundamentals of botany, geology,
physiography and physics. It was based on life that the student
knew rather than on preparation for adult years. The boundary
lines between the sciences were made inconspicuous.
Johnson's study of comparative performance of pupils from
different elementary schools led him to make a study that would
test the work of each year in high school by marks earned in the
succeeding year. This testing program led to complete reorganiza
tion of the high school departments and a placing of responsi
bility for results. Yet Johnson found one disturbing factor. How
should the obvious difference in grading by different teachers be
handled? Judd told Johnson that it didn't help even to compare
grades of different teachers given to the same children. So J ohn
son pursued an exhaustive study. He never claimed to have solved
the problem fully, but his results did improve the situation at
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Chicago, and they made teachers everywhere less willing to de
fend the sanctity of subjective marking.
Determined to elevate academic standards at his school Johnson
pointed out in 1 9 1 0 that it was attracting too many students with
out serious purpose. He proposed and the faculty voted to ex
clude at midyear all students whose total average fell below the
passing grade of 60. As a consequence, seventeen boys and eight
girls were dropped. Convinced that there would be fewer such
exits if more attention were given to entrance, Johnson boosted
the requirements for admission. Since at that time every applicant
had a personal interview with the principal, Johnson could largely
control the admissions policy.
Loud protests followed the first dismissals on the basis of gen
eral average. The policy was declared unfair to a student who did
well in a single subject, though poorly in all others. Johnson was
forced into a temporary compromise. If a student made a general
average of 5 5 , he was granted conditional retention for four
weeks, after which he must take an examination. By this time
the principal vvas convinced of the value of objective, statistical
studies, and to this problem of retention he applied new tech
niques. He found that during the probational month an increase
in one grade was almost invariably offset by reduction in another
subject. As Johnson put it, conditional retention had "a negative
moral influence."
At Coburn Johnson had manifested his strong belief that in a
successful secondary school the program cannot be all work and
no play. The social program which he introduced at Chicago was
well in advance of the time. A basic tenet of the school was John
Dewey's philosophy of the vvhole person, the insistence on social
and emotional, as well as intellectual growth. Johnson set up four
faculty committees to supervise student activities: one on athletics
and games, one on literary clubs, another on science and art clubs,
and a fourth on publications.
The athletic program had both interscholastic and intramural
features. The students showed quite as n1uch interest in the hotly
contested interclass contests as they did in games with other
schools. In the interscholastic program there was no sex discrimi-
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nation. At a time when many schools forbade girls' teams to play
against other schools, the young ladies at University High were
facing outside teams in basketball and field hockey with the same
enthusiastic support as the boys' teams received.
The great wave of vocational education was still in the future
during Johnson's years in Chicago, but its seeds were beginning
to germinate. Factories were clamoring for workers trained by
the schools, for the apprentice system vvas already breaking down.
The common practice had been to establish · separate vocational
schools, especially in the larger cities. Dr. Judd insisted that voca
tional subj ects have a place in every high school. In short, he
advocated what today is called the comprehensive secondary
school. Judd declared that the pursuit of a trade should not be
subj ect to degrading social stigma. If all attended the same school,
it would be less easy to make invidious distinctions.
Under Johnson a number of experiments in this area were tried.
One experimental industrial class was n1ade up of potential drop
outs from the city's private schools. They attended V.C.H.S.
during one entire summer for seven hours a day, taking both shop
work and academic subjects. Light is cast on the popular view of
education by criticism that reached Johnson. Parents told him that
the experiment couldn't be worth much because the boys were so
enthusiastic about it.
When Johnson was granted leave of absence to participate in
the First World vVar there was indication at V.C.H.S. that his
strong disciplinary hand was missed. During 1 9 I 8- I 9 the faculty
minutes recorded an unusual number of suspensions and expul
sions. The offenses included "running in the corridor in disregard
of a teacher's admonitions," "damaging hats at the Boys Club
dance," and "smoking within a block of the school."
Franklin and Carolyn Johnson made lasting friendships during
their Chicago years. What a j oy Frank found it to be again close to
his boyhood pal and college roommate, Dana Hall ! Ten years be
fore ] ohnson arrived in the city, Hall had left his post as principal
at Skowhegan, Maine, to become field representative of the rap
idly growing textbook firm that had been founded a decade earlier
by Edwin Ginn. It vvas I-Iall's task to introduce Ginn books
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throughout the Middle West and to develop the company's Chi
cago office.
In Chicago Hall married Imogene Donovan, and for many
years the Halls and the J ohnsons were together the year around.
Winters saw them at social functions and even more frequently
in each other's homes. Summers found them in adjoining cottages
at Robbinston on the Bay of Fundy. There they were j oined by
the Frank Padelfords, and in his travels as secretary of the Baptist
Education Society Padelford often saw Johnson in Chicago.
Another Chicagoan with whom Johnson formed a close friend
ship was the Reverend Charles Gilkey. One of the city's most
popular preachers, and dean of the University Chapel, Gilkey was
often lured to Robbinston by the J ohnsons.
Through Dana Hall Johnson became acquainted \vith promi
nent figures in the publishing world, the Plimptons, the Parkhursts,
the Kenersons, and especially Henry Hilton. It was Hilton \vho,
years later, stood nobly beside Johnson in his struggle to move
Colby to lVlayflower Hill.
Early in his Chicago years Johnson made his first trip to Europe.
We had long heard a rumor that he had once made such a trip
vvith his father-in-law, but the rumor proved difficult to verify. If
such a trip was made, \vhen vvas the year? Was it before or after
Johnson's marriage? V\Tas it on a Lord ship? Was it to England or
to France? Did Carolyn accompany him?
Those questions defied definite answers until Mrs. Edna Spur
ling of Calais, "Tho had become interested in our investigation of
Johnson's life, accidentally came upon conclusive evidence. With
the kind of exultation that comes seldom in a lifetime, Mrs. Spur
ling wrote: "When I \vas a young girl I saved many of my letters.
IVly daughter has recently gathered them up from our old attic
and has sent them to me to be destroyed. Some of these letters
were written to me "Then I was avvay from Calais by our beloved
pastor Dr. Padelford. After his wife's death Dr. Padelford made
his home in the family of Captain Lord. He certainly knew what
went on in that household."
The Calais minister had written to lVlrs. Spurling in July, 1 906:
"Captain Lord sailed yesterday for England. He is accompanied
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by Mr. Johnson. They expect to be gone four or five weeks.
Carolyn is coming home to spend the summer with her people."
Now we know that Frank Johnson did indeed go to Europe in
1 906 on a stag party. He and his father-in-law sailed across the
Atlantic while his wife and mother-in-law were bachelor girls in
Calais.
It is unfortunate that we cannot penetrate more thoroughly into
Johnson's personal and social life in Chicago. We do know that
he maintained his already absorbing interest in boys, for in 1 9 1 4
h e published his first book, Proble11lS oj Boy hood. The book em
phasizes his Dewey-inspired conviction that boys must not be
treated solely as potential adults, but as living entities when they
are boys, with physical and emotional needs quite as important as
their intellectual needs. Franklin Johnson never forgot that Gor
ham Bean had treated a fatherless boy as his own son. As years
went by and no children came to bless the Johnson home, just as
none had ever come to Gorham Bean's, Franklin Johnson too
found his greatest pleasure in befriending someone else's boy.
The persons who could tell us the inside story of those Chicago
years have now all passed from the scene; Dana Hall, Charles
Gilkey, Henry Hilton and all the others are gone. Even older
persons in the Ginn office at Chicago have only a dim recollection
of the man who for fifteen years \vas principal of the University
of Chicago High School and college classmate of their departed
senior partner. A young Ginn executive, John B. Kenerson, makes
it plain, however, that Frank Johnson is not entirely forgotten in
the big publishing house. Mr. Kenerson writes : "During my
junior year at Dartmouth I took an extensive trip to Europe with
l\lother and Father along with Mrs. Imogene Hall and her son
Richard. Shortly thereafter Mrs. Hall married Dr. Johnson. I re
call a pleasant visit do\vn in Robbinston, i\!laine, at their summer
cottage near the mouth of the St. Croix River."
There again appears a dominant element in the Johnson story.
When even a present-day Chicagoan thinks of Franklin Johnson
he thinks also of the tides of Fundy.
_
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Wounds of War

:" ;� HEN the United States declared war on Germany in the
" " spring of 1 9 1 7 , Franklin Johnson's forty-six years did not
W

keep him out of uniform. The summer of 1 9 1 8 found him in
Washington with the oak leaves of a major on his shoulders.
This is the only period of Johnson's life for "w"hich we have an
account from his own pen. For the Colby Alzt7nnus in February,
1 943 , he wrote a summary of his experience in the First World
War so brief that it can be included here in its entirety.
"Our staff consisted of 1 8 0 men and women with a wide range
of training and experience. Our patients "\vere 2 ,000 vvounded
Inen, many in bed, others n10ving about on crutches and in "\vheel
chairs. To assist in their recovery and prepare them to carry on
vocationally despite their handicap "\vas our task.
"IV1 Y relations "\vith the men v/ere intimate. Each presented a
problen1 in personal adjustment. One experience stands out. It
was the introduction into United States Citizenship of a group of
alien soldiers. Ordinarily, before becoming a citizen, an alien must
file first and second papers and pass an examination. In the case of
a wounded man the process "vas simplified. He had only to file a
brief statement of pertinent facts and an affidavit from his com
manding officer. On this occasion 1 74- men "\vere to receive citizen
ship. They could not go to the court room at the county seat, so
the court came to the hospital. The judge in his robes sat on the
platform in the Red Cross hut. \iVith him and the other court
dignitaries sat the commanding officer of the post and myself.
"In came the men, some on crutches, some in wheel chairs,
"\vearing bath robes, all showing some effects of their wounds. I
knew them all. Tony Salvatore whose mangled hands were the re
sult of catching an enemy hand grenade and delaying too long
before throwing it back; IVlaxim l\1axinoff, the strong man from
Russia, who used to seize the front axle of a heavy car and lift it
off the ground; and others for all of whom this was a great occaSIon.
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"As the ceremony came to the oath of allegiance the judge di
rected the men to stand, raise their left hands and place their right
hands over their hearts. I-Ie did not at first realize how few could
comply. Many were too sick to rise, some had no feet to stand on,
others had no left hand to raise or no right hand to place over their
hearts. Quickly recovering from his embarrassment the judge
gave them the oath. Then he said: 'Those of us ,vho were born in
this country are citizens by accident. Citizenship cost us nothing.
But you have earned your citizenship by paying a great price and
I know you V\Till never regard it lightly.' "
When President Wilson asked Congress to declare war on Ger
many in April, 1 9 1 7 , Franklin Johnson was completing his tV\Telfth
year in Chicago. At the age of forty-six he was too old for combat
service, but he was eager to have an active part in the war. The
opportunity came when the brilliant head of the Army lVledical
Service, Surgeon General William C. Gorgas, instituted within
his Division of Rehabilitation a Subdivision of Education.
VVorld 'iVar I had brought ne,v problems for the treatment of
men marred by the V\Tar. In addition to the horrible wounds from
gunfire were the nevv experiences of poison gas and the prolonged
misery from shell shock. General Gorgas was leader of a medical
movement to treat the wounded men as human entities, not mere
obj ects of physical therapy. Under his plan, physical and mental
therapy were integrated with academic and vocational training.
In that integration the Subdivision of Education played an im
portant part.
The Progressive Education movement had already convinced
Johnson that the only effective education was that which dealt
,vith the whole person. The new plan of the Surgeon General's
office presented to him a tvvofold attraction. It ,vould allow an
educator too old for the trenches to do his part in the war, and it
would permit application of the "whole man" theory under press
ingly practical circumstances.
One would assume that the records of World War I personnel
in the National Archives and in hospital files would reveal de
tailed information about the activities of any officer assigned to
General Gorgas' staff, but such is not the case. Official records do
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reveal that Franklin Johnson "\-vas commissioned a major in the
Sanitary Corps on August I 3 , 1 9 1 8 . T"\-vo "\veeks later he was as
signed to the Subdivision of Education in the Division of Physical
Rehabilitation at Walter Reed Hospital, and late in September he
was transferred in the same capacity to General Ffospital No. 3 at
Colonia, Nevv Jersey, where he served until late in April, 1 9 1 9 .
From then until his discharge on June 2 8 , 1 9 1 9, Johnson was as
signed to the office of the Surgeon General.
If all biographers were dependent solely on official records, the
life story of many a worthy man would remain untold. It is be
cause someone "\vho "knew him "\-vhen" is either still living or left
his own written account of the acquaintance that a biographer
is enabled to fill many a gap. Franklin Johnson's war service
"\vould be a mere list of dates and stations vvere it not for the keen
recollections of his colleague in that service, Dr. Samuel White
Patterson.
Born in 1 8 8 3 and thus thirteen years younger than Johnson,
Patterson was an educational product of New York City's finest
institutions. Taking his Ph.D. at Ne"\v York University, he taught
at Columbia and in the Teachers Training College before j oining
the faculty of Hunter College where he taught in the English de
partment for twenty years. The author of more than a score of
books in such varied fields as literature, history, religion and edu
cation, Dr. Patterson is the official historian of Hunter College.
During the First World War he, like Johnson, was attracted to
the new program of the Surgeon General. So it was that in the
summer of 1 9 1 8 Franklin Johnson and Samuel Patterson became
close friends as they "\vorked together to bring back to useful liv
ing the wounded veterans from the Western Front.
It is helpful to note the chain of command of which Johnson
and Patterson were a part. At the top was Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United States, to whom Newton Baker, Secretary
of War, was directly responsible. Baker's third assistant secretary,
Frederick Keppel, was an educator called into service from the
office of Dean at Columbia College. Responsible to Keppel was
the Surgeon General. Chief of his Division of Physical Rehabili
tation was Dr. Frank Billings with the rank of colonel, and his
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immediate subordinate \vas Lt. Col. James E. Russell, Dean of
Columbia University's Teachers College. Under Russell were
several maj ors, one of whom was Franklin Johnson.
In his book Over There to Over Here Dr. Patterson wrote:
"Besides the restoration of po\ver to injured parts, the physical re
construction program called for a restoration of the mind to
normal, regular, everyday thinking and the calling away of a man's
thoughts from his injuries to the hope and promise of a future
possibly even brighter than before his disability put him out of
running with his fellows of older days."
By a memorable incident Dr. Patterson illustrates just ho\v the
service operated. He says that one day he was informed of a
riotous disturbance in the ward for shell-shocked patients. He
rushed to the office of the quartermaster to see if there were not
some \vay for the men to get their overdue pay and especially for
committed allowances to be sent to their families. The payrolls
had been lost in battle, but preserved in Washington were the
records of the men's ranks and ratings. Patterson thought it was
small \vonder the men were emotionally disturbed and there
surely must be some way of cutting the red tape that held up
action. Spurred by the psychological need of the wounded men
and the simple justice of their case, Patterson persisted until new
payrolls were prepared and payments made. Quiet again prevailed
in the ward.
The work of Johnson's division was ingeniously adapted to
individual needs. If a right-handed man had lost that hand, he was
taught to use his left hand, especially to develop left-handed writ
ing. If a man's elementary education had been scanty he was
taught the simplest rudiments of the three R's. If he was of foreign
extraction and spoke only broken English he was taught correct
English speech. Attention was given to the commercial needs of
typing, shorthand and bookkeeping. Shop work covered the fields
of woodworking, welding, forging, and machine repair. For the
most gifted there was instruction in drafting and architectural de
sign. Attention was given also to such varied skills as rug making,
shoe repairing, printing, photography and the j eweler's art.
Johnson and his fellow maj ors, most of whom had been com-
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petent civilian administrators, had little to do with administration
in the rehabilitation program. Their work was directly with the
patients. As Dr. Patterson puts it, "We had plenty of supervisory
opportunities, but they were on lines already established by
'higher-ups.' If lVlajor Johnson ever discharged the duties of a
personnel officer, it was through no initiative of his own."
During his period at Walter Reed, before his transfer to Co
lonia, Johnson was the division's leading expert on secondalY edu
cation. Like his colleagues, Johnson had been selected because of
prominence in some special area of education, but it was equally
hllportant that the specialists ,vork together as a team. It was not
only a challenge for those civilians in their new uniforms to get
along with each other; they had also to work in harmony with
the medical profession and the regular officers of the Army. Those
civilian educators proved admirably equal to the challenge.
Walter Reed Hospital had been in operation for only sixteen
years when Johnson arrived there in the summer of 1 9 1 8 . General
Gorgas and his immediate subordinates had done a marvelous j ob
of adaptation and improvisation to make ready for the physical,
mental and emotional needs of the wounded and shell-shocked
men v/ho arrived from the battlefields of France. Time was pre
cious. So many men were rushed to Walter Reed after the bloody
battles of July, 1 9 I 8 , that they had to be shunted to the hospital
by way of a side station of the railroad. Even in the a,vful exigen
cies of war, politicians are alert to the sensitiveness of constituents.
The reason given in Washington for the side station was that the
unloading of so many horribly wounded men at Union Station
v/ould be too much of a shock to the frequenters of that crowded
terminal.
Franklin Johnson often referred to his days at Walter Reed and
Colonia. It brought him rich satisfaction to have had a part in
healing the wounds of war. He certainly shared the opinion ex
pressed by Dr. Patterson that "it was a joy and something to recall
that V\Te were associated with such greats as General Gorgas and
Colonel Billings in our nation's time of trial."
What happened to the Division of Physical Rehabilitation and
its Subdivision of Education after the v/ar? The veterans became
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so numerous and the veterans' hospitals expanded so rapidly that
eventually each hospital had its own rehabilitation service.
It was inevitable that anyone who worked closely with Frank
lin Johnson should be impressed by his personal qualities. Here is
Dr. Samuel Patterson's sizing up of the man.
"The difference in our ages in no way altered our personal re
lations. Though he was my senior by a number of years, we had
much in common, inherited and acquired through schooling and
professional experience. Both of us had the background of high
school teaching; in addition he had been a principal and I a college
instructor. Franklin Johnson was more than a schoolman, he was
a cultivated gentleman. I came to admire him for his personal out
look on life and his interest in youth. We used to make frequent
trips from Walter Reed or from our offices in the eight-winged
War Department building at Sixth and B Streets to Takoma Park
for lunch. It got us out of the turmoil of Washington. In those
chats I found Franklin Johnson a wholesome, genial, approachable
gentleman. "
It is in keeping with the picture of the Franklin Johnson we
have come to know, whether on the Wilton farm, by the tides of
Fundy, at Coburn or Chicago, or in uniform at Walter Reed, that
,ve close this chapter with a seemingly trivial incident.
One day Johnson and Patterson were standing ready to pay
their luncheon checks when they noticed a teenager discussing a
problem with all the earnestness of youth. A younger lad was his
companion. Their earthshaking problem was how to cut a choco
late cake. Should they cut it into eight pieces and sell them at five
cents each or into five pieces at eight cents? Franklin Johnson took
in the situation with avid interest. I�e cast an occasional glance
toward Patterson, but neither of them said a word. As for the
boys' problem, the result would be the same financial return no
matter which way they cut the cake. But Johnson savv at once
that those boys were real Yankees ,vho would feel quite at home
in his native Maine. Their pertinent question was, which cutting
would bring the quicker sales? Could they get a nickel for a little
piece more readily than eight cents for a big piece, or was the
opposite true? Like a couple of Maine horsetraders the boys were
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arguing it out. Patterson and Johnson could not wait for the con
clusion and never learned the boys' decision.
Franklin Johnson must have recalled that incident many times
when he had to argue momentous decisions that concerned the
moving of Colby College to a new site. It is a striking coincidence
that many of those decisions were affected by the wounds of
another war.

Scanned by the Colby Library.
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Teacher of Teachers
J\ FTER more than ten years at a school steeped in the phi
fi losophy of John Dewey, it is not strange that Franklin
Johnson should follow Dewey to Columbia University. In 1 9 1 9
Johnson "\vas appointed Associate Professor of Education at
Teachers College. In the same year his mother Elizabeth Winslow
Johnson died and was buried beside her sister in the East Wilton
cemetery.
Johnson had known Teachers College before his close acquaint
ance with Dean James E. Russell in their mutual service in the
Surgeon General's Office. He had twice been called to give SUl11mer courses at the New York institution. He had many profes
sional ties with the Columbia staff, especially Kirkpatrick, Fret
well and Thorndike. Perhaps closest was his friendship with Pro
fessor Thomas H. Briggs, one of Johnson's few colleagues who
was still living in 1 966. Briggs proudly takes credit for inducing
Johnson to leave Chicago. He says: "I alone was responsible for
bringing Frank h ere. At the Horace Mann School for Boys we
needed a man who would undertake the improvement of teaching
in that school. That was Frank's primary assignment, but he also
taught in the college a class in high school administration."
After World War I American education was ready for change.
The followers of Dewey, seeing a golden opportunity, launched
Progressive Education with a capital P. By 1 9 2 0 its center was
New York rather than Chicago. The very name Teachers College
was anathema to conservatives, just as its professors were the saints
of the new movement.
What was the turmoil all about? "The new school, " Dewey
had said, "is a child's world in a child's size environment. Here the
child lives in a democracy of youth." The two maj or aims of the
movement were tolerant understanding and creative self-expres
sion. Not factual kno"\vledge but experience was the goal. The
development of individual personality was the child's task. Teach
ers must constantly be reminded that they taught not subj ects but
67
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boys and girls. Thus there came into educational philosophy the
phrase, the child-centered school.
The laboratory schools at the University of Chicago had for
some time been making experiments toward a child-centered
curriculum when, in 1 9 I 6, Abraham Flexner "vrote Th e Modern
Scho ol. One result was provision of funds by the General Educa
tion Board to establish the Lincoln School at Teachers College in
I 9 1 7 · In 1 9 1 9 was formed the Progressive Education Association,
and heralded afar were experiments at Lincoln School, where no
one talked about the three R's, which were considered too con
servative for the development of the \vhole child.
There soon arose at Teachers College a group of middle-roaders
who feared that a radical discarding of the old values would result
in throwing out the baby with the bath. Alongside the Lincoln
School they established under TC auspices the less radical Horace
�\1ann School. In Horace Mann's lower grades definite provision
vvas made for conventional subjects, and experimentation con
sisted of linking those subjects into a progressive pattern. Both
Lincoln and Horace IVlann covered all the school years from
kindergarten through the twelfth grade. Later came the Horace
Iviann School for Boys, most conservative of the three schools.
Long after Johnson left Columbia, that school became completely
independent.
Active self-expression was sacred to the progressives. Let every
child express himself. Inhibition was evil. Let the natural instincts
have full play. By enabling the child to carry out what he him
self has "villed the Activity School would achieve the education
of the whole child.
That was the atmosphere in vvhich Franklin Johnson was im
mersed at Teachers College. All talk ,vas about child-centered
and activity schools. Research and experimentation were rampant.
But not all was serene for the progressives. All over America edu
cators took sides. Advocates proclaimed the coming of an educa
tional utopia. Conservatives charged the innovators with arrogant
claims of success before experiments were completed, of mistak
ing superficial appearance for demonstrable results. In return the
progressives accused the conservatives of lacking intelligence.

Teacher oj Teachers
When one leader of the new education \vas accused of saying that
a certain pron1inent conservative didn't know anything, he re
monstrated : "I didn't say he didn't know anything; I said he
couldn't learn anything."
Franklin Johnson was thrown into the midst of this exciting
controversy. Educated in the classical tradition, Johnson had be
gun his career as a traditional schoolmaster ,vithout the emerging
techniques of pedagogy and educational psychology. He had been
active in the formation of the IVlaine Teachers Association and had
served as its first president, but at that time neither he nor any
other Maine principal considered a study of methods or of mental
growth at all essential for a high school teacher. The normal
schools might help a girl to deal with a classroom of small children,
but any young man or woman bright enough to earn a degree
from a liberal arts college was by that very fact already prepared
to teach.
When Johnson came to Chicago he found that philosophy seri
ously questioned, and one of the sharpest questioners was the
Colby president V\Tho had preceded Johnson to Chicago, Nathaniel
Butler. Butler soon had Johnson taking courses in education at the
university. Because of those studies and his principalship of an
experimental school, Johnson became a recognized national au
thority on administration of the secondary school, and it was
wholly appropriate that the first course he taught at Columbia
should be one in high school administration.
The progressive nature of Johnson's Chicago experience was
emphasized by the editor of the Teachers College Record, who in
1 9 I 9 greeted the new associate professor with this acclaim: "Dur
ing Johnson's administration at the University of Chicago I-ligh
School he was responsible for the social organization of that
school, in which provision was made for the broad social life of
pupils. He also carried on a careful testing of teaching and admin
istration, demanded a closer correlation between elementary and
secondary schools, and between the latter and the university."
In the forefront of Teachers College vocabulary were the words
experi71zent, researcb, survey . Johnson was soon involved in all
three. In I 9 2 0 he j oined Professors Briggs and Fretwell in a survey
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of the Boys High School at Reading, Pennsylvania. When Briggs
took charge of a team to survey the entire school system of Phila
delphia, he called in Johnson as an expert on the high schools.
There was still work to be done at Morningside Heights. J ohn
son introduced a new course for heads of departments in high
schools and launched it contemporaneously with his promotion to
a full professorship. I-Ie took on the direction of a number of
candidates for the doctorate.
The Teachers College survey teams covered a lot of territory.
In 1 9 2 2 Johnson and Frenvell sent their students to spend a week
at the Leonia (New Jersey) High School to study methods of
supervising instruction, another week at Dewitt Clinton High
School in N e\v York City to study office administration, and a
third week in IVIontclair, New Jersey, to study reorganization of
extracurricular activities. At the same time Johnson V\Tas giving at
Bayonne, New Jersey, an extension course on the junior high
school.
Johnson did not confine his educational barnstorming to exten
sion courses and surveys. He ,vas constantly addressing conven
tions and teachers' groups. On April 2 I , 1 9 2 I , he lectured at the
Library School of the New York Public Library on "How the
Library Can Help Secure Improved Study Habits by High School
Pupils." The very next day he addressed the Headmasters As
sociation at the Hotel Astor on "Case lVlethod in the Development
of Ethical Character." The next "\veek he ,vas talking to the Head
mistresses Association on "Problems Confronting the School that
Seeks to Educate All Types of Girls." So it went year after year
as the calls came from farther and farther away-from Baltimore
and Washington, from Atlanta and Charleston, from Cleveland
and Cincinnati, from Tulsa and Houston. T"vice he came back to
his native l\laine to address his o,vn educational child, the l\1aine
Teachers Association.
Like everyone else at Columbia, Johnson did not neglect the
admonition to "publish or perish." He brought out a check list to
evaluate instruction and another to apply to the selection of text
books. f-Ie contributed frequently to Scbo ol and So ciety and to
the School Review. One article on "The Department Head" re-
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ceived especially favorable comment. It was Johnson's view that
every department chairman of a high school subj ect should be a
responsible administrator, running the department without con
stantly referring problems to the principal.
Franklin Johnson, always interested in students as much as in
his subj ect, saw to it that they also got into print. In I 9 2 4 the
Record reported that two of Johnson's students had thus been
heard from, one ,vith a much quoted article in School Review, the
other with a new textbook on American Democracy.
A survey which Johnson especially enj oyed ,vas of the educa
tional activities of the YMCA in Ne,v York City. He had already
published a book about boys, Pro ble711S oj Boy h ood, and he had
taken direct interest in "Y" work in Chicago. The "Y" authorities
in New York found him just the man to survey their program
with discernment and sympathy. In I 9 24 he finished the task, and
wrote the most thorough report on any out-of-school educational
program that the nation had ever seen. It received deserved atten
tion far beyond the bounds of Nevv York.
In the report Johnson noted that the "Y" offered both daytime
and evening instruction covering a wide range of vocational work,
including substantial three-year courses in accounting and law.
There were several daytime secondary level program for boys.
The trade courses included architectural drawing, automobile
repair, bricklaying, electricity, motion picture operation, Morse
and radio telegraphy, plastering, plumbing, and sign painting.
Fees were substantial, amounting in I 9 2 I to $498,9 3 0, fully a third
of the "Y's" annual income.
] ohnson decided that the "Y" program, like Topsy, had just
grown. There was no central planning, no consistent pattern, no
care to avoid duplication and waste. Yet Johnson strongly ap
proved the "Y's" participation in education. At that time adult
education was only beginning to attract popular attention, and it
was in that area that Johnson saw the "Y's" special opportunity,
and he praised the organization for having already launched into
that uncharted sea.
We have already noted that Franklin Johnson never became a
complete adherent of Progressive Education. Something, perhaps
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his IVIaine conservative inheritance, held him back. But his ovvn
experience in the movement also produced V\rarning signs. There
was, for instance, his careful study of the Dalton Plan. Miss Park
hurst, originator of the plan, had published her book in I 9 2 2 . Two
years later the Record commented: "Professor Franklin Johnson
discussed the Dalton Plan before the lViassachusetts Schoolmasters
Club. He had been making a study of the plan in several secondary
schools."
Johnson was at first enchanted by what he found and he was
indignant because the educational journals were largely ignoring
the plan. He found it ironical that Miss Parkhurst's ideas met with
readier acceptance in England, Germany and Russia than they did
at home. In an article in the Record in February, I 9 2 5 , Johnson
pointed out that the Dalton Plan was not a new curriculum, but
only a mode of procedure adaptable either to a conventional or
a progressive curriculum. The plan simply insisted upon each
pupil's progress at his own individual rate. "A school operating
under this plan," he wrote, "is a sociological laboratory where the
pupils themselves are the experimentors, not the victims of a
crystalized system. It is a place where community conditions pre
vail as in life itself."
Yet even in 1 9 2 5 J ohnson's Yankee caution was flashing warn
ing signals. While he praised the informal atmosphere, the spirit
of freedom that permitted pupils to move about at will, he was
not sure that it should continue utterly without restraint. His visits
to schools using the plan made him wonder whether such com
plete freedonl could possibly inculcate self-discipline. He was
even more concerned about the effect on social relationship. "Co
operation is not so clear. The plan emphasizes the individual rather
than the group. There is a loss of the values that come from the
interactions of group life." Frank Johnson had begun to fear that
the extremes of Progressive Education might produce selfish little
monsters instead of self-disciplined, well-mannered boys and girls.
J ohnson's Yankee conservatism never overcame his open
minded attitude toward experimentation. I-Ie was merely cautious
enough not to swallow whole any innovation, however attractive
it seemed. Toward each new experiment he ,vas friendly, and he
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was always looking for something new. "We are already going
stale on supervised study," he wrote. "We are so fed up on that
and other experiments that we have no appetite for what may
seem to be only another variation of well known devices, and that
is the very area where our best hope for improvement lies." In
other words, if the Dalton plan could be properly modified, its
values might still be retained. Still receptive to experiment, he
insisted that the old and the tried must not be too hastily discarded,
that perhaps the best progress was made not by radical departures
but by performing the unbiblical process of putting new wine in
old bottles.
The mature and reasoned approach to education at which
Franklin Johnson had arrived when he completed his work at
Teachers College is clearly revealed in his I9 2 5 book, A d71zinistra
tion and Supervision oj the Higb Scbool. Johnson frankly stated
that the book grew out of his experience as principal in different
kinds of secondary schools and his intimate acquaintance with
the schools connected with Teachers College. Already recognized
for his administrative genius, he put into his book his convictions
about executive power and responsibility. "The principal," he
wrote, "needs to be skilful at school routine, but he needs even
more to see the larger aims which give unity and meaning to his
manifold task. If he is bogged down with details, the principal
is likely to miss those larger goals. He must have imagination
founded on professional principles to enable him to channel his
zeal and his energy for the development of untold possibilities for
the secondary school in this generation."
The most outstanding reversal of Johnson's educational views,
between his Coburn years and those at Columbia, concerned
mental discipline. Before going to Chicago he had taken for
granted what most educators then considered axiomatic-that
studying thoroughly any subj ect tends to develop the mind and
make it easier to attack a nevv subj ect. At Chicago Johnson had
begun to doubt that philosophy; at Teachers College he became
convinced that it was wrong. The investigations of Kirkpatrick,
Thorndike and others at IVlorningside Heights pointed too surely
in a different direction. Learning one subj ect had no spill-over in0/
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fluence on another subject. The old theory that mastery of mathe
matics develops general po-vvers of reasoning had been pretty ,veIl
exploded. At least so it seemed to Johnson. Later he would con1e
to accept a more modified vie�T; for example, that the study of
Latin does do something more, at least linguistically, than enable
the student more easily to learn more Latin. "\iVhen he wrote Ad
'Ininistration and Supervision oj th e High Sch o ol, hovvever, he
placed himself solidly on the side of the antigeneralists. He �Trote:
"The curriculum has ordinarily been conceived as limited to sub
j ects and materials guided by the theory of general discipline. The
modern conception of curriculum includes all the educational ex
periences of the pupil and no part of it can be assumed as having
any such general result as developing the mind."
] ust as the social gospel had invaded the churches, so too were
the schools becoming socially oriented. In fact that orientation
troubled the advocates of Progressive Education. They accepted
its validity, but they could not easily reconcile it �Tith their sacred
thesis of development of the individual child. With his practical
levelheadedness Johnson could see that both positions had value.
Of what use was the individually developed child if he was of no
value to society? On the other hand ho,v could society progress
unless it had creative individuals?
Before he became president of his own alma mater Johnson had
shown increasing irritation at the domination of the colleges over
the secondary schools. In his book he had pointed out that, since
the first secondary schools in the United States were distinctly
preparatory schools for college, it was only natural that the free
public high schools should yield to the college autocracy. I-Iow
could it be otherwise ,vhen teachers and administrators in those
schools were products of that dictatorial tradition? Furthermore,
high school textbooks were aln10st invariably written by college
professors. Everyone respected the slogan, "Preparation for col
lege is preparation for life."
Recent developments had brought distinct change, said J ohn
son. The high school, like the elelnentary school, was nO�T ex
pected to educate all the children of all the people, not n1erely the
elite bound for college. "\7\1 e are beginning to recognize," Johnson
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wrote, "that preparation for life is also suitable preparation for
college."
After he became president at Colby Franklin Johnson would
modify that view considerably, and it was for the very reason that
he could change his mind as new light came to him that, in the
presidential years, he was the respected leader of the movement
that led to the comprehensive high school of the I 960'S. Very few
educators now contend that any single kind of preparation is best
even for every kind of college, to say nothing of the complexities
of adult life. The modern high school offers a variety of programs
for a variety of human abilities and human pursuits. Franklin
Johnson was one of the first of the old Teachers College establish
ment to accept this wholesome educational concept.
In I 9 2 5 , ho\vever, Franklin Johnson held no such view. He
made it clear that he was j oining the war for freedom. The high
school must no longer be the slave of the college. Its emancipation
must bring the autonomous secondary school. And with inde
pendence Johnson linked social responsibility. "The highest pos
sible training of each individual in the direction of his special
interests and abilities is of supreme importance to the state. The
school has never before been so responsive to social demand."
Johnson's book was one of the earliest to give emphasis to voca
tional education. The vocational demands of the community, he
argued, would determine the nature of vocational courses. "The
occupations of home, farm, office and shop will be the basis for
these courses, in which instruction should be given by teachers
who have acquired their knowledge and skill by actual experience
in the occupations."
Johnson applauded the increasing relaxation of rigid require
ments for admission to college. Instead of specifying all fifteen of
the necessary high school units, many colleges were allo\ving a
few units in widely optional fields. Also winning his approval was
admission by certificate. In the I 9 2 0'S that method was especially
strong in New England, where the New England College En
trance Certificate Board included all the colleges except those of
the Ivy League and members of the Women's Big Seven. By the
end of World War II the growing strength of the College En-
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trance Examination Board, "\vith its objective, machine-marked
tests designed to measure both aptitude and achievement, had so
challenged the certificate system that the Certificate Board went
out of existence. In 1 9 2 5, hOV\Tever, Johnson heralded certification
as indication of the high school's budding autonomy.
His religious background, his long experience as a teacher in
Sunday School, and the still dominant belief in the religious foun
dations of the nation combined to make Franklin Johnson a firm
supporter of "\vhat was then called "character education." John
son deplored the tendency he saw around him of "going from
one extreme of overemphasis on religious instruction to the op
posite extreme of ignoring altogether the need for the moral
training of children in the schools." Johnson had been a principal
long enough to note the moral lapses to which young people had
become accustolned and to"\vard which adults were becoming
increasingly lenient. He found petty theft, larceny, cheating in
both school vvork and in games, and the habit of "collecting
souvenirs" all bad enough, but n10st of all he detested the double
standard by which youngsters thought they must tell the truth
on other occasions, but it was all right to lie to teachers. Johnson
did not, however, blame the kids. He was quite sure that the major
fault lay in the lack of moral standards in society at large.
A member of the Colby faculty recalls a visit with Johnson
early in 1 9 2 9 . After registering at a New York hotel, the Colby
professor telephoned to Johnson. "Check out of that hotel at
once," Johnson demanded, "and come right out here to the
house." Arriving in Yonkers, the visitor found Johnson's home to
be an attractive modern house on a treetopped hill. After partak
ing of a delicious steak prepared by the elderly housekeeper, the
two repaired to Johnson's study, where Johnson shoV\Ted much
more interest in Waterville persons and events than in educational
philosophy. Though ready to answer questions about Teachers
College, he was more insistent on putting his own questions about
Colby. In that comfortable home in Yonkers vvas no educational
theorist, no ivy-towered pedant, but a man who, amid rapid puffs
of his pipe, sho\ved himself to be an exuberant human being more
concerned with people than with ideologies.
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The next morning the visitor learned that Johnson had adopted
the New York commuter's common method of meeting Man
hattan's traffic problem. Leaving the Johnson automobile at Van
Cortlandt Park, terminus of the subway system, host and guest
took the subway to 1 2 5th Street, a short distance from the Teach
ers College offices.
There the visitor got a glinlpse of the casualness that was said to
characterize Teachers College. Johnson had scarcely removed his
has been trying to reach
coat when his secretary said, "NIr.
you all the week about his dissertation. He seems greatly con.
cerned . " "Tlley ' re aI"\vays concerne d ab out t1lelr
· d·Issertatlons, "
said Johnson. "We'll let him cool off. I'll see him in a week or
two. "
Even in the big city, life for Franklin Johnson was not entirely
professional. He bought a honle in Yonkers, "\vhere he and Carolyn
made many firm friends. It "\vas with the families of associates at
Teachers College, however, that ties "\vere especially strong. The
J ohnsons and Fret"\vells were very close. The Secondary Club, in
which both men were active, often met either with the J ohnsons
in Yonkers or with the Frenvells at Westport. Liberal Baptists,
Frank and Carolyn followed with interest the development of
Riverside Church and they were friends of its famous pastor,
Harry Emerson Fosdick.
Every summer, except when they were out of the country, they
spent at their cottage in Robbinston, lVlaine. Always they found
time, going or coming, to spend a fe"\v days with the Beans in
Wilton and Jay. After Frank and his mother had sold the Gorham
Bean homestead, Lizzie made her home with the new owners, hav
ing reserved nvo rooms in the old house for her lifetime use.
Actually, as the years went by, she used those rooms very little, as
she went on a round of visits to relatives and friends. Her death
in 1 9 1 9 was caused by pneumonia resulting from a cold she con
tracted when visiting the cemetery in a chilling rain.
Mrs. Dora Bean relates that, on one occasion when Franklin and
Carolyn visited the birthplace on Bean Hill, Franklin picked some
mushrooms and asked Mrs. Bean to cook them. Other members of
the family cautioned her against taking such a chance. How did
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she know they were not poisonous toadstools? Dora's husband
Walter, Franldin's boyhood pal, assured Dora she need have no
fear. If Frank said the things were fit to eat, of course they were.
So with complete trust in the botanical knowledge of Frank J ohn
son, 1V1rs. Bean cooked the mushrooms in fresh butter that she had
just churned. "lVI y! " she recalls, "they were delicious." l\11rs. Bean
and her daughter, Mrs. Gerald Judkins, proudly display a beauti
ful, key-winding watch with a colored picture back that once
belonged to Elizabeth Johnson.
In 1 9 2 7 the Johnsons took advantage of a sabbatical to take a
busman's holiday in the Near East. Frank participated in several
educational conferences, made a professional survey of certain
activities in American-founded colleges at Carro, Beirut and Con
stantinople. In Germany, Austria, Italy and France he visited a
number of progressive schools.
If there were any doubt about the literary ability of Wellesley
alumna Carolyn Lord Johnson, it is at once dispelled by her ac
count of an experience in Egypt \vhile they were on that trip in
1 9 2 7 . Absorbed as Franldin might be in his investigation of foreign
schools and colleges, Carolyn was more interested in the scenes
and the people of the Near East. Here is a small part of what she
wrote.
"We are leaving the shore of the Nile opposite Luxor 5 00 miles
up the river. The fields of grain and cotton, ready for the harvest,
made a perfect setting for our six mile donkey ride to the Valley
of the Kings in the desert beyond. The donkey boys had learned
to play up to the Americans. Shouts greeted us: 'George Wash
ington, he very good donkey.' 'Lady want to ride Yankee Doddle.'
When we finally got started our burden bearers V\Tere Minnehaha
and Rudolph Valentino.
"Our first stop was made at the entrance of ICing Tut's tomb. A
walk through a tunnel brought us to the burial chamber where
lay the mummy of the young king in its casket of gold studded
with enamel, turquoise and carnelian. The discoveries exhibited
here made one wonder at the treasures which must have been
stored in the tombs of older and more elaborate reigns.
"We climbed to the top of the mountain behind the tombs to get
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a view of the Nile Valley-a long, green, ribbon winding between
the Arabian and the Lybian ranges which confine the river. Be
hind us vvere men, women, camels, buffaloes and donkeys, work
ing in the blazing sun to feed fourteen miHion people who live on
the bounty of the Nile's benevolent deposits. These simple, patient
toilers labor in the same manner as did their ancestors thousands
of years ago."
Only a year of life was left to Carolyn ] ohnson after her return
from the Near East. For some time she had been afflicted vvith
trouble that proved to be Inalignant. Exhibiting good cheer and
courage to the end, she passed away on September 3 , 1 9 2 8 .

Scanned by the Colby Library.

C HAP T E R V I I I
The Call

ofAl7na Mater

11-4'RANI(LIN w. Johnson \vas elected President of Colby Col1L lege on November 1 7, 1 9 2 8 . The search for a nevv leader had
begun immediately after the death of President Arthur J. Roberts
in October, 1 9 2 7 . 1Vleanwhile, and until the inauguration of John
son at the 1 9 2 9 commencement, the college vias administered by
a faculty comlnittee.
Frank Johnson had been one of the first persons approached by
the trustee comn1ittee, but he insisted he knew a better man for
the job in Herbert Philbrick, Colby 1 897, Dean of Engineering at
Northwestern University. Philbrick responded that he was the
man who had first suggested Johnson. During the year that elapsed
while consideration was given to a dozen prominent names, the
trustees became increasingly convinced that Johnson was their
man. George Otis Smith, Herbert Wadsworth and Norman Bas
sett were trustees vvho had kno\vn Johnson since undergraduate
days. For several years he had been a fellow member of the Colby
board and had there revealed his firm grasp of current problems
in higher education and sound judgment. His successful adminis
tration of Coburn for eleven crucial years had not been forgotten.
On his part, Johnson was reluctant to accept. As a tnlstee he
knew that Colby faced a critical period so ominous that its con
tinuance as an accredited college might soon be threatened. J ohn
son sa\v clearly the signs of radical change appearing on the edu
cational horizon, but would his associates at Colby, either trustees
or faculty, give the same interpretation to those signs? Arthur
Roberts had been an educational conservative, accepting changes
only when they were forced upon him. Yet his very conservatism
had strengthened the college, keeping it a college of liberal arts, not
an expanding, inefficient university. Johnson saw Colby as a very
conservative institution in Ne\v England's most conservative state,
and ] ohnson's ideas about education at all levels were anything but
conservative. At last, however, he ,vas �Ton by the importunity of
80
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the trustees, the assurance of support from the faculty, and the
advice of friends whose opinions he highly regarded.
Franklin Johnson may well have had doubts about his genuine
acceptance into the Colby scene, however loud was the immediate
acclaim at his election. In the academic circles that then com
prised the "establishment" in New England's old and firmly
rooted colleges the mere mention of Teachers College raised the
hackles. All that the conservatives held sacred in their domain
seemed threatened by the "wild radicals" from Morningside
I-Ieights. The time-honored entrance requirements, the impor
tance of the classics, the grammar-based teaching of foreign
languages, the fixed laws of science and mathematics, were all
threatened. Prompt as they were to recognize the administrative
experience and the high place of Johnson in the field of public
education, older members of the Colby faculty could only be ex
pected to show some trepidation about the possible changes that
the man from Teachers College would bring to Waterville.
Time soon showed their worries to be needless. Franklin J ohn
son did make educational changes at Colby-changes that had
nothing to do with the supreme change of moving the college. But
all his changes were made slowly and patiently, as the logic of the
situation and his personal qualities won complete faculty support.
Instead of upsetting everything and everybody by radical pro
posals, Franklin Johnson started very humbly as Colby's new
president. Only ten days after his election he confided to President
Kenneth Sills of Bowdoin: "1 kno�T very little about the problems
of a college president and you know a great deal. I am going to
spend the remainder of the academic year studying the methods
which good college presidents employ. I am sure you can be a
great help to me."
A few critics doubted the wisdom of selecting a man of J ohn
son's age. He had passed his fifty-eighth birthday and had been
thirty-seven years out of college. Wasn't it likely that his best, his
most creative years were already behind him? What a surprise
those critics were to get. The notable achievement of Franklin
] ohnson in the Colby presidency \vould put many a younger man
to shame. It was not merely his youthful vigor retained so late in
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life that made the accomplishment possible; it was that vigor com
bined with the accumulated wisdom of experience. Had Johnson
been younger he might easily have made costly mistakes as he
attacked the knotty problems that beset his alma mater. And he
possessed tvvo qualities of inestimable worth for Colby's hour of
crisis: unflinching determination and unfailing optimism. What
had to be done could be done. 1711p ossible was a word not in this
] 0 hnsonian dictionary.
When he was inaugurated as Colby's fifteenth president on
June I 4, I 9 2 9, Franklin Johnson made it clear that he planned no
sweeping educational changes. "In assuming the presidency I
have no policies which I will undertake to impose. I shall try to
lead all concerned in a serious study of the problems confronting
the College, with the hope that together we may develop policies
that are consistent with the best traditions of the past and "vill
enhance the service of the college to society. l\1ay this college
have the courage born of faith to venture beyond the demands of
the immediate present to fulfill the social needs of the second
century."
On November 9 , I 9 2 9, Franklin Johnson was married to Imo
gene Donovan Hall, the widow of his college roommate and life
long friend, Dana Hall. The J ohnsons and the Halls had not only
been closely associated in Chicago; both fan1ilies had sun11ner
homes at Robbinston, and both shared educational interests. All
their many friends applauded the decision of Franklin Johnson
and Imogene Hall to share together the rest of their lives. The
marriage ceremony was performed in the Hilton l\lemorial Chapel
at the University of Chicago by their friend Rev. Charles Gilkey,
Dean of Religion at the University and formerly pastor of the
Hyde Park Church of which both bride and groom had been
members.
The Halls had one child, a son named Richard Dana Hall. Of
college age when his mother married Johnson, Richard had been
enrolled at Dartmouth. He transferred to Colby and was grad
uated in the Class of I 9 3 2 . He married Emily Redington I-Ieath,
a member of one of Waterville's most prominent families and a
descendant of the pioneer settler Asa Redington. Richard and
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Emily had a son, Dana, who became well established in business.
When, after several years, the marriage was dissolved, Richard
took residence in the West, ViThere he died in I 9 66.
While awaiting renovation of the President's House at 3 3 Col
lege Avenue the J ohnsons had temporary residence at the Elm
wood Hotel. Johnson wrote to Albert Fretwell at Teachers Col
lege, "We are busy getting our new home in order, but it will
take some time before we can n10ve in. In the meantime life is very
happy for us both." A vveek before Christmas they were still at
the Elmwood and ,vere apparently uneasy because of the extended
delay. "Gene and I are still at the hotel and must see our way
through the mess at the President's House so that we can settle
down in comfort and content."
The ties with Columbia were not easily loosened. Letters flowed
back and forth for several years-correspondence with Russell
and Briggs, Fretwell and Caldwell, and many others. Not always
was the news pleasant. In the spring of I 9 3 0 Otis Caldwell in
formed Johnson: "You may have heard of Gifford I{ellogg's
death. On Saturday evening last he leaped from Bear 1V10untain
Bridge into the Hudson. I-lis body has not been recovered. Several
,veeks ago he suffered a mental and physical breakdoViTn."
After they finally moved into the President's House, Nlrs.
Johnson proved a gracious and competent hostess. To be the wife
of a college president is almost as nerve-vvracking as to be the ,vife
of a minister. The president's home becomes a sort of overnight
tavern for every itinerant visitor \vho has any claim at all to the
label of VIP. Imogene Johnson ,vas equal to them all. By I 9 3 0
one of Colby's veteran educators, Willian1 Crawford of the Class
of I 8 8 2 , had become affectionately knoViTn as "Uncle Billy," and
he insisted that 1\11rs. Johnson call him by that name. In July, I 9 3 0,
when the decision had been made that Colby must move, Craw
ford wrote to Frank Johnson: "Now that things have been de
cided for the College, I want more important information. You
tell the real head of the College-I mean 1V1rs . Johnson of course
that her Uncle Billy wants to know how that apple pie ViTas made.
What pie? Why the one ( or was it more than one) that I ate at
your house last month. I want that recipe."
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Even the businesslike Henry I-lilton once had to appeal to Mrs.
Johnson. In February, I 9 3 0, he wrote to Frank: "Did 1\11rs. John
son find my pipe? I carelessly left it at your house. May I trouble
you to send it. A man is unhappy without his favorite pipe."
In the dozen years she was to serve as hostess at 3 3 College
Avenue 1V1rs. Johnson welcomed many celebrities. One left the
water running in the guest bathroom so that all the hot water was
drained out of the tank. A male guest petulantly complained of
drafts in the dining room. Expected arrivals were often late, and
on one occasion a guest appeared a whole day early. But Imogene
Johnson insisted that such annoyances were rare. IVlost of their
guests, she said, were splendid persons who gave no trouble at all.
She was especially high in her praise of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
who asked for no favors and made it seem as if she "\vere a member
of the family. Ivlrs. Roosevelt had been only a short time at the
] ohnson home when there occurred an incident that revealed the
importance of her place in affairs of state. A telephone call came to
her from the White House. \lVhen she returned to the Johnson liv
ing room after taking the call, she said to the ] ohnsons, "That was
trouble, Steve Early has struck a Negro." The next day the whole
nation knew about the incident, which fortunately turned out to
be only a teapot tempest.
Franklin Johnson entered immediately into community activi
ties in Waterville. Through the years he had held his membership
in the Baptist denomination, and every Sunday "vhen he was in
town he and 1\11rs. Johnson sat in the presidential pew at the First
Baptist Church. Within a short time ] ohnson was elected a deacon
of the church and served as president of its l\len's Brotherhood.
He j oined the Waterville Rotary Club and, like his predecessor in
the Colby presidency, Arthur Roberts, he became a Rotary
president.
Activities claiming Johnson's time extended beyond the con1munity despite his early absorption "\vith pressing college affairs.
He accepted the leadership of Baptist Laymen of Maine. To this
acceptance he was prompted by his close Baptist friend Charles
Tillinghast, headmaster of the I-i:orace IVlann School for Boys.
When Tillinghast told Johnson the task required the best intelli-
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gence to be found, and he hinted that such intelligence might be
rare among the Baptists of l\1aine, Johnson replied : "I accepted
under protest, for I was assured that others would do the detailed
work, but I now find that, if anything at all is done, I will have to
do it. One should not take on j obs he has no time to carry out."
Johnson did find the time, however, to organize a state committee
and start several new groups in different parts of Maine. Johnson
held the position for three years, though he tried annually to be re
leased. Finally he told W. A. Holman, President of the United
Baptist Convention of lVlaine: "This movement will not make sub
stantial progress in our state unless someone is responsible for it
who can give it attention. I am quite willing to help, but as our
program at the College is developing, I am certainly going to be
more tied down than I expected."
Before he relinquished the leadership of Baptist laymen Frank
lin Johnson had a chance to utilize his ability as a skilful mediator.
An Augusta layman who had been elected to some office in the
South Kennebec Association of Baptists protested to Johnson that
another layman had gone over the protester's head and called for
a meeting at Richmond. The protester said: "1 asked V. to change
the date of meeting, but he replied that all arrangements had been
made and he would make no change." The letter to Johnson
closed with a hitchhiking plea. "Dr. Wood is returning before
the evening session. Will you have room for two of us to ride to
Augusta on your way back to Waterville? " Replying that he
would gladly supply the requested transportation, Johnson sought
to soothe the injured brother's tender feelings. "I am sorry that V.
seems to have overlooked the fact that you hold an official position
in the laymen's work. He has recently come from Aroostook,
where he was active in that 'vork. I wrote him of the position you
occupy and suggested he take this up with you."
In I 9 3 0 Colby was still nominally a Baptist college, although its
connection with the denomination had become increasingly ten
uous. There was an additional reason why Johnson should be
interested in the informal organization known as the Presidents of
Baptist Affiliated Colleges. Johnson's close friend and Colby grad
uate Frank Padelford vvas educational secretary of all the Baptist
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Convention's schools and colleges. In I 9 3 5 Johnson served as
chairman of the affiliated presidents for their meeting in Wash
ington. When he polled the group in advance, in order to arrange
an orderly program, he received some suggestions that revealed
the state of higher education in the church-related colleges at that
tIme.
One president commented that they faced the vicious circle
traveled by the state-supported colleges. Those tax-supported
institutions, he said, enlisted more and more students in order to
build more and more buildings and hire more and more teachers to
attract more and more applicants. How could the private college
meet that kind of competition? Another president felt that the
church schools were facing outright antagonism from authorities
in public education. Another thought it was not so much antago
nism as indifference. Several of the college heads saw only too
clearly what "vas happening at many a church-related college, and
within the next twenty years was to happen at Colby. Not only
was college after college breaking the denominational tie, but the
stronger the college in academic prestige and the more secure its
financial structure the likelier it seemed to break aV\Tay. During
his Colby presidency, however, Franklin Johnson did nothing to
offend the denomination and none save the extreme Fundamental
ists, who had been equally critical of President Roberts, cast any
aspersions upon his Baptist loyalty. Johnson was wise enough to
see that Colby had already become completely independent, in no
V\Tay controlled by Baptist interest, but he believed that the col
lege's rich religious heritage was something not idly to be dis
carded even in the new secular age.
In 1 90 8 , when Arthur Roberts had become the Colby president,
extreme conservatives feared a breakdown of the mores that controlled both students and faculty. President Roberts liked an occasional cigar, but he indulged seldom and then in strict privacy.
As late as I 9 2 5 faculty bridge parties were unknown. Younger
faculty as well as students did dance, but one would have to do a
lot of espionage to find a cocktail in a faculty home. After I 9 3 0
everyone in Waterville, including the men dining in the vestry of
the Baptist Church, became quite accustomed to Frank Johnson's
I
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pipe, and the phrases "no bid" and "three no trump" became audi
ble at social gatherings of the faculty.
Life at Colby was, however, just as normal as it had ever been.
In other words, it was in tune with the times. At the head of the
social life of the college, Franklin and Imogene Johnson were
mature, self-respecting and highly respected human beings who
were ready to live wholesomely in the fourth decade of the twen
tieth century without trying to retain all the inhibitions and
sanctions of an older time.

C HAP T E R

IX

Move or Die
1\ S a member of the Colby trustees, Franklin Johnson knew,
n before his acceptance of the presidency, that a recently
completed survey of Higher Education in Maine had made a
blistering report about Colby's physical facilities. The survey had
said: "The physical plant at Colby College is meager, inadequate
and poorly planned. The present plant is so far below the general
standard for a college of Colby's academic standing that the site
should be changed before any more capital is invested in the
present plant. Our recommendation is that Colby College should
move to a larger and more desirable site."
Although sentimental attachment to "Old Colby" led some of
the alumni angrily to denounce the survey, Franklin Johnson was
not among the scoffers. He immediately accepted the validity of
the report because he knew intimately the men who had con
ducted the survey. The chief consultant had been Dr. R. ]. Leon
ard, and the on-the-spot investigators were Professors O'Rear,
Evenden and Cottrell, all of them former colleagues of Johnson at
Teachers College. In fact Johnson had consulted Leonard about
accepting the Colby presidency, and even then Leonard had
emphatically said: "Colby must move or die."
It is probable that before his inauguration in June, 1 92 9, John
son had already made up his mind that Leonard was right, but
Johnson was too wise an administrator to try to force such a radi
cal suggestion on the Colby trustees. He wisely and quietly let
them absorb, bit by bit, the detailed indictment of the survey re
port, and he was quite willing to let others claim the distinctiol� of
being the first Colby men to insist on moving the college.
To the trustees the report was of course a shattering blow. They
could not ignore it nor deny its validity. But to move would take
money, a great deal of money. The largest amount Colby had ever
raised in a single campaign had been President Roberts' Centennial
Fund of half a million dollars in 1 920. To n10ve an entire college,
unless there should miraculously appear a Santa Claus like East88
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man or Duke or Reynolds seemed a fantastic dream. Surely, said
more than one trustee, there must be some compromise solution.
But it soon became apparent that no compromise was possible
Colby must indeed move or die.
Before accepting the presidency Johnson had exacted from his
friend Henry Hilton of the Chicago office of Ginn and Company
a promise to become a Colby trustee. Hilton was a prominent
member of the Dartmouth board and insisted that he could not
give time to both colleges. President Hopkins of Dartmouth
agreed to release Hilton for the challenging situation at Colby,
and the Chicago man served as a tower of strength to Johnson
during the latter's early crucial years of adn1inistration.
Six months before he assumed office Johnson had written to
Hilton: "I discussed ,vith members of the board the desirability of
transferring the college to another site. All of them were inter
ested, some of them timid. \lVe went so far, however, as to look
about and we selected three possible sites. It is certainly not im
possible that we may undertake to make the change."
Not until the close of his first year as president did Johnson
make open commitment to the conviction that the college must
move. In his first annual report in June, 1 9 3 0, he wrote: "In the
opinion of the surveyors the present site is far below standard.
They recommend that the college move to a more desirable site.
It is my conviction that, unless ,ve n10ve, in fifty years there will
be no Colby ,vorthy of traditions and achievements of the past
hundred years ; indeed it is more likely that there will be no Colby
at all."
Johnson insistently declared that the idea of moving Colby was
not fantastic. "Other colleges have abandoned their old plants and
have built new ones," he wrote. "I know of no instance in ,vhich
the attempt has not succeeded. The time is no,v ripe for decisive
action. We should address ourselves with energy to the choice
and acquisition of a site and make plans for raising the money
necessary to complete the proj ect. Indecision and delay will be
preliminary to defeat. Prompt and bold action will attract favor
able attention and win substantial support."
A maj or obstruction to moving the college was a plan already
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under way for improving the present campus. In I 9 2 8 valiant and
persistent effort by the women graduates had brought to fruition
the long cherished hope for a recreation building for the girls. The
resulting Alumnae Building offered so much better facilities than
any the college had previously possessed that the new gymnasium
floor provided Colby's best available auditorium, and there, until
the final move to the new campus, were held lectures, concerts,
dramatic productions, and dances.
Under the leadership of Trustee Chairman Herbert Wads
worth money was raised for a new field house, which in I 929 was
constructed on the river bank behind the old gymnasium. The
huge, glass-roofed structure was a most welcome addition, provid
ing facilities for basketball, indoor track, hockey, preseason base
ball practice, and other activities. Meant to be only the start on a
program of new buildings, the Alumnae Building and the Field
House provided a potent argument in favor of Colby's staying
right where she had been for more than a century. Already a
vigorous campaign had been launched to raise a Development
Fund of half a million dollars.
Only a few months after beginning his presidency Johnson had
seen a pronounced slump in that development campaign. On a
certain October day in I 9 2 9 the bottom fell out of the stock mar
ket, but even that crash led few persons to suspect that ahead
loomed the worst depression within the memory of living Ameri
cans. Campaign subscriptions, however, were already being af
fected. If, with two new buildings already constructed, Colby
could not raise the remainder of $ 5 00,000, how could any rational
mind entertain the idea of moving the entire Colby plant?
At the annual meeting of the trustees in June, I 92 9, only a few
hours before Johnson's inauguration, the board had authorized a
committee to investigate the advisability of "changing the loca
tion or developing the present campus." A year later, in June,
I 9 3 0, the trustees passed the most important vote in the long his
tory of the corporation: "It is the sense of this meeting that the
college, as soon as means can be obtained and it is feasible, be
moved to a new and more adequate location."
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Thus, within a year of taking office, Franklin Johnson found
himself ironically involved in the greatest venture of faith and the
most extensive financial campaign upon which Colby had ever
been engaged. The man who thought he had come to Waterville
as an educator suddenly found himself in the unaccustomed role
of money raiser. That situation was especially ironical because of
the conditions under which Johnson had accepted the presidency.
He had emphatically stipulated that he was not to be a money
raiser. Spread upon the records of the trustees, on November I 7,
I 9 2 8 , was the explicit statement: "It is agreed that the n1ain efforts
of Dr. Johnson shall be directed to the building up of Colby as an
educational institution rather than to canvassing funds for endow
ment and equipment." In subsequent years, when most of the
money to start construction on the new campus had come through
Johnson's personal efforts, it seemed as if his only task at Colby
vvas to raise money. That is why his considerable accomplishments
in educational reform at Colby have so often been overlooked.
Those accomplishments will be exposed in a subsequent chapter
of this book.
Johnson hoped to avoid a financial role when he accepted the
Colby presidency because he believed all his time should be de
voted to the educational program, not because he was ignorant of
financial affairs. Repeatedly he had shown himself a good business
man, though he pleaded guilty to the scoffing charge that he had
"never met a payroll." He had been the efficient executor of the
estate of his Uncle Gorham Bean, had been responsible for the
day-to-day management of Coburn Classical Institute, had main
tained watchful care of his mother's modest inheritance. By the
time he became Colby president Franklin Johnson well knew the
value of a dollar.
After the death of Gorham Bean in I 90 5 Johnson's mother lived
for a time with Franklin and Carolyn in Chicago, then decided to
make her residence in the Adams home in East Wilton, after that
family purchased the Gorham Bean homestead. Elizabeth J ohn
son wanted to be free to visit relatives and friends, and for four
teen years she did exactly that. She would stay on for weeks in
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Farmington, a few more with Mrs. Hardy in Waterville, then go
the rounds of Bean relatives in Jay, then back to the Adams house
for another stay.
Elizabeth Johnson enjoyed to the limit that life of independence
until the close of World \iVar I when Franklin was still at the
office of the Surgeon General. Then she showed increasing signs
of aged frailty. Death came on June 1 9, 1 9 1 9 . She had had a long
and useful life. Already sixty-seven years old at the close of the
nineteenth century, she lived on through eighteen years into the
twentieth. At the age of eighty-five she had seen her fatherless boy
grow into a brilliant student, a respected and loved teacher, and a
nationally known educator. The boy who had been born on
lonely Bean I�ill far from the turmoil of great cities had made a
name for himself in both Chicago and New Yark, had held a ma
jor's rank in Washington, and had formed a speaking acquaintance
,vith educational leaders from all over the world.
\Vhile Elizabeth Johnson probably left little financial inherit
ance, whatever she had went to her son. lVioreover, v1hen he left
Columbia, Johnson had also inherited his late vvife's estate, and
Carolyn had been the only child of a family of means. Except for
small annuities to various Rideouts Carolyn bequeathed to her
husband a life interest in her entire estate, with the right also for
him to use, if necessary, "so much of the principal as he may deem
necessary for his comfortable support and maintenance." Instead
of dipping into that principal, Franklin by shrewd investments in
creased it so that, at his own death, not only was payment duly
made to institutions named as ultilnate beneficiaries by Carolyn's
will, but also the sixteen persons designated to share in the residue
of the estate all received substantial sums. The institutions and or
ganizations thus benefitted ,vere the National Board of the
YWCA, the ....-yonkers YWCA, the Wellesley Alumnae Fund, the
Calais Free Public Library, and the Second Baptist Church of
Calais.
As Franklin Johnson rose in his profession his salary steadily
increased and he never had trouble to live within it. Among his
Columbia colleagues he gained the reputation of a shrewd inves-
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tor. By 1 9 2 9 the new president of Colby was no novice in respect
to money.
Even before he headed the college Johnson had taken interest in
Colby finances. The inauguration was barely over when he was
giving earnest consideration to the endowment funds. He felt
that, good as was the local finance committee, it vvould profit by
professional advice. He asked President Sills about the Bowdoin
practice. Sills replied that with such financial experts available as
Harvey Gibson on the New York Trust Company and W. W.
Thomas of the Canal National Bank, Bowdoin felt no need to
elTIploy professional consultants. Not convinced that Colby was
in Bowdoin's enviable situation, Johnson next laid the problem be
fore I�arry Dunn, a Colby graduate of 1 896 and one of the inheri
tors of the Dunn fortune made in the development of Central
l\1aine industry. Johnson told Dunn: "There is no one on our
board who knows enough about the investment field to justify
our committing this responsibility to him." Dunn warned John
son, "You can't get competent professional service without pay
ing for it." But he considered such expense amply j ustifiable.
When Johnson found his trustees reluctant to authorize the ex
pense, he persuaded Harry Dunn and his sister Florence to under
\vrite it for one year.
Johnson's well-developed plan for handling the College en
dov,rment was blocked by the strenuous opposition of a single
trustee. At first Johnson did not reveal to Dunn the identity of
the obj ector, but on March 1 8 , 1 9 3 0, he wrote: "The person
whose opinion has halted our proceedings is Walter Wyman. We
have a very ambitious plan which involves securing millions of
dollars to move the college. 1\1r. Wyman is the most important
single individual in this plan. If his devoted efforts to raise money
for the college prove successful, it will be easy to forgive him for
his opposition to my investment plan."
F ailing to secure authorization to employ expert advice, J ohn
son turned to Dunn for the latter's personal appraisal of the Colby
portfolio. For many years the trustees of institutional funds had
favored fixed income investment in high-grade bonds and pre-
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ferred stock. Common stock was considered too great a risk. As
the stock market sank lower and lower after the I 9 2 9 crash,
shrewd investors began to anticipate the moment of recovery, as
sured by the precedent of all past depressions that such a moment
would surely come. Then would be the time to buy stocks, even
for trust funds.
In I 9 3 0 Harry Dunn was not advising Colby to buy stocks, but
he did believe the college investors should more carefully watch
their bond holdings. He wrote: "Since the violent break in the
market last fall there has been a great change in money rates and
in investment psychology. Lower rates have caused higher-grade
bonds to sell at increasing prices. But lack of public confidence
has made all but the highest grade still low in price. I think your
bond list ought to be gone over carefully with a view of eliminat
ing some of the weaker issues."
Walter Wyman was not only opposed to the employment of
professional advice on Colby investment, he was equally opposed
to investing Colby funds in common stocks. Henry Hilton, on
the other hand, urged stock investment. Dunn, who believed that
the time to buy stocks had not yet arrived wrote Johnson "vith
some amusement, "Has Mr. Hilton's conviction survived the
shock of the further drop in the market during the past summer? "
Although several years elapsed before Colby employed profes
sional investment service, such service was indeed engaged before
the close of the Johnson administration and, although the par
ticular agency has since been changed, the college has not been
without professional advice for more than twenty-five years.
Shortly before Johnson became president, Colby had received
what was then announced as the largest single gift in its history.
When first reported in I 9 2 7, the legacy from the estate of Frank
Champlin, son of Colby's Civil War president, was estimated at
$ 5 00,000. Final probate came in September, I 9 2 9 , only a month
before the market crash. Unfortunately the gift vv-as all in a
single investment, common stock of Gold Dust Corporation. Mr.
Champlin's will further stipulated that none of those shares should
be sold without consent of Lee, Higginson and Company. J ohn
son conducted lengthy correspondence with that Company, try-
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ing to realize a substantial sum on the Gold Dust stock before the
bottom dropped out. Lee, Higginson and Company advised hold
ing on to the stocks until the market showed improvement. By the
end of 1 9 3 0 the value of Colby's holdings was less than $ 1 00,000.
So the college held on a bit longer. At last, in the late 1 9 3 0'S the
stock was sold bit by bit, and it eventually brought a total well
above its low point of 1 9 3 0 . I-lis part in the handling of 6, 3 74
shares in those broadly advertised, scrubbing Gold Dust twins
showed Franklin Johnson to be no novice in the world of finance.
It is evident that Johnson's entrance into the role of money
raiser was not so unnatural nor so unwelcome as his protestations
at the time of election might lead one to believe. He plunged at
once into a campaign to enable the college to move. He approved
Henry Hilton's selection of the Dartmouth architect, Fredrick
Larson, to design the new Colby. He induced Frank Padelford
to secure $ 1 00,000 from the Baptist Board of Education. He wrote
hundreds of letters and made dozens of personal calls. He recom
mended, and the trustees authorized, the employment of the fund
raising firm of Marts and Lundy. Yet the campaign could not fully
get under way until a crucial question was answered. Everyone
wanted to know \vhere the new site would be .
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Keep Colby! IVlove 'Johnson!
\� HEN the decision to move Colby was made everyone as� ,Tsumed it meant a new site somevvhere in Waterville. Then

there burst a b ombshell. William H. Gannett, prominent pub
lisher in Augusta, offered the Colby trustees a large tract of land

in the western part of that city known as Ganneston Park. It

would b e

a

free gift if the college would build there. The place

Vias a wooded area, rising to a height overlooking the capital city
and the Kennebec, a magnificent vista for any institution.

Waterville people became incensed. It was unthinkable to them

that Colby should leave the community of which it had b een an

important part for more than a century. A few cynics scoffed,

"D on't get disturbed. It is only a bluff. Colby will never leave

Waterville. " But others ,vere not so serene. They were especially
concerned by their inability to secure from President ] ohnson a
firm refusal of the Gannett offer. Johnson made it all too clear to
them that, if Waterville citizens did not want to lose the college,

they had better do more than make oral obj ections . Johnson was at

once accused of masterminding a diabolical plot to take Colby

away from Waterville. Forgotten V\Tere the old cries of the curse
Colby was to the place, occupying with tax exemption good prop

erty in the heart of the city. Forgotten were the repeated accusa

tions of rowdyism, rampage and looting by Colby students . Colby

suddenly became a God-given blessing that Waterville really

owned and it must not be stolen by conniving aliens. The neV\T
president, so recently acclaimed by his fonner fellow townsmen

as a penitent prodigal returning home, had become the commu

nity's Public Enemy t�umber One. The city resounded from the
Fairfield line to the Plains, "Keep Colby! Move J ohnson ! "

There is no question that J ohnson was delighted by the Gannett

offer. If the decision had been his alone he might have accepted it.

He was not disloyal to Waterville. He deeply felt a greater loyalty

to the assured future of Colby College. He was determined that

the college should move. I-Ie repeatedly said, "What must b e done
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can and will be done." If that obj ect were to be accomplished, he
and the trustees must be alert to every offer of aid and must
examine each offer obj ectively and impartially.
Obj ectivity and impartiality were, however, too much to ask.
The issue was loaded v\lith emotion. One man \7\lho ,vas deter
mined that the college should remain in Waterville was Herbert
C. Libby, the most influential member of the Colby faculty. A
Waterville native, once editor of the TifTaterville )t;Jail, a former
mayor, he ,vas highly respected by citizens. As professor of public
speaking he was articulate and emphatic; in his speeches he pulled
no punches. He preferred the iron fist to the velvet glove. As edi
tor of the Colby A ht7717ZUS he reached thousands of graduates all
over the world. Enlisting the aid of Colby's oldest professor,
Julian Taylor, and of such prominent citizens as Dr. J. F. Hill and
Herbert Emery, Libby formed a large committee with the aim of
keeping the college in Waterville.
Libby was wise enough to know that in such a situation money
talks. He insisted the prin1ary purpose of the committee must be
to raise funds to provide the college V\Tith a new site in Waterville.
In a public statement Libby declared, "If they want Colby to re
main in this city the citizens must form a committee composed of
a hundred leading people pledged to united action to retain Colby.
Sites must be found and a choice of them offered free to the
college trustees."
Upon Libby's urging Dr. Taylor offered to purchase and pre
sent to the college a piece of land known as the Kennebec-l\1essa
lonskee site, containing about three hundred acres located at the
junction of the Messalonskee with the larger river. Other interests
proposed a site on the height of land between Waterville and
F airfield Center on the old road that, even before the founding of
the college had been called the "road to Fairfield l\!leetinghouse."
Others preferred a location on the flat below that hilltop on
grounds where the town trotting park had once been the scene
of spirited races.
If such decisions lie with fate, then fate was benevolent ,vhen
the choice fell to none of the above locations, but to a fourth in a
western section of the town known as l\!layflower Hill. Before

,
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that decision was reached the Colby trustees had already voted to

retain the college in Waterville . On November 2 I , 1 9 3 0, they re
solved : "The location of the College shall remain in Waterville,

provided the City of ",1aterville and its citizens fulfill the condi

tions submitted to the trustees by the Waterville Citizens Com

mittee ." That committee, prodded into action by the scare of the
Gannett offer and stirred by Herbert Libby, had promised to raise

$ I 00,000 to provide an adequate Waterville site.

Gradually most of the persons concerned, especially those with

authority to act, b ecame convinced that IVlayflower Hill offered

the most desirable location. So convinced was Walter Wyman
that he began circumspectly to pick up options on the farms that
covered more than a thousand acres in that region. In the Alu71ZJZus

Libby declared : "Mayflower Hill and Beefsteak Grove are famil

iar to most Colby sUldents . From this elevation can b e seen the
Camden l\1ountains, the DL"'{mont Hills, Old Saddleback and

lVlount Bigelow. There are more than 600 acres sloping gently to

the Messalonskee. "

The money was raised and deeds t o the property were handed

over to the college in an impressive ceremony. It had not b een

easy. Not only were there citizens who said they couldn't care

less about what happened to Colby, but others who preferred any
site except Mayflower Hill. Even within the b oard of trustees
there was dissension. Soon after the meeting in November, 1 9 3 0,

when it was voted to remain
to Frank Padelford : "As

in Waterville,

I sized up

Henry Hilton wrote

the group of trustees, several

were on the fence, and if two or three of us had strongly sup

ported the motion to accept Mr. Gannett's offer, I think it would

have carried by a small maj ority. With at least three of the most

prominent members strongly on the other side, there would have
been a sharp break in the b oard, and I would have trembled b oth

for ] ohnson's peace of mind and for Colby's prospects. With the

breach thus widened, the Waterville adherents might have gone

so far as to purchase the old site and start a rival college. I b ecame
convinced that I must swallo\v my disappointment and vote for

something that would spell harmony."

That letter clearly shows that Johnson's closest adviser favored
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the Augusta site. He realized, however that, unlike other trustees,
he had no ties to Waterville or to the old college scenes, and he
was quick to sense the practical necessity of a different decision.
To say that the same views described Johnson's o"\vn position
would be grossly unfair. He did have ties to Colby and to Water
ville. He was ready to see the college go to another city if, and
only if, Waterville citizens did not show their appreciation of
Colby in a visible, tangible way. Inwardly he must have been
pleased as well as relieved when the citizenry did respond.
With the decision for Mayflower Hill the antagonism toward
Johnson rapidly cooled. FIe was no longer a devil incarnate, bent
on the destruction of poor, besieged Waterville. He had not sud
denly become a knight in shining armor, but he no longer had
horns and a forked tail. The immediate public image was in fact
changed rather than improved. To be considered a devil is not
much worse than to be branded a fool, and the dream of a new
Colby on Mayflower Hill was getting the name of "Johnson's
Folly." When the whole country seemed going to the dogs, with
hungry breadlines wading knee-deep in surplus wheat, when
shares of A T & T and General Motors could be bought for a song,
who but a fool could think of raising several million dollars to
move a college whose name was utterly unknown to most Ameri
cans? Although there was no longer a clamor to remove Johnson,
there were plenty of scoffers who hinted that he belonged behind
bars in a straightj acket.
The scoffers overlooked two predominant traits in the char
acter of Franklin Johnson, his unfailing optimism and his dogged
persistence. One who did not live through the numbing years of
the depression-and few persons now under twenty-five years of
age in 1 966 even felt its effects-can scarcely appreciate how ex
traordinary was Johnson's optimism. By the middle of the 1 9 3 0 ' S
people had so long focused attention on the hole in the doughnut
that they had almost forgotten there had ever been luscious
doughnut around the hole. To be sure, when the stock market first
broke on the black Friday in 1 9 29, the professional optimists as
sured everyone that prosperity was just around the corner. But as
factory after factory closed its doors, as bankruptcy followed
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bankruptcy, as once prosperous salaried executives p eddled apples
in the street, even the optimists j oined the prophets of despair.

Even before the banks b egan to close in large numbers in early
I 9 3 3 , and before the first alleviating influence could get under

way, nothing seemed more absurd than to try to raise money to
erect any building on IVlayflower Hill. It was hard enough to

collect the pledges made to buy the land ; in fact too many were

never collected. It is not merely notable, it is almost miraculous,

that through all those dreary years the optimism of Franklin J ohn
son never faltered. He insisted that the new Colby was by no

means abandoned; it was only postponed. What must be done

would be done. The impossible j ust took a little longer than the
diffi cult.

J ohnson's optimism did not blind him to reality. As early as

I 9 3 I it was obvious that the campaign for funds had bogged

down. Henry Hilton advised a moratorium of at least a year. He

wrote : "It is unfortunate that our campaign is launched at such an
inauspicious time. People who vvould naturally give are either
feeling poor or are actually without funds. Wyman agrees with
me that this is no time for solicitation." On the day before Christ

mas in I 9 3 I Hilton again wrote to J ohnson : "There is no question
in my mind that the world is in the midst of a great crisis, and al

though President Hoover and his advisers have assured us that
prosperity is just ahead, they have proven themselves false proph
"
ets . I think conditions will be worse in 1 9 3 2 .

In the spring Johnson prodded Hilton for early resumption of

the campaign. Hilton's reply vvas far from encouraging. "I have
\vondered about the condition of the Insull interests in l\!laine and

1\1r. Wyman's o\vn financial situation. If he has personally in

vested in any of the Insull interests, he must have lost heavily. It is
the same sort of tragedy that has occurred in the Kruger case.

Power is a great thing when it is used in the right direction, but if

turned the other way how much destruction follows in its wake ! "

To compound the Colby difficulties the executive act from

\Vashington closing all banks in the spring of I 9 3 3 resulted in the

permanent closing of the Peoples-Ticonic Bank in Waterville,

where were impounded more than $ 5 0,000 of Colby funds. Al-
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though the bank eventually made good nearly 9 5 percent of its
deposits, that restitution required several years. The college had
hard enough work to keep going ,vithout trying to beg funds for
Mayflower Hill.
Franklin Johnson refused to give up. Though never an en
thusiast for the New Deal, he could not overlook its possibilities
in the college en1ergency. Let Colby take advantage of some phase
of the recovery program. As the key man in such a plan Johnson
saw Bainbridge Colby, who had been Woodrow Wilson's Secre
tary of State and ,vho was now a new member of the Colby trus
tees. Henry Hilton agreed to see Harold Ickes, Secretary of the
Interior, but felt the college should first work out a definite plan.
Hilton's heart was not in the proj ect. He was skeptical of all gov
ernment plans for priming the economic pump, and in March,
1 934, he wrote to Johnson, "I cannot get away from the feeling
that this recovery program is fantastic, and I am doubtful about
its efficacy."
Johnson refused to share Hilton's gloom. I-Ie was quick to
recognize any sign of light on the dark horizon. In what were be
ing called the very worst of times he boldly started an alumni
fund, calling for regular annual giving to the college. It was the
start of a plan that has continued with increased success through
the subsequent years. Nor ,vas Johnson ready to give up hope of
federal aid. "As I hear of the way money is being scattered around
from Washington," he wrote, "a loan for the erection of buildings
on our new site does not seem preposterous." A few days later
Johnson told I-Iilton that Bainbridge Colby, after talking with
Ickes, reported that prospects "vere bright. So eager was Johnson
to leave no stone unturned that, when Bainbridge Colby came to
Portland to speak on the New Deal, the Colby president presided
at the meeting and introduced the speaker.
In the fall of 1 935 Johnson's unquenchable optimism affected
Hilton. He wrote to his friend : "I have not given up the expecta
tion that our campaign will yet be completed during your ad
ministration as your monument for all time. Let us resume the
campaign." A month later the trustees voted to conduct a vigorous
solicitation for funds.

,
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In Decemb er, I 9 3 5 , the first definite help from Washington was

assured. J ohnson told Hilton about it. "We have secured accep

tance from WPA of a proj ect to build the roads and lay the sewer
pipes to the main campus. It is also probable that, through the
same source, we shall be able to get our water pipes laid to the top
of the hill, where a water to\ver will be necessary to give us

sufficient pressure."

In the spring of I 9 3 6 Hilton told about a conversation with

Bainbridge Colby. "I told him it \vould b e a blot on his otherwise
untarnished record if his name were connected with a plan to

move a college and the plan then failed. He may not have liked my
remark that it is money, not oratory, that talks, but

I think I made

him realize that it is necessary to come down out of the clouds and

get one's feet on the ground. "

Although the firm o f lVlarts and Lundy had b een engaged to

conduct the financial campaign, an amazing amount of the de

tailed work, as well as the maj or responsibility, fell to Franklin

Johnson. He importuned the wealthy, he kept in touch with in

fluential alumni, he wrote hundreds of letters, made scores of
speeches, sought numerous interviews. He called frequently upon

the wealthy and eccentric William Bingham ; he pounded away at
Merton Miller, Colby I 890, \vho had gained wealth in the Phil

ippines ; he made friends with Carl Gray, head of the Union Pacific
Railroad ; he talked repeatedly with descendants of General Ben

j amin Butler; he saw John D . Rockefeller, Jr. , and Henry Mor

genthau at Mount Desert; he made many trips to New York,

Washington and Chicago, and three times crossed the country to

California. Constantly he was alert for every dollar that might

turn up for Mayflower Hill.

At the end of his fifth year as Colby president, Johnson said to

a group of alumni :

"I

came to the presidency with the definite

plan to improve the educational work of the college. By some

peculiar turn of fate I have seemed during these five years to think
of nothing but money and material development.

I know full well

that buildings and endowment do not make a college, but they are

important accessories . I am confident that the needed funds will
come. "
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Johnson could not refrain from an allusion to those unhappy
days of "I(eep Colby! lVIove Johnson! " I-Ie declared he had al
ways considered himself a friendly person and it had not been
easy to accept the fact that a college president is always under
suspicion, a man whose motives are always acquisitive. Then he
really let loose. "I have never asked a friend for one cent for my
personal use, but I have not the slightest hesitation about asking
anyone for money for Colby College. I crave your friendship on
personal grounds, but I ask your understanding and your support
in this great adventure for your College."
That was the nearest Franklin Johnson ever came to showing
hovv deeply he was hurt by that angry cry, "I(eep Colby! lVlove
Johnson ! "
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The Dream Comes True
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the early 1 9 3 0'S, as the depr�ssion deepened, h � pes
for a nevv Colby on IVIayHo\ver HIll were darkened Into

profound gloom. One blow after another struck J ohnson's de
termined proj ect. D espite the decision not to accept the site at the
confluence of the lVlessalonskee and the Kennebec, Professor

Taylor had generously promised a quarter of a million dollars
toward the new buildings. In October, I 9 3 2 , the aged professor
died, and his \vill named the college as residuary legatee. Subse

quent investigation revealed that the declining market in securi

ties and the depressed values of real estate had nearly ,viped out

the professor's once substantial \vealth. Instead of getting the

promised $ 2 5 0,000 and even more from the residual estate, the

investigation found the Taylor holdings hopelessly involved. It

was more than twenty years before any return at all was realized,
and then the total was less than $4°,000.

After resumption of the building campaign in 1 9 3 5 , the Alumni

Council decided to launch a drive to erect a men's union in mem
ory of Johnson's predecessor, Arthur ] . Rob erts. At last in 1 9 3 7 ,

when the worst of the depression seemed to b e over, came an
event that truly started the Mayflower Hill proj ect on the "vay
to ultimate success. George Horace Lorimer, distinguished editor
of the Saturday Evening Post, announced that he would give the

first complete building on IVlayflower Hill, a chapel in memory of

his father, widely remembered as the minister of Boston's Tremont

Temple.
Johnson had been cultivating Lorimer's interest since 1 9 3 0 .

Though not a graduate, Lorimer had attended Colby as a special

student in the late 1 8 90'S, and he acknowledged a debt to Arthur

Rob erts who, as professor of English at that time, had encouraged

and counseled Lorimer at the start of a \vriting career. Under the

guidance and patronage of Cyrus H. I(. Curtis, Lorimer had made

the Saturday Evening Post the nation's most popular magazine and

had help ed the �Thole battery of Curtis publications to fire their
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profitable shots around the ,vorld. During the Roberts administra
tion Lorimer had made a few small gifts, and Johnson's highest
hope was to get perhaps as much as $ 5 0,000 from the editor. In
fact, friends told Johnson he would be lucky to get $ 1 0,000.
Johnson j ourneyed to Philadelphia determined to secure a signif
icant gift. He had scarcely entered Lorimer's office vvhen the
latter burst out: "I am not going to give any more small gifts to
Colby." Johnson's heart sank. Could it be that one of Colby's
wealthiest alumni ,vould not help in the great adventure of faith?
But anxiety changed to delight when Lorimer added, "No more
small gifts ; this time I'm going to give you a whole building."
The firm of Hegeman and Harris Co., prominent New York
builders of Rockefeller Center, ,vas engaged as general contractor
for the entire Mayflower Hill development, and it proceeded at
once to erect the Lorimer Chapel. On August 1 8, 1 9 3 7 , at im
pressive ceremonies, ground was broken for that first building on
the new campus. Just before he triggered the blast that broke the
first ground, Johnson said, "The initial step in building our new
plant is this breaking of ground not for a science hall, not for a
library, stadiun1 or dormitory, but for a chapel-to house the
spirit, to shelter the flame, to be the rallying point of all our labors
and aspirations." It was always clear to Franklin Johnson that re
ligion must be prominent in the new, as it had been in the old
Colby.
Even before the summer of 1 9 3 7 considerable progress had
been made, though no building had yet gone up. The City of
Waterville, vvith federal aid, had spent more than a quarter of a
million dollars on a ne,v bridge across the lVlessalonskee, on new
roads and se,ver lines leading to l\1ayflo,ver I-lill, and in coopera
tion �Tith the lVIaine Central Railroad had constructed an under
pass. The alumni had raised $ 3 00,000 for the Roberts Union,
l\lerton lVIiller and 1\1rs. James I(ing had assured the money neces
sary to build the library, and Dr. and Mrs. George Averill were
ready to supply substantial funds.
The functionally planned campus designed by Architect Larson
began to take shape. A campaign to raise a million dollars in Maine
alone resulted in two large dormitories for men and t,vo for
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women. The women graduates raised funds for a women's union
and gymnasium. By the summer of 1 9 3 8 nine buildings were un

der construction. Landscaping and the planting of trees were not

neglected. Two fraternities, DKE and ATO, laid the foundations
for chapter houses. Then came another shattering blow. World

War II put an end to further construction for five long years. The

mere outer shells of half a dozen buildings and the bare founda
tions of a few others lay unfinished during the war. Only the

women's dormitory and the vvomen's union were to see wartime

use.

Before Pearl Harbor Franklin Johnson had been working per

sistently to bring Merton l\1iller to a fum commitment in regard
to the largest building proposed for the new campus, its spacious

library. Just b efore Christmas in 1 9 3 3 Miller wrote to Johnson:

"I have provided in my will for a considerable sum of money to

be paid to Colby when my estate is finally settled. It is not possible

to tell what my estate will inventory, but on the basis of present
"
value the inheritance tax alone will b e about $ 5 0,000 .
A year later Miller wrote :

"I have b een looking around to

find

a way to save as much as possible of what I leave behind from the
greedy hands of politicians. I am sure Colby can make b etter use
of the money than they. It has been suggested that I set up a trust

fund which would b e exempt from inheritance tax. As you know,

my principal financial interest is in a very productive gold mine in

the Philippines. It pays large dividends. I have arranged to transfer

to Colby 1 0, 000 shares of that stock, which now pays from eight
to ten percent on present valuation.
certificate as soon as

I

will send you the stock

I receive it from l\1anila."

After funds from lVliller had b een assured, Johnson was deter

mined that the donor himself should lay the cornerstone for the

new library. Miller agreed, but so indefinite was his schedule as

he traveled east that Johnson, who had felt the necessity of s etting

a definite date, was on pins and needles until lVliller actually
arrived in Waterville. When the appointed hour arrived, an as

sembled throng of alumni and friends saw Merton Miller smoothly

spread the cen1ent over the library's cornerstone.

In Decemb er, 1 9 3 9, IVliller wanted to know what plans Johnson
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had for placing a clock in the library tower. At Johnson's urgi�g
Miller attended the fiftieth anniversary of his class in I 940 and
"vas then happy to see construction of the library well under way.
He had not yet provided all the money necessary to complete the
building, but he had paid for the work as it progressed. In April,
I 940, he provided $ 2 3 ,000 to lay the floors, and in August $ 6, 2 00
to put in steam heat connections from the plant behind the men's
dormitories. [Vliller told Johnson that the work must be slowed
until his situation had been eased.
Eight months before Pearl Harbor Miller had become con
cerned about his Philippine investments. He wrote to Johnson:
"The situation in the Philippines is precarious. If the J aps were to
occupy the Islands, the greater part of my income would be cut
off. I must provide for the safety of Mrs. l\1iller and myself. I did
promise Henry Hilton that I would provide for the library by
bequest, provided my estate was large enough to do it. Now the
ability to keep that obligation is in grave doubt. It would be un
wise for you to expect more money from me at any time than I
can now forsee."
Pearl Harbor tragically confirmed NEller's doubts. Only nine
days after that shocking event he wrote to Johnson: "A vvar cor
respondent today suggests it may be advisable to abandon the
Philippines in order to defend Singapore. This morning I received
a radiogram from Manila that my missing dividends have been
indefinitely suspended. Ninety percent of my income is thus cut
off. I carry insurance of $ I I O , O O O . Today I have assigned the
policies irrevocably to the college."
Johnson replied with his usual optimism. "I hope and believe
that the Islands will remain fully in our possession, although for
the time being the situation is bad. 'IVe, along with other colleges,
are very anxious. Next week I shall attend in New York a con
ference of college presidents with representatives of the military
establishment. We V\Tant to do everything we can to assist in
winning the war."
] ohnson's relations with Miller have been related here at length
only because they reveal how persistently, yet understandingly,
Franklin ] ohnson pursued just one of many roads that led to his
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final goal of a new Colby on Mayflower Hill. We can now report
the happy ending. After United States forces recaptured the

Philippines, it was learned that IVliller's mine had b een flooded.

When the water was pumped out, however, the \vorkings were
found to b e only slightly damaged and mining was promptly re
sumed. The Miller fortune was largely restored. Colby made no

mistake when she named her largest and most essential building
for Merton Miller.
Franklin Johnson was a skilful diplomat. Time and again he

had to reconcile differences and soothe injured feelings. One in

fluential trustee couldn't see the wisdom of employing such ex
pensive contractors as Hegeman and Harris. Furthermore he

blamed the architect, claiming Larson would see to it that the
Hegeman firm did a lot of work he ought to do himself. Franklin
] ohnson finally brought the reluctant trustee into line and wrote
him, "That you so generously yielded to the prevailing opinion to
retain our present contractor was very good of you. "

Even after he left the presidency ] ohnson continued in the role

of peacemaker. After the war ended in the summer of 1 945 a

number of trustees wanted to V\Tait until the following spring be

fore risking further expansion on the Hill. Money to complete the

proj ect was neither at hand nor in sight. O thers of the b oard were

eager to continue building at once. Although J ohnson favored

immediate resumption, he knew better than to demand it loudly

and frantically. Instead he strove calmly and unemotionally to win

over the dissenters. He pointed out that, although insufficient
funds were at hand, every financial obligation had been met when

b old steps had been taken. When he predicted that, at their next

meeting, the trustees would vote for immediate resumption, he was

not guessing. He knew j ust who and how many would cast
favorable votes .
A perplexing problem was the rapid rise of construction costs.

When Mrs . Martin Keyes died in 1 94 2 , her will left to Colby

$ I 7 5 , 000 and half the residue of her estate, an amount considered

sufficient to erect a science building. Although the total b equest
exceeded $ 3 00, 000 by 1 948, it was not enough. Patiently and

effectively J ohnson placed the facts before Mrs. Keyes' executor
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and son-in-law, Dr. George Averill. Colby must have, in keeping
with total plans for making a great nationally known college, the
most modern and adequate facilities for teaching physics and
chemistry. Although the numerous gifts that Dr. and l\11 rs. Averill
had already given to the development proj ect aggregated lTIOre
than half a lTIillion dollars, they could not let Franklin Johnson
do\vn in respect to the IZeyes building. They generously supplied
the money to complete the structure as ] ohnson wanted it.
As early as I934 Johnson had shoV\Tn himself willing to accept
delays, but not defeat. Addressing the Commencement Dinner in
that year he said: "When I became president I brought the depres
sion vvith me. We didn't then know it, but the depression was al
ready under way at my inauguration. We had made a splendid
start when vve were forced to recognize the impossibility of con
tinuing until a brighter day. But we must never doubt the ultimate
success of this undertaking. What must be done can be done."
The financial campaign brought Johnson in contact with some
of America's leading financiers and industrialists. In the summer
of I939 Mr. and l\11rs. Dave IVIorris entertained at their Bar Harbor
estate a group of eighty summer residents interested in the Colby
project. They included President Angell of Yale, John D. Rocke
feller, Jr., the Morgenthaus, iVlary Roberts Rinehart, and many
others prominent in letters, the arts and finance.
Especially close was Johnson's friendship with the family of the
publisher, Cyrus H. K. Curtis. The Curtis daughter, Nlrs. Edward
Bok, took special interest in landscaping on IVlayflower Hill. She
provided the elms that line the approach to Lorimer Chapel and
she consented to serve on the board of trustees. The tV\TO sons of
George Horace Lorimer took an active interest in completion of
the new chapel.
IVIrs. Bok was an avid patron of music, and it will be recalled
that Johnson himself had been a lifelong music lover. Nlrs. Bok
,vanted to see a Layman's 1Vlusic Center started at Colby, and she
suggested that the organization's national director, Mme. Olga
Samaroff, visit the Waterville college. IVIusic had not then gained
its present prominence in the Colby curriculum and consisted
only of choral ,vork under a part-time director. The V\Tork of that
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director was, however, of outstanding excellence and Johnson

did not want to see it upset. The situation called for all the finesse

his diplomatic gifts could muster. He told Mrs. Bok he was sure
lVlme. Samaroff would approve of the present program. Johnson

added, "It must not be assumed that lVlme. Samaroff is needed here

and should b e installed at once. That may turn out to be true, but

it would not be fair to the present successful program to have
such a decision reached in advance. " The subj ect was promptly
dropped.

During the trying years when lVIayflower Hill was still a dream,

Franklin J ohnson was constantly heartened by the unfailing sup

port of such staunch Colby associates as George Otis Smith, Her

b ert Wadsworth and Neil Leonard. Others on and off the b oard

of trustees shared Johnson's dream. One such was Walter Wy

man. It V\Tas he who had taken the first options on IVlayflower

Hill land; he had arranged substantial bank loans at a time when
loans were hard to get; and he stubbornly insisted on careful de

tails in every contract. Pinother who "\Jv as of inestimable help was
the then college treasurer, and later vice-president, Galen Eustis .

Without him to care for innumerable details, working night and

day without thought of vacation, Johnson's task would have b een

immeasurably harder.

One friendship which Johnson developed with a younger man

proved especially valuable to the college. Frederic Camp was a

talented young graduate of Princeton who held administrative
office at Stevens Institute of Technology when Johnson came to

kno\v him. The Camp family had spent many summers in 1\laine

and had a spacious estate at East Blue Hill. In 1 9 4 0 Camp gave

more than $ 1 00,000 to the Colby development program, bringing

from ] ohnson the response, "You have given renewed impetus to

our proj ect at a time when it had b egun to bog down, and thus

you will be largely responsible for the completion of our campus

plans . "
I t was while attending a conference of deans at Colby and a
house guest of the

J ohnsons

that Fred Camp was suddenly taken

ill. The disease proved to be incurable multiple sclerosis, leaving

the gracious and talented young man crippled for life. He con-
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tinued to attend every Comn1encement meeting of the trustees for
most of his remaining years in a vvheelchau:. I-Ie vvould not give up
his active interest in Colby. I-Ie became just as fond of Johnson's
successor, Seelye Bixler, as he had been of Johnson, but he always
made it clear that, without the dramatic challenge of Johnson's
dream and Johnson's persistent optimism, he would probably
never have become interested in Colby.
Not even a world war could make Franklin Johnson despond
ent. The conflict would naturally delay further construction and
further solicitation of funds, but it would mean only one more
irritating delay. The proj ect would yet be finished. Johnson only
hoped he would live long enough to see the j ob done. Not for a
moment did Johnson doubt that the United States would win the
war. Victory was not a question of if, but of when. Since 1 9 1 8 he
had known what war means to men. In the hospitals he had seen
the maimed, the gassed, the shell-shocked. He looked forward
with sorrow and dread to the casualties, but he never questioned
the justice of his nation's entry into the war nor the certainty of
vIctory.
What could Colby College do to help win the war? For one
thing the college could refrain from any inducements to keep the
students out of service. As the defense program was stepped up,
even before Pearl Harbor, Johnson welcomed to the campus the
recruiting agents of all the armed services. On several occasions he
\vitnessed in the old gymnasium the induction of boys who were
leaving the classroom for military camps.
The adaptation of the college to the burden of vVorld War II
was not, however, to be Johnson's responsibility. Twice the trus
tees had refused to let him resign, but he insisted that a new presi
dent must be found to take office at the Commencement in 1 942 .
Johnson was still president when Pearl Harbor shocked the nation,
but by the middle of the following sun1mer it was his successor,
Julius Seelye Bixler, who had the task of guiding the college in
the midst of war.
The change did not mean that Franklin Johnson felt no more
responsibility for Colby College and its lVlayflower Hill. He re
turned to his old place on the board of trustees and gave his valued
.
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counsel on every maj or decision. It was, in fact, J ohnson who first

learned of the possibility of securing a college training detachment
of the Army Air Force. It was he who conceived and guided the

plan to secure federal authority to complete the two women's
dormitories and the women's union that stood as mere outer shells
when war put an end to civilian construction. If Colby were to
house five hundred men of the Army Air Force, that could b e

done only by turning over to them, in addition to buildings already

vacated by students who had entered service, the facilities of Foss

Hall, the maj or dormitory for women on the old campus, as well
as the much newer Alumnae Building for classrooms. If that were

done, where would the women students go ? Johnson at once savv

that, if the government would allow completion of certain build

ings on Mayflower Hill as a wartime emergency, Colby's part in

training the Air Force cadets could be accomplished. The federal

authorities agreed, and in February, 1 94 3 , students were for the

first time in residence on IVlayflovver Hill.

Franklin Johnson had decided to remain in Waterville after his

retirement. He and Mrs. Johnson built a spacious and attractive
home on IVlayflower Hill Drive where they could watch the re

sumption of building vvhen the war was over. There were those

who doubted the \visdom of their decision. Should a retiring
executive remain near the scene of his former administrative du

ties ? Can anything be worse for a new president than to have his

predecessor under foot? The doubters worried needlessly. The

relationship between Johnson and Bixler testified loudly to the
sterling qualities of both men. Johnson stood always ready to give
advice and help when it was asked, but he never intruded, never

interfered, never criticized. P�s the unfinished shells of buildings

were completed and new structures were added, the two men

worked shoulder to shoulder. It was not only good for Frank

] ohnson to live \vhere he could see his dream come to fruition ; it
was equally good for the college to have him close at hand.
From his home on the Drive, Johnson watched the buses that

carried students between the old and the new campus. The bus

service had begun with the arrival of the women on the Hill and it
continued for ten years until 1 9 5 2 , vvhen at last the laboratories

'.
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in the life and earth sciences, long housed in old Coburn Hall on
the downtown campus, could move to their new quarters. They
were the last units to abandon the old campus. The dream of
Franklin Johnson had at last come true.
Every day during the college year saw the retired president
walking about on the rapidly developing hilltop. From the break
ing of ground for Lorimer Chapel in 1 9 3 7 he saw, piece by piece,
the erection of every building that went up from that time until
a few weeks before his death in 1 95 6. He followed in closest detail
the completion of Miller Library, the finishing of the six sections
that comprised the large dormitories for men, the building of
several fraternity houses, of two science buildings, of a fine home
for his successor, of Roberts Union and the Field House, of two
more dormitories for women and two for men, the latter named
appropriately for himself and his friend Dr. Averill.
Into the Mayflower I-lill plant Johnson saw go more than three
million hours of labor, more than twenty-five million bricks, more
than fifty thousand tons of cement-all costing in excess of eight
million dollars. Much more vvould be spent after he had gone, but
none of it would have surprised Franklin Johnson. He knew that,
whenever more clothes V\Tould be needed for that growing child,
they would be provided. His dream had not only been fulfilled, a
benign Providence had allowed him to live to see it come true.
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MOTe Tba1z IVlayflower Hill
,. l 4.I--IE spectacular moving �f Colby College to a ne,v site has
.
Johnson as
Lj obscured other accomphshments of FranklIn

Colby's president. Without IVIayflo�Ter I-lill Johnson would have

been considered an outstanding college president, for he "vas in

deed a superb administrator. He had an extraordinary sense of

timing, knowing when to act quickly and when to ,vait for condi

tions to change and for tempers to cool. He constantly sought ad

vice and had the remarkable ability to accept it without extending
flattery or to refuse it without giving offense. Johnson b elieved in
the democratic process, but he was convinced that a tO�Tn meet

ing is not the most expeditious way to reach a conclusion. "\iVhen
a decision had to b e made, he did not hesitate. Once the decision

was reached, he did not brood over the possibility that it had b een

wrong. Best of all, he exhibited the highest quality of a competent
administrator, that of courageously accepting the ultimate re

sponsibility. When a subordinate made an error of operation or
j udgment Johnson accepted it as his o,vn mistake. That made it all

the easier for him to make the offender feel he had b etter not re

peat the blunder.

Johnson's Colby staff was a working team. Differences arose, as

they do in any organization, but every .college officer, teacher and

worker in offices or maintenance knew that there was at the head

of the college a man who stood solidly behind every memb er of

the staff. Johnson's relations ,vith the faculty-a group that in
many a college has made the president's lot a nightmare-were
never acts of dictatorship, but rather of persuasive leadership .

Vlhenever he foresaw that the faculty ,vould be unlikely to accept
a proposal, he temporarily laid it aside. Often such action was

indeed only temporary, and in more than one instance his plans

finally prevailed. But there were no high-pressure tactics, no ralTI

radding through of a cherished proj ect. \iVhen one of Johnson's

educational proposals �Tas adopted it vvas only because a n1aj ority
of the faculty had come to accept it.
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Johnson saw clearly the fine line between faculty and presi
dential responsibility. Once the faculty had determined on a
policy, within the area allotted them by the college bylaws, the
president must see that it was carried out. An example of J ohn
son's firm attachment to fundamental faculty control of internal
policy is his interview with an irate father whose son had been
dropped from college by the Committee on Standing. "Do you
mean," the parent shouted at Johnson, "that you haven't the au
thority to overrule that committee? I tell you in my business I
make the final decisions. That is the only way any successful or
ganization can operate." Johnson replied, " Then you'd better not
be a college president. A college doesn't operate that way. I doubt
if I have the authority to overrule the faculty in such matters as
academic standards, and even if I had it I wouldn't think of ex
ercising it."
Despite the pressure of the IVlayfl.ower Hill campaign, Johnson
never forgot his duty to administer the day-by-day functions that
beset a college. Although he at once quelled the fears that the
radicalism of Teachers College was about to take over at Colby,
he did not hesitate to take steps to make Colby a better college. In
order to strengthen certain areas of instruction Johnson sought
advice from one of Colby's most distinguished graduates, Dr.
Marston IVlorse of the Institute for Advanced Studies at Prince
ton. In a penetrating letter 1V10rse attacked the prevailing notion
in the small college that knowledge is static, that the important
things to teach vias what had been discovered long ago. "What
the student needs," wrote l\i{orse, "is not the acquiring of a body
of information, but the ability and the courage to approach
new ideas, weigh them, and if necessary revise and reconstruct
them."
While IVlorse wanted to see the Colby faculty strengthened by
the addition of men of imaginative and productive scholarship, he
saw with equal clarity that every Colby scholar must also be a
teacher. Recommending a certain man to Johnson, l\10rse wrote,
"His instructorship at Harvard has been terminated because he
vvas not a research man in the new physics, despite his acknowl
edged competence as a teacher of undergraduates. I regret that
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Harvard has not enough funds to keep men who have genius in
teaching as well as in research."

It vvas through IVlorse that J ohnson brought to Colby a brilliant

mathematician, Dr. Isaac Schoenb erg, but the college was

in

no

financial position to hold him long, and he was soon lured away by
one of the large universities. To strengthen his faculty Johnson

had largely to be content with attracting younger teachers of
promise, men and women who would later win scholarly acclaim,
although such acclaim might come after they had left Colby.

As he sought for additions to the staff Johnson was not unaware

of the solid worth and significant contribution made by persons

already on the faculty. He had himself been a student of Julian

Taylor in Latin, and he knew, before he b ecame president, how
thoroughly esteemed were Clarence White, George Parmenter

and Webster Chester. He recognized the scholarly genius of Carl

Web er, the popular appeal and modern historical approach of
William Wilkinson, the intense loyalty and untiring initiative of
f-Ierbert Libby. Nor did Johnson forget that it had been a com
mittee of the faculty to whom had been entrusted the administra
tion of the college for the two years between Arthur Rob erts'

fatal illness and Johnson's own inauguration. Franklin Johnson
had neither need nor desire to make sweeping faculty changes, but

he did see the urgent necessity for the existing faculty to study

seriously what the college was trying to do and how best it could

do it. The resulting study caused the faculty to discontinue the

degree of bachelor of science. The only observable distinction b e

tween the degrees of A.B . and B . S . was in respect to Latin. The
original intention to differentiate between the arts and humanities

on the one hand and the sciences on the other hand nearly dis

appeared. By 1 9 3 0 a student who had specific entrance and grad

uation requirements in Latin received the A.B. degree ; everyone

else got the B . S . regardless of his interest in science. Johnson at

once p ointed out the absurdity of such a situation. After long

debate, the faculty agreed that Colby should henceforth confer
only one first degree, that of bachelor of arts.

When Johnson became president he found mathematics, for

either A.B. or B . S . candidates, almost as sacred as Latin. He sug-
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gested that mathematics be made optional for the A.B. degree.
Although there were howls of protest, the faculty finally agreed.
It should not be forgotten that Johnson was himself a product
of the classical tradition. He still valued sound training in Latin,
Greek and mathematics, but his experience at Chicago and Co
lumbia had convinced him that the concept of general discipline
was a delusion. Valuable as the classics were, they were not for
everyone. Johnson therefore regarded the foreign language re
quirement at Colby as a prime target for revision.
It was one thing to modify the requirement in Latin, but ,,,hat
about the living languages of distinction, notably French and
German? Should a number of years of study of one or both of
these languages be required of every college graduate? Could
proficiency be established without demanding attendance upon a
course in college? Should any foreign language be required at all?
These were questions which college faculties all over the land
were facing in the 1 9 3 0's, before the exigencies of a ne,,, World
War had made the study of foreign tongues urgent. Johnson led
the Colby faculty to adopt a plan whereby the requirement in
foreign language could be met by passing a reading knowledge
examination regardless of the time spent in study.
Because of his long professional attachment to secondary edu
cation, Johnson naturally turned his attention to college entrance
requirements. He was known as a strong advocate of autonomy
for the secondary school, freed from domination by the college.
At Chicago he had taken the position that colleges should accept
applicants on the principal's recommendation and let the resultant
college work determine the validity of the plan. At Columbia,
under the influence of men like Tillinghast, Johnson modified his
views. He decided there was a middle ground more acceptable
than either college domination or complete freedom. A college, it
now seemed to Johnson, had the right to demand certain specific
subj ects that vvere clearly consistent with the aims of that par
ticular college. A college of liberal arts, for instance, might logi
cally require preparation in a foreign language, while a business
college might not, and a college of technology could justify
thorough preparation in mathematics.
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At the annual meeting of the New England Association of Col

leges and Secondary Schools in I 9 3 0 Johnson delivered a memor
able address on "The Expanding Secondary School. " While the

colleges should demand that applicants be well prepared by the

schools, he insisted the college authorities must wake up to the
recognition that only a minority of secondary graduates were ap
plicants for college, and the colleges must stop forcing the college

preparatory tail to wag the dog of all-purpose education.

Determined that his own college should take the lead, Johnson

persuaded the Colby faculty to make important changes in en
trance requirements. As in most New England colleges, the re

quirements were then stated in the form of fifteen so-called Car

negie units, among which few options were allowed, and no

recognition was given to art and music, or to vocational and com
mercial courses. The new departure at Colby followed the phi

losophy pronounced by Johnson in his Boston address : "The re

maining units (beyond a numb er specified ) may be in any subj ects
credited for graduation by an approved secondary school."

Franklin Johnson had b een a teacher of teachers during a period

that saw an increasing respect for statistical studies. Though never

a worshipper of cold figures, Johnson was convinced of their

j udicious use. He savv that statistics pointed clearly to one weak

ness at Colby, the student faculty ratio . I-Ie told alumni: "The
studies show that Colby is in this respect inferior. With us the

student faculty ratio is I 7 to I ; at Bowdoin it is IO to I ; at Amherst

9 to I . This means that our faculty carries an excessive student

load and that individual students are not receiving the discriminat
ing attention that they need. "

Two ,vays were open to improve that ratio : increase the faculty

or decrease the enrollment. Johnson strove to do both. It was com

paratively easy to add faculty members one or two at a time, but
enrollment also increased so rapidly that the ratio could not there

by b e improved. But it was unheard of for a college like Colby,

always actively recruiting students, to limit its enrollment. Yet

that is exactly what Johnson did. On his recommendation the

trustees voted that in I9 3 0- 3 I the number of students should b e

limited t o six hundred. It ,vas indeed a b old move, taken j ust as
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the Great Depression was affecting the nation's economy. J ohn
son never wavered, for it was clear to him that if the decided re
striction would bring better instruction, the measure would be
well worth its cost.
Johnson saw at once that an ever-recurring problem at Colby
was the status of women students. In 1 9 3 0 the college was by no
means coeducational. The device of coordination rather than co
education, adopted as a compromise by President Small when
Johnson was himself a Colby undergraduate, still prevailed. Dur
ing the intervening forty years Colby women had gained increas
ing recognition, but still felt that the women's division was a
neglected distaff. In the graduate body some of the old animosity
that had first greeted women at Colby still remained. It vvould
yet take a number of funerals to "vipe it out. In several cities
men and women graduates did not hold common meetings. One
alumnus wrote to Johnson, "If the women are allowed to partici
pate in the activities of our local association it will not be because
the men desire it." Johnson replied, "1 fear the present attitude
reflects ,vhat was once a heated emotional situation. I can under
stand the reason for not forcing a change at this time."
Before he became president Johnson had come in conflict with
one of the most persistent and influential alumnae. Florence Dunn
was a member of a leading "\iVaterville family long connected with
the college. Her father was a graduate and a trustee, and her
mother was a writer whose Twork had been highly praised by
President Theodore Roosevelt. Florence herself was a member of
the Colby faculty, and her brother was Johnson's closest adviser
on college investments.
Soon after Johnson's election, but several months before he
assumed office, the press quoted him as favoring separate colleges
for men and women. One sentence attributed to Johnson espe
cially irked Florence Dunn. Johnson was reported to have said,
"I am in favor of segregation of the sexes and of a definite policy
of limitation of the number of women admitted into Colby." IVliss
Dunn voiced forceful protest: "You can hardly realize the effect
of such a statement upon the women graduates. Because of the
way our women have been treated in some of the cities I have

I .
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found it necessary to use all the arguments in my power to keep

them loyal to the college. Surely that cannot b e accomplished

,vithout the sincere support of the president. "

Franklin J ohnson saw at once that h e had some explaining to

do. The truth was that he had been too long out of touch with the

growing body of Colby alumnae. They were no longer the docile
damsels of his undergraduate days. Had he seen more often his
former associate at Coburn, Adelle Gilpatrick, he would have

b een better aware of the new demands by Colby women. J ohnson

showed, in response to l\1iss Dunn's protest, that he knew how to
substitute sugar for vinegar. He wrote to lVliss Dunn :

"I

assure

you you V\Till not find me hostile or indifferent to the interests of
Colby women.

I am particularly anxious not to

stir any unneces

sary feeling. I shall b e glad to deal ,vith absolute fairness with
D ean Runnals and you and any others who are concerned."

Florence Dunn learned that indeed Franklin Johnson was no

enemy to Colby ,vomen. Before the college had moved to lVlay
flower Hill the only segregated classes ,vere in Freshman English,
and they too ,vere only ,veakly supported by a fe,v diehards .

"\iVhen Johnson's administration ended Colby was coeducational
in fact if not in corporate structure.

As for Florence Dunn, not once did her loyalty to Colby falter.

She could be openly critical, but she was ahvays ready to help, not

alone ,vith her advice and persuasion, but also ,vith her consider
able financial means. She cooperated V\Tith her brother in several

generous gifts to the l\1ayflovver Hill campaign and took an active

part in soliciting funds from others . She outlived Franklin J ohn
son by eight years . "\iVhen she died, another president had held

office for eighteen years and had been succeeded by a third. Her
devotion to her college ,vas climaxed by the bequest of the residue

of her estate, amounting to more than $400,000, to her b eloved

Colby.
Before he had been a year in office Johnson was deep in the

problem of faculty salaries. Only a few years b efore his arrival the
top salary for a full professor had been pushed up from $ 2 , 8 00 to
I I

$ 4 ,000. Associate professors in 1 9 3 0 ,vere getting from $ 3 ,000 to
$ 3 ,4°0, assistant professors from $ 2 , 5 00 to $ 2 ,900, and instructors
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from $ 1 , 600 to $ 2 , 2 00. Average salaries actually paid in 1 9 3 0
ranged from $ 1 ,8 5 0 for instructors to $ 3 , 8 5 0 for professors. The
depression made it impossible to increase salaries at once, but
through those critical years Colby had the distinction of being
one of very few colleges that did not reduce faculty salaries at
son1e time during the 1 9 3 0'S. Toward the end of Johnson's ad
ministration faculty salaries began a rise that has accelerated
through the past quarter of a century until in 1 9 66 the teaching
remuneration at Colby compared favorably with other liberal
arts colleges all over the land.
Because of the cramping depression Johnson could see no way
to introduce at Colby a regular system of sabbatical leave, but he
could and did make a start toward a uniform plan. When a man
had been on the faculty for at least six years and could present a
plan to improve himself as teacher and scholar, Johnson tried to
make a period of leave possible. If the affected department could
not absorb the work caused by the man's absence an instructor
"vas employed and the absentee was allo"ved the difference be
tween the t\" O salaries. But Johnson considered such practice both
haphazard and unfair. If anyone got sabbatical leave, everyone of
similar rank who could offer an acceptable plan of study or re
search should have the same opportunity. Johnson therefore per
sisted until better tin1es enabled the trustees to adopt a formal,
equitable policy of leave.
Johnson was determined that the faculty should play a larger
part in fixing college policy. With the help of Dr. Frederick
Pottle, Colby 1 9 1 7 , holder of a distinguished professorship at
Yale, he instituted the Colby Academic Council consisting of all
faculty members holding the rank of full professor. The Council
was given authority to advise the president on all matters of policy
affecting the faculty, especially on promotions.
In selections of ne,,, personnel ] ohnson ViTas handicapped by the
relatively low level of Colby salaries. There was little hope of his
securing outstanding scholars, but he could and did seek younger
men of exceptional promise. In Elmer Warren, ,,,ho had been
employed as a teacher of mathematics, he found just the man to
organize a modern registrar's office and to create a placement
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service. In Mike Loebs he found the person to build a department
that ,vould effectively combine health, physical education and
athletics. He brilliantly enlisted the talents of Joe Smith in public
relations and of Cecil Goddard as Colby's first full-time alumni
secretary. f-Ie secured Robert Downs as Colby's first profession
ally trained librarian. Probably his outstanding success in faculty
selection was \J\Tilbert Carr. A classicist whom Johnson had known
in Chicago, Carr had j oined the Columbia faculty in the very year
vvhen Johnson left it to become Colby's president. When in 1 94 1
Carr reached retiring age at Columbia he had not a gray hair on his
head. He vvas both mentally and physically alert. Carr accepted
v\That he considered a telTIpOrary assignment at Colby, only to
remain for eight years.
Will Carr was a recognized Latin scholar, editor of the Classical
Journal, and held in high respect by members of the profession. He
,vas also an inspiring teacher. At a time when college professors
,vere everywhere complaining about their number of teaching
hours Carr voluntarily took on twenty-four hours a week of
teaching at Colby, and he did it in eight different courses. The
man was utterly tireless. I�e had to teach Greek as well as Latin.
Under him interest in the classics vvas strikingly invigorated. Sud
den�ly Colby had more students beginning the study of Greek
than any other New England college.
Academic problems ,vere not the only ones to confront J ohn
son. He became appalled by living conditions in the men's dormi
tories and fraternity houses. Lack of cleanliness, no provision for
regular care, and utter lack of supervision prevailed. Johnson
asked the Dean of lVIen to make a thorough study of the problem.
The result was a radical departure, the placing of unmarried fac
ulty members as resident proctors in the dormitories. Skeptics
said the plan would never ,vork, that college students, resenting
such supervision, would make life miserable for the faculty resi
dents. Alfred Chapman and Walter Breckenridge encountered no
such dire results. They successfully transformed Roberts and
Hedman halls into clean and orderly student homes.
The health and medical care of Colby students presented an
other problem. Before Johnson arrived, a start had been made in
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the Women's Division. Dean Runnals had persuaded IVlrs. Eleanor
" voodman to provide for a nurse and equip a small infirmary in
Foss Hall. Applauding that action, Johnson insisted that it should
be extended to men. Enlisting the support of the trustee chainnan,
Frerbert Wadsworth, Johnson arranged for the purchase of a
spacious house on College Avenue, next door to the DKE House,
for conversion into a well-equipped infirmary.
Other problems vigorously attacked and adequately solved by
Johnson were placing the college bookstore under institutional
control, permitting modifications in the social life of students,
promoting the merger of Yl\1CA and YVVCA and supporting the
endeavor of women students for better representation on college
publications. It 'vas, ho,vever, his complete overhaul of the ath
letic situation that best revealed the sound judgment, the forth
right courage, and the unremitting determination of the man.
lohnson was convinced that independent control of athletics
had become archaic. It had done well in his own student days but
was out of place in the I 9 3 0'S. Perhaps the complete student con
trol of the I 890's ,vas preferable to ,vhat Johnson found forty
years later, when students, alumni and administration all had
fingers in the pie, with no one truly responsible. Coaches were
paid partly from funds of the Athletic Association, partly from
college funds, and sometimes by alumni contributions. Only the
Director of Physical Education and one assistant, who was actu
ally a full-time coach, were paid entirely by the college.
Johnson proceeded to untangle the ,veb. At the end of his first
year as president he reported to the trustees : "Prof. Edwards is the
only one with academic rank and the only one appointed by the
board. One coach is appointed and paid by the Athletic Council.
Another gets half his salary from the Council and half from the
college. There is no evidence of a comprehensive, clear-cut pro
gram of physical education, in ,vhich each man has a part. Three
members of the staff recognize no responsibility to Prof. Ed
wards. "
Johnson acted speedily and forcefully. He didn't wait to secure
authority from the trustees. He regarded the situation as so critical
that he acted first and got his actions confirmed later. All coaches
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were made responsible to the Director of Physical Education, and
all salaries were paid from the college treasury. Morale was further
heightened when all members of the physical education staff were
made men1bers of the faculty. When Professor Edwards left and
Gilbert "l\1ike" Loebs took his place, Johnson saw Mike develop
a department of health, physical education and athletics that be
came supremely successful.
Franklin Johnson was at his best vvhen dealing with delicate and
sensitive situations. Typical was his handling of financial aid to
athletes. That problem has defeated many a college president. It
is fairly easy to insist upon impartial distribution of official aid
funds; it is something else even to be aware of money directed
into athletic channels by well-meaning but misguided individuals.
Johnson was no enemy of organized athletics. Like every other
alumnus he liked to see winning teams, but not at the expense
of reputation for academic standing and equal treatment of all
students.
A group of supporters, some of them not even alumni, had
planned for soliciting annual contributions to help members of
Colby athletic teams pay college expenses. The group were not
"buying" athletes; they were helping only those who were al
ready in college. Furthermore, there was nothing clandestine in
their operation. They were willing that anyone should know what
they did. Neither their aims nor their actions were dishonest.
The trouble was that in too many colleges athletics had become
tainted. Many investigations had been made, many remedies tried,
many agreements broken. The situation had reached such a stage
that any help for an athlete became suspect. "\iVhile no one would
question aid for a superior singer, such aid for a halfback was
taboo.
Johnson felt that the time had come for Colby to be as pure as
Caesar's wife. In 1 9 3 4, at an address before a civic organization, he
praised the attitude toward sports that he had observed in Eng
land. Because the speech was quoted in a Reuters dispatch to
British newspapers Johnson received an invitation to contribute
an article on the subj ect to the London Evening News.
The resulting article, free from the usual platitudes about Brit-
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ish fair play, was directed to the British interest in carry-over
sports that could be enj oyed in adult life. Johnson wrote: "You
Englishmen enj oy games that a self-respecting American would
not like to be caught playing. I recall my surprise one evening in
an inn at Stratford when two men of middle years and apparent
dignity sat down near me and, while leisurely drinking their ale,
engaged in pleasing conversation about a game of croquet."
In that article Johnson made it clear that, in his opinion, not all
was bad about American sports. "American schoolboys have
learned to play hard and ,veIl, but they too have a high regard for
sportsmanship and can win or lose like gentlemen. l\1uch as we
can learn from the ideals and practices of British sports, I am sure
we have something also that may be helpful to you."
Johnson had the difficult task of persuading prominent alumni
and friends that their plan to help Colby athletes would in the long
run harm rather than help the college. From one leader of the
movement Johnson finally secured the reluctant statement, "If we
cannot do what we intend in a way that you consider right, I must
be counted out of it." l\lany persons considered Franklin Johnson
much too straight-laced on this subj ect, but vvith him it was a
matter of principle on which he would not compromise.
It has been said that Johnson was so absorbed in the Mayflower
Hill proj ect that he found no time to become acquainted with the
students. It is true that he never became so close to individual
undergraduates as did his predecessor Arthur Roberts or his suc
cessor Seelye Bixler. Unlike them he taught no classes. Roberts
and Bixler alike possessed remarkable memory for names and
faces. It would be quite unfair, however, to assume that Johnson
took no interest in individual shldents. A case in point is that of
Philip Allen, now a mining engineer for one of the great copper
companies. Having dropped out of college, Allen was readmitted
after a lapse of several years. l\leanwhile he had married and had
children. In order to support his family as he returned to college,
the man had to work a full forty-hour week in a local factory. In
order to attend classes he had to work on a night shift. It is no
wonder that, despite almost superhuman effort, Allen was often
short of money. He told his college adviser, Dr. Wilkinson, that
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at the approach of the second semester he saw no way of continu
ing in college. A few days later Wilkinson told Allen that Presi
dent Johnson wanted to see him .
As Allen tells the story, "My interview with Dr. Johnson ,vas
rather brief. He and Dr. Wilkinson had both signed a note that,
except for the signatures had been left blank. Dr. Johnson said it
would be a tragedy for me to drop out, that I should fill in the note
for the amount I needed and the length of time I wanted that note
to run."
Allen's first thought was how gullible and unbusinesslike his
benefactors were, but reflection showed him that this was J ohn
son's way of expressing confidence in a young man's integrity, just
the sort of boost needed at a critical time. Allen completed the
note for $ 80 to run for six months. When the time was up, he paid
the note in full.
During the thirteen years that Franklin Johnson guided Colby
affairs through the great depression and into a second world war
he exhibited remarkable ability in managing those affairs. Even
without the vast achievement of IVlayflower Hill Franklin J ohnson would go down in Colby history as a great leader.
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�TE on a fall evening in 1 942 a figure in raincoat and slouch

hat emerged from the old Deke House on College Avenue.
At the end of the walk he encountered a student returning to his
dormitory on the old campus.
The student opened the conversation. "Are you a Deke? "
"Yes," was the reply.
The student continued, "I'm an ATO . '!Vhat is your class? "
"Ninety-one. What's yours? "
"Forty-six. iVly, but you've been out of college a long time. Do
you get back often? "
"Yes, frequently."
"Well, I'm glad to see you. It's good to have you old timers
come back once in a while. So long! "
The freshman waved cheerily, and Franklin W. Johnson got
into his car and rode home.
Three years later a gray-haired man in old clothes and battered
hat was "\vielding an axe on SOlne birch gro\vth on iVlayflovver Hill.
Two college girls walked past, eyeing the old fellow suspiciously.
One of the girls decided to question the man's action. "Do you
have permission to cut those bushes? " she asked. "Oh yes," he
replied. "I work on the grounds here." Satisfied, the girls moved
on, and Franklin Johnson resumed his bush cutting.
Those two incidents reveal "\vhat retired persons learn all too
soon, that it takes only a short time to be forgotten. The boy in
1 942 and the two girls in 1 945 doubtless came to know in some
embarrassment the identity of the old fellow with whom they
talked. Yet it must be realized that, as this chapter is being "\vritten,
ten Colby classes have attended the college who never knevv
Franklin Johnson. It is even possible there are students who have
no idea for whom Johnson I-Iall and Johnson Pond are nan1ed.
But, if so, it is not the fault of subsequent administrations. At many
an assembly fond reference is made to the man to whom present
residents of the Hill owe so much. At the 1 966 Commencement
1 27
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a bronze tablet bearing his sculptured face was placed in the
Lorimer Chapel.
Johnson Day was a natural outcome of Frank Johnson's interest
in landscaping. Even before the move to the Hill had been com
pleted Johnson suggested to Bixler that some time in IVlay the
college observe a kind of arbor day when, with all classes sus
pended, students and faculty would join in various landscaping
projects, have lunch together, then engage in common recreation.
Thus began not only the first cooperation of students and faculty
in manual labor on IVlayflower Hill, but also the first softball game
between students and teachers. It was the students who insisted
on naming the annual event Johnson Day. During his presidency
Johnson had been honored by degrees from Brown, University of
Maine, and Acadia, but he felt that his greatest honor was the
respect and affection with which in retirement he was held by the
Colby community.
Johnson devoted much time to the chairmanship of the Thayer
Hospital trustees. A photograph taken in 1 9 5 0 shows him sealing
the cornerstone of the new hospital on outer North Street. Long
a close friend of Dr. ]. F. Hill, Johnson became increasingly fond
of the doctor's distinguished son, Dr. Frederick T. Hill. Johnson
and Ted Hill worked together for hospital facilities to serve both
the college and the community.
Johnson never lost interest in the public school. At the Maine
Teachers Convention in 1 949, the seventy-nine-year-old veteran
was presented as the association's first president fifty years before.
Four years earlier friends had recognized his seventy-fifth
birthday with a luncheon in Waterville's Elmwood Hotel. Presid
ing was Dr. George Averill. Speakers were Governor Horace
Hildreth, Judge Cyril Joly, and Johnson's successor ]. Seelye
Bixler.
F or some time Johnson had shown special interest in the group
of alumni to whom he gave the name by which the student had
called him in front of the Deke House in 1 94 2 . So he organized
the "Old Timers." Johnson had noticed that after the high spot of
their fiftieth reunion, remaining members of a class were too few
ever to assemble as a group again. Yet individuals among them re-
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turned frequently after the fiftieth year. Johnson was aware also
that, as medical science lengthened life expectancy, the number
in each class able to return after half a century would increase. To
Johnson's "Old Timers" belonged every person who had attended
Colby in a class that had been graduated for n10re than fifty years.
The individual need not have graduated; he need only at some
time have been a member of the class. Johnson declared that every
year, when class reunions were being held in connection with
Commencement, the "Old Timers" would have a reunion dinner.
In 1 943 he sent out the first invitation.
"There are 1 09 of us vvho have been out of college more than
fifty years and are still alive. I suggest that we organize in a group
to be called the Old Timers Club and hold a reunion each year. I
would like to be host at dinner for our first meeting. Mrs. Johnson
and I will look forward to having you at our home, where at first
waking each morning we see the towers of Lorimer Chapel and
Miller Library, and where all day long we are kept young by the
passing students on their way to and from Mayflower Hill."
For twelve years Franklin Johnson continued as president of
the "Old Timers," arranging the program for the annual meeting
and always the life of the party.
The new white colonial house on Mayflower Hill Drive had
been built just as Mrs. Johnson wanted it. The architect had de
signed the lower floor so that, except from the kitchen, the only
entrance to the dining room was from the front hall. Imogene
Johnson's experience as a college president's wife told her that
would never do. Although Frank was now retired, they had no
intention of giving up their gracious entertaining for which both
were well known. Ho,v could guests at teas and receptions circu
late with only one entrance and exit for the dining room? Mrs.
Johnson insisted upon another access. The architect protested. A
second door ,vould usher the public right through her husband's
study. Mrs. Johnson informed that architect that the sanctity of
that study was less important than the risk of having jostling
guests collide and spill coffee over her Persian rug. Imogene
Johnson had her way.
'Vhen the house was opened it was filled with gifts from scores
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of friends. 1\11rs. Johnson called it "Frank's plunder." She declared
the best vvay to furnish a house was to see that your husband be a
college president, then retire to a new home. The Johnson home
was one of the first in 'IVaterville to install a stairway elevator, but
only declining health forced both of the ] ohnson's to use it.
Although Johnson gave no hint that he was irked by retirement,
three years after he left office he confided to his friend Otis Cald
well that it had not been easy. "I have been retired for three years.
At first it seemed as if I could not stand it \vith nothing to do. But
it wasn't long before I found myself engaged in many enterprises
and I am now as busy as ever. I am of course more directly con
cerned vvith the completion of our campus. We have three beauti
ful buildings in operation and are carrying on college work on
tvvo can1puses. The bus loaded with students goes by my house on
the edge of the new campus every few minutes and I like to wave
to the young folks."
Johnson was continuing an earlier association with the Win
throp manufacturer Alan Goldfine, in the hope that Goldfine
\vould be \villing and able to complete the projected building for
instruction in the life sciences. Failing health and financial reverses
prevented Goldfine's providing D10re than a part of the cost, but
in 1 945 the confident anticipation of both Goldfine and Johnson
justified the latter's jubilant letter to the biologist Caldwell, who
had been dubious of Colby's plans for the sciences. "vVe have
prospect of a special building for biology. I expect to see the man
tomorrow, and I want to tell him that I am asking you, as a leading
biologist, to act as adviser on the building. If that doesn't con
vince you that biology is not forgotten at Colby, I don't know
what will."
Franklin Johnson never lost interest in Coburn Classical Insti
tute, where he had served eleven happy years as principal at the
turn of the century. He remained a member of the Coburn board
until shortly before his death. After the passing of his friend Frank
Padelford, Secretary of the Board of Education of the North
ern Baptist Convention, Johnson maintained active contact with
Padelford's successor, Luther Wesley Smith, in behalf of Coburn.
He actively solicited funds to keep the old school in operation
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through difficult times, and he continued an active correspondence
with n1embers of the Coburn family as well as with the school's
leading alumni.
Johnson had the best of relations with his own successor, Seelye
Bixler. Each respected and appreciated the other and, as we have
already said, Johnson never interfered with his successor's admin
istration, and he proclaimed Bixler as the ideal man to head Colby
through the war and well into the postwar years. As early as
1 940 Johnson had written to I�arry Hilton: "I was immediately
drawn to Bixler. FIe is a noble figure of a man, and I unhesitatingly
put him ahead of any men I have yet heard discussed for the Colby
presidency. "
Johnson knew that Bixler, as Colby's first non-Baptist presi
dent, would confront criticism. It burst out publicly, soon after
the announcement of Bixler's election, in an editorial in the Sun
day School Ti7nes. "It is a strange proceeding," said the Ti'lnes, "to
go to the Unitarian theological school at Harvard for the head of
a Christian institution."
Although he had escaped charges of religious heresy, Johnson
himself had not been free from criticism. He remembered well
that ugly slogan "I(eep Colby! iVlove Johnson! " Yet, with unfail
ing optimism, he recognized time as the great healer, and he knew
that nothing succeeds like success. He therefore counseled Bixler
to pay no attention to the outburst in the fundamentalist j ournal.
"I think you should let the attack pass without comment. Both
Gray of Bates and I have been regarded by the Maine Baptists as
dangerous persons, but we are still here." Bixler was further com
forted when Carl Herrick, the Andover-Newton president, in
formed Johnson that the author of the editorial was "a brilliant
neurotic whose obsessions are best ignored."
Although Johnson never offered advice to Bixler regarding
faculty appointments, Bixler often requested it. In more than one
instance that advice proved invaluable. When the musical direc
tor, John W. Thomas, departed for military service, Johnson ad
vised that Colby make greater use of the part-time services of
Ermanno Comparetti, then instructor of instrumental music in
the Waterville public schools. Johnson correctly predicted that
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Comparetti would one day be the head of music at Colby. Johnson
also warned Bixler against overemphasis on the doctor's degree.
"\Vhile I recognize the importance of graduate degrees, I have
learned by experience that teaching and organizing ability are
more important than the mere possession of the Ph.D."
While Johnson in retirement was con1muning with his beloved
trees at Robbinston, Bixler wrote him: "Here I am sitting in your
house ( 3 3 College Avenue) after having occupied your office all
day, and writing to you in the evening to say how hard it is going
to be to live up to your example. Iviy day began with a blast from
iC, who wanted me to fire the superintendent of buildings, not to
mention several members of the faculty. The day continued with
various conferences, all involving problems, and ended with a
four-hour meeting of the Investment Committee."
Johnson worked hard without success to arrange for profitable
disposal of the old campus. Fourteen years after his death a large
part of that area was still in the possession of the college, although
every college structure on it had been torn down. For a time,
however, in the 1 94.0'S there seemed a possibility that the entire
plant might be purchased by Roman Catholic educational inter
ests. Long, but eventually fruitless, negotiations were carried on
\vith several orders, especially with the Oblate Brethren of the
Immaculate Mary. For a time the Jesuits also showed interest, but
nothing came of talks with their representatives.
Another possibility was use of the old campus for a State V oca
tional School at post-secondary level. At that time the new highly
successful vocational school at South Portland had not been estab
lished, but serious consideration was being given by both the State
Department of Education and the appropriate legislative cOlnmit
tee to starting a school somewhere in l\1aine. Johnson revealed in
a letter to a Colby trustee his preference for an indirect approach.
"In the bill before the legislature calling for a vocational school, no
reference is made to Colby College, and under the bill the school
might be located anywhere in l\1aine. It is not �Tise at this time to
give preference to the Colby site. Later, perhaps, it can properly
be n1entioned." When the federal government transferred to the
State of Maine, for the consideration of one dollar, all the land,
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buildings and facilities of Fort Preble at South Portland, that
federal generosity deprived Colby of any chance to dispose of the
old campus as a site for a state vocational school.
After the move of all students and all instruction to Mayflower
Hill in 1 9 5 2 Franklin Johnson saw his task essentially completed,
although other buildings were already contemplated and the fu
ture would bring others that he had not even imagined. In 1 9 5 0
Johnson was already eighty years old and h e knew the time had
come when he must truly sloV\T up. During several winters he and
1\11rs. Johnson visited Florida with their friends Albert and J ose
phine Drummond. On one such trip Nirs. Johnson had a cardiac
seizure that caused her to be brought home by ambulance. She
recovered, to outlive her husband, but they made no more winter
j ourneys to the South. They spent long summers at Robbinston,
,vhere the Lords, the Padelfords, and other cottage owners had
become only memories. There, on his Robbinston land, Johnson
renewed his interest in trees, setting out more than a thousand, of
which at least a third were graceful, shining blue spruce.
While still Colby president, Johnson had sought advice about
trees from his fellow presidential incumbent, Harold Boardman
of the University of Nlaine. Now Johnson wanted information
about spraying trees. Boardman referred him to A. I{. Gardner of
the University's College of Agriculture, who wrote to Johnson:
"I am sending you descriptive material relating to the spraying or
dusting of apple trees. President Boardman tells me you have a
small orchard in Washington County. I enclose a spray calendar
as well as our schedule for plums and sour cherries, in case you
have any."
It was trees that cemented the friendship between Johnson and
Mrs. Edward Bok, who gave the beautiful elms in front of Colby's
Lorimer Chapel. In fact all his life Franklin Johnson ,vas drawn
to anyone who loved trees. 1V1rs. Bok's interest in Colby may ,veIl
have been caused by this common interest she found with Franklin
Johnson.
During the final years of both Franklin and Imogene Johnson,
they were comforted by the loving care bestowed upon them by
Mrs. Johnson's daughter-in-law, l\'1rs. Emily Heath Hall, and by
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the pride they took in the grandson Dana. To the family of
younger Halls "Uncle Frank" was very close indeed.
In 1 9 5 I , as he approached his eighty-first birthday, Franklin
Johnson ,vrote a memorable essay, "If I Had Three Days to Live."
He said that its writing was prompted by Helen Keller's article,
"If I Had Three Days of Sight." So Johnson decided to think
through and put dOV\Tn on paper what he would do if he had only
three days left of life.
First, he indicated, he would pay tribute to his lifelong interests
of gardening and fishing. He wasn't interested in the size of his
crop or the number of trout. What mattered was the fun of grub
bing in the soil and casting over the calm ,vaters of a Maine pond.
Part of those three days, he said, would be spent just as he spent a
lot of time every summer. "I walk slowly along the paths, stopping
here and there to admire a plant that I had come to kno,v well,
now bursting into bloom. Then down on my knees to pull a weed.
Finally, for it is getting on toward breakfast time, breathing the
perfume that pervades the air, I cut an armful of flowers-zinnias,
snapdragons, calendulas-and carry them into the house, still wet
with dew, where Mrs. Johnson, skilful in the art, arranges them
in beautiful display. After breakfast I jump into my dory and go
out to pull my lobster traps. The first is empty, but in the next I
find a three-pounder. Back in the kitchen the big pot is boiling on
the stove. Thus dinner is simply provided for."
Part of the three days, a small but significant part, Johnson said
he vvould spend driving to Calais. While [VIrs. Johnson visited an
old friend he would drive to the academy building on the hill,
flooded with memories. There was the football team, one of the
first fielded by any Maine secondary school, and the first interna
tional football game, when Johnson himself had played halfback.
He would then have a last look at St. Andrews Bay. "We stop the
car and view the broad expanse of water, with the herring weirs
along the shore, the lighthouse on the distant reef, and the islands
separating the bay from the open sea. I recall the night I spent on
the schooner Vila y H er711ano anchored in Penobscot Bay. I had
shipped on her as a sailor on a trip to Nova Scotia." (The Vila y
H er711ano was the last vessel built in the Rideout and Lord yard
at Calais.)
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F or his last fishing trip Johnson would choose not a lake but a
tumbling trout stream, and he "rould have as companion his clos
est friend on the Colby faculty, the chemist George Parmenter.
"Several times we have cast flies on the iVliramichi in Canada and
have tried our luck on Intervale Brook, the outlet to Rand Lake."
Johnson knew that he couldn't follo\v a trout brook as agilely
as he had in his youth. "We break do\vn our rods, pour water on
the smoldering fire and are ready to start for home. I-Iow long the
trail seems and ho\v different our jaded spirits from the buoyant
hopes with which \ve had come in a few hours before. Then we
had seemed to fly on lVlercury's \vinged sandals, but novv our feet
were shod with lead. But at last we make it. How good the blue
waters of the St. Croix look as "Te drag our tired feet down the hill
through the orchard to the shore. We are soon snoring in ham
mocks on the porch."
Johnson was sure he would spend the final day in Waterville,
with calls on Bert Drummond, Harvey Eaton and Carroll Perkins,
a visit to the old campus, and a few last hours on 1Viayflower Hill.
"As I walk beneath the trees of the old campus my mind goes back
to vvhen I first saw it as a freshman in 1 8 8 7 . How little did it occur
to me then that I should ever have a part in shaping the destiny of
the college. First to my oId room in South College, where for four
years I stoked the stove and carried out the ashes. In retrospect I
went to the old well by the gyn1 and returned with the tin pail
slopping water on the stairs, and placed it on the window sill. How
many times I have had to break the ice in that pail in the morning
before making my sketchy ablutions."
Confessing waves of nostalgia, on this last day of the three,
Johnson declared that, fond as he might be of the old college
buildings on the Avenue, "A college does not consist of brick and
stone, but is a vital thing with a background of tradition and emo
tion, built up through the years by men and women of faith and
courage on the unending search for truth and the good life."
As in a kind of grand finale the writer of the essay came to May
flo\ver Hill, he vievved the brilliant colors of the sunset, heard the
chimes of Lorimer Chapel, smelled the pungent odor of the hilltop
pines. "How much more fortunate was I than lVloses, for I had not
merely seen fulfilment of my heart's desire, I had actually entered

Tbe Man of Mayflower Hill
into the promised land. 'Lord, now lettest Thou thy servant de
part in peace, according to thy holy word, for mine eyes have
seen thy salvation.' "
The extracts we have quoted from "If I Had Three Days to
Live" reveal that, besides his other notable accomplishments,
Franklin Johnson was a skilled writer. What a pity that he did
not write his own memoirs!
In I 946 Johnson donated to the Mayflower Hill Development
Fund the entire salary he had received during his thirteen years as
Colby president. The man who had solicited money from others
to make his dream come true showed them that his own devotion
to the cause was not restricted to begging and speeches. I-lis own
money was going into the proj ect. From its president-emeritus
Colby received $96, 2 47 .47 , the aggregate to the last penny of his
presidential salary.
During I 9 5 4 and I 9 5 5 Franklin Johnson was several times hos
pitalized. Soon after Christmas in I 9 5 5 friends knew that the end
\vas near. It came on February I 9, I 9 5 6, five months after he had
attained the venerable age of eighty-six years. The funeral, at
tended by dignitaries of state and leaders in American education,
was appropriately held in Lorimer Chapel, under the j oint charge
of the college chaplain and the pastor of the First Baptist Church.
The eulogy was delivered by President Bixler, who said: "Of his
characteristics it is his courage that stands out in sharpest relief. He
showed it when he led the trustees to the decision to move the
college. He showed it again when his plan "vas derided as 'J ohn
son's Folly.' He showed it again when he challenged Waterville
citizens to provide for the college here if they did not want it to
move away."
After paying tribute to the great MayfloV\Ter Hill achievement,
Dr. Bixler continued: "We \vho watched him in these later days,
driving from one part of the campus to another, supervising the
workmen, directing construction of roads, examining with intense
interest every new tree or plot of grass, and seeing put in place
almost every new brick and stone-we could feel his mental energy
expressing itself in amazing physical activity. Students of the
present generation know him chiefly as an elderly man who ap-
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peared in old clothes on Johnson Day, equally ready to plant a
tree, jnmp on the driver's seat of a tractor, or make a thrilling
speech to the undergraduates. No one ever puffed a pipe more
rapidly than he, gave more dramatic evidence that where there is
so much smoke there must be a consuming fire. Through his im
mersion in work that called for the utmost devotion Dr. Johnson
discovered the courage that rises with danger and the strength by
which strength is opposed. In the midst of frustrations he found
the j oy of achievement, and at the end of a long and strenuous life
he had the satisfaction of public acclaim for a task well done."
Imogene Johnson lived on with her rich memories for nearly
four years. She kept the big house on Mayflower Hill, where her
many callers found her always the same gracious hostess. She in
variably shovved concern for the health and welfare of others, al
though her own health was failing. She appreciated deeply the
kindness shown her after her husband's death. Said her close friend
Mrs. Josephine Drummond, "Gene was a perfect partner, and her
response to Frank's numerous calls ,vas quick and uncomplaining.
She would have his traveling bag ready, and her own too if that
was his wish. She created the perfect home setting for their numer
ous guests, and she encouraged him in moments when his dream
seemed to fade."
There is no need to summarize the characteristics of the man
who moved Colby College. His personal attributes, as well as his
achievements, have been spread through this book. One point,
however, as vve conclude the story, will bear emphasis. At every
step of his career, whether on the blueberried top of Bean Hill,
on the fields of the East Wilton Farm, beside the cottage on the
Bay of Fundy, or on the slopes of 1Vlayflower Hill, Franklin J ohn
son delighted in seeing things grow. He took as keen delight in the
growth of his flowers and trees as he did in the growth of the new
college. He often referred to the poet's line "weeding at the sacred
hour of dawn." He truly believed that with
The kiss of the sun for pardon,
The song of the birds for mirth,
One's nearer God's heart in a garden
Than anywhere else on earth.

